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FOREWORD

1. This interface standard is approved for use by all
Departments and Agencies of the Department of Defense.

2. Beneficial comments (recommendations, additions, deletions)
and any pertinent data which may be of use in improving this
document should be addressed to: DMA (ATISI), MS A-10, 8613 Lee
Highway, Fairfax, Virginia 22031-2137, by using the
Standardization Document Proposal (DD”Form 1426) appearing at the
end of this document or by letter.
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1. SCOPE

1.1 -. The vector product format (VPF) is a standard
format, structure, and organization for large geographic databases
that are based on a georelational data model and are intended for
direct use. VPF is designed to be compatible with a widevariety
of applications and products. VPF allows application software to
read data directly from computer-readable media without prior
conversion to an intermediate form. VPF uses tables and indexes
that permit direct access by spatial location and thematic content
and is designed to be used with any digital geographic data in
vector format that can be represented using nodes, edges, and
faces. VPF defines the format of data objects, and the
georelational data model provides a data organization within which
software can manipulate the VPF data objects. A product
specification corresponding to a specific database product
determines the precise contents of feature tables and theic
relationships in the database. In this context, each separate
product or application is defined by a product specification and
implemented by using VPF structures.

1.2 wirabilitv. The information contained in this
standard shall be used by the Military Departments, Office of the
Secreta~ of Defense, Organizations of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
and the Defense Agencies of the Department of Defense
(collectively known as DoD Components) in preparing and accessing
digital geographic data required or specified to be in vector
product format.

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 ~. The documents listed in this section are
needed to meet the requirements specified in sections 3, 4, and 5
of this specification. This section does not include documents
cited in other sections of this specification or recommended for
additional information as examples. While eve~ effort has been
made to ensure

. cautioned that
sections 3, “4,
are listed.

the completeness of this list, document users are
they must meet all requirements documents cited in
and 5 of this specification, whether or not they

2.2 ~.

2.2.1 ~D~C~~. s~ds . and . The
following specifications, standards, and handbooks foxm a part of
this document to the extent specified herein. Unless otherwise
specified, the issues of these documents
issue of the Department of Defense Index

are those listed in the
of Specifications and

1
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Standards (DODISS) and supplement thereto, cited in the
solicitation (see 6.2).

HANDBOOKS

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

MIL-HDBK-850 - DoD
and

Glossa~
Geodesy

of Mapping,
(MC&G) Terms

Charting

(Unless otherwise indicated, co~ies of federal and military
specifications, standards, and handb;oks are available from the
Standardization Documents Order desk, Bldg. 4D, 700 Robbins Ave.,
Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094.)

2.2.2 er Gov~~lt dorumnts. d-as.
This section is not applicable to this standard.

.

2.3 ~on-Gover-t
—

~ulcat~ . The following documents
form a part of this document to the extent specified herein.
Unless otherwise specified, the issues of the documents which are
DoD adopted are those listed in the issue of the DODISS cited in
the solicitation. Unless otherwise specified, the issues of
documents not listed in the DODISS are the issues of the documents
cited in the solicitation (see 6.2).

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS ORGANIZATION (1S0)

ISO 646

1S0 2022 -

1S0 2375 -

ISO 6937 -

1S0 8601 -

ISO 8859.1 -

Information Processing–ISO 7-Bit Coded
Character Set for Information Exchange.

Information Processing–ISO 7-Bit and 8-
Bit Coded Character Sets-Code Extension
Techniques.

Data Processing–Procedure for
Registration of Escape Sequences.

Information Processing<oded Character
Sets for Text Communication.

Data Elements and Interchange Formats -
Information InterchangeRepresentation
of Dates and Times.

Information processing - El-Bitsingle
byte coded graphic character sets -
Part 1: Latin Alphabet No. 1

Downloaded from http://www.everyspec.com
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ISO 9660 -

ISO 10646-1 -

MIL-STD-2407

Information Processing–Volume and File
Structure of CD-ROM for Information
Interchange.

Information Technology - Universal
Multiple-Octet Coded Character Set
(USC), part 1: Architecture and Basic
Multilingual Plane

AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE/INSTI~TE OF ELECTRICAL
AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS (ANSI/IEEE)

ANSI/IEEE 754-1986 - IEEE Standard for Binary Floating
Point Arithmetic.

ANSI X3.4-1977 - Code for Information Interchange
(ASCII) Adopted in FIPSPUB 1-1,

(Copies of 1S0 and ANSI documents are available from the
American National Standards Institute, 1430 Broadway, New York, NY
10018.)

FEDERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING STANDARDS (FIpS)

FIPSPUB 151-1 POSIX: Portable Operating System
Interface for Computer
Environments.

(Copies of Federal Information Processing Standards (FIpS)
are available to Department of Defense activities from the
Standardization Document Order Desk, 700 Robbins Avenue, Building
4D, Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094. Others must request copies of
FIPS from the National Technical Information Service, 5285 Port
Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161-2171.)

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION - STANDARDIZATION
AGREEMENT (NA’10STANAG)

STANAG 7074 - Digital Geographic Information
Exchange Standard (DIGEST),
Version 1.2

Note: VPF products may reside on a variety of media. If a
VPF database product resides on CD-ROM, 1S0 9660 CD-ROM format is
required for that product.

2.4 ~. In the event of a conflict between
the text of this document and the references cited herein, the
text of this document takes precedence. Nothing in this document,

3
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however, supersedes applicable laws and regulations unless a
specific exemption has been obtained.

3. DEFINITIONS

~. A geographic entity that encloses a region;
for example, a lake, administrative area, or state.

~. A collection of area features that
maintains a homogeneous set of attributes. Implies the use of
face primitives.

~. The implementation of an area feature
class in a VPF attribute table.

bttrOute
.

. A property of an entity; for example, the color
of a building, the width of a road, or the accuracy level of a
database. Defined subtypes of an attribute are the feature-
attribute, coverage attribute, database attribute, and libra~
attribute.

. Attribute accuracy refers to the
accuracy or reliability of attribute data within the limits
described by feature completeness. If attribute accuracy
information is not available in the above form, a description of
known attribute accuracy characteristics may be substituted.

ute comD1-tenesS . Attribute completeness refers to the
percentage of feature attribute fields not populated by null or
default values.

t r~ute.
tti . A collection of identically formatted

(defined) attribute rows. AIiattribute table inherits the
properties of a VPF table, but also may have value description
tables.

ute v- . The specific value of an attribute; for
example, green for building color, 48 feet for road width, level 2

, for the accuracy of a database.

~. A hardware implementation of an encoding scheme.
It determines the order in which bytes are stored in a long word.
‘Mo commonly used orders are little-endian, or least significant
first (i.e., 1234); and big-endian, = most si~ificant first
(i.e., 4321).

hic nrlmltlve
,.. . A primitive with no topological

relationship to adjoining or surrounding primitives. The text
primitive is a cartographic primitive.

4
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Q2skhbk. A set of character specifications. A code table
defines the alpha numeric and special characters that are used in
a computer system to model written languages.

SQIJJmR. The set of all values of a particular attribute
within a table.

CQhmJYw. The relational model uses column types to
implement the data type of an attribute. For instance, the column
ELEVATION could have an integer column type.

~. A single feature that relates directly to
other features rather than to a primitive. A single feature
composed of other features, either simple or complex.

~. A feature class that includes two or
more other feature classes (simple or complex) . —

Com~lex feature table. An implementation of a complex
feature class in VPF.

~. A single simple feature composed of more
than one primitive of the same type. A compound feature may cross
tile boundaries.

QmmmLkz. A group of columns used together to create a
key in a relational table.

~. One of the two node primitive types. It is
used to represent linked features that are zero dimensional at a
particular scale. Connected nodes are always found at the ends of
edges and are topologically linked to the edges. Connected nodes
are used in two ways: (1) to define edges topologically (always)
and (2) to represent point features that are found at a juncture
of linear features, such as overpasses, locks in a canal, or
underground utility access points. Under the first usage, the
connected nodes are referred to as start and end nodes. Under the
second usage, attributes will be associated with the point

‘ features related to the connected nodes. If many edges intersect
a node, only one edge will be maintained per node in the connected
node table; other edges are linked by using winged-edge topology.
All connected nodes which lie on a tile boundary will have cross-
tile components (tile_id and first_edge).

Cnnt~a fare
. .

. A face that contains one or more entity
nodes. Used to establish the relationship from an entity node to
its face, if level 3 topology is present.

5
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Coor~at e. A specified position in Cartesian space. The
value takes the form of a short or long floating point value. Z
values (if any) are ignored during the enforcement and use of
planar graphs.

So@iin9~~ =rav . A fixed-length list of coordinate tuples.

Coordinate Dalx
.

. A specified position in a two-dimensional
grid, where the first position relates to the X axis and the
second position relates to the Y axis.

. A variable-length list of coordinate
tuples.

. A specified position in a three-
dimensional grid, where the first position relates to the X axis,
the second position relates to the Y axis, and the third position
relates to the Z axis.

G@Jrdinate tuDl? . A coordinate pair or triplet.

CQYeEuQ. A set of feature classes that has a specified
spatial extent and in which the primitives interconnect as
described by the coverage’s topology.

coveraae attrlbut~ . A property of a coverage. The coverage
attribute table contains properties for all coverages in the
libraxy.

. The encoding of topological
relationships in such a reamer that those relations are maintained
even when a coverage has been physically partitioned into multiple
tiles.

Data ~
. .

. A collection of tables with entries that
define the meaning of attributes and the allowable values (or
ranges of values) .

# ~. A description of the computer-readable (bit-
level) representation of data.

RaM2ass. A collection of related libraries as defined by a
product specification.

ase at.tru . A property of a database.

~. Date status refers to the date at which the
data was introduced or modified in the database. This date of
entry is used as a proof of modification for a single data element

6
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and permits the statistical interpretation of groups of data
elements.

Dir-t =ceasi
.

. Retrieval of data by reference to its
location on a storage medium rather than relative to the
previously retrieved data. The access mechanism goes directly to
the data in question. This access method is nomally required for
on-line data usage.

ertnrv . A file that contains a list of the unique names,
begiming addresses, and lengths of other files.

EdsLe. A one-dimensional primitive used to represent the
location of a linear feature and/or the borders of faces.
Depending upon the level of topology, edges may be topologically
linked to nodes, edges, and faces. Edges are composed of an
ordered collection of two or more coordinate tuples (pairs or
triplets). At least two of the coordinate tuples must be
distinct. The orientation of an edge can be recognized by the
ordering of the coordinate tuples.

atlou . A set fomat that serves to identify data
elements.

. The assignment of bit-patterns to data types in a
computer. For example, one given bit arrangement may define an
integer data type (e.g., 2’s complement, 1’s complement, or
biased), whereas another may describe a character data type (e.g.,
ASCII, EBCDIC).

EDdaQsk. The terminating node of an edge.

~. A general term for any object that is being modeled
or defined within a database.

. One of the two node primitive types. It is
used to represent isolated features that are zero dimensional at a
particular scale. Entity nodes are topclogically linked to a

, containing face when face topology is present. Entity nodes
cannot occur on edges.

~. A special character code used to extend the
characters used in a character code table.

Ewe. A region enclosed by an edge or set of edges (a face
has area). Faces are topologically linked to their surrounding
edges as well as to the other faces that surround them. Faces are
always non overlapping, exhausting the area of a plane.

7
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EeaLJIE. A model of a real world geographic entity. A
zero-, one-, or two-dimensional entity of uniform attribute scheme
from an exhaustive attribute distribution across a plane, or a set
of such entities sharing common attribute values. Simple and
complex are types of features.

F=tllr~ attxibut~ . A property of a feature.

~. A set of features that shares a homogeneous
set of attributes. A feature class consists of a set of tables
that includes one or more primitive tables and one or more
attribute tables. A feature class has the same columns of
attribute information for each feature. Eve~ feature class has
one and only one feature table. The two types of feature classes
are the simple feature class and complex feature class. The
subtypes of the simple feature class are the point feat~re class,
line feature class, area feature class, and text feature class.

Feature class attribute table . The feature class attr-ibute
table contains properties for all feature classes in a coverage.
The feature class attribute table is required to support the
feature index tables.

~. Atable that stores the
composition rules of each feature class. This table describes the
definition for each feature class and the way in which each table
in a feature class relates to other tables.

~. Feature completeness refers to the
degree to which all features of a given type for the area of the
data set have been included.

.
e . The feature index table is constructed

specifically to provide for rapid retrieval of feature information
when given a selected primitive. It provides a join index from
primitive to feature.

Feature Ioln table
. . . A table that identifies l:N or N:l

relationships between features and other features or primitives.
‘ Si~le features may be composed of one or more primitive
instances, and complex features may be composed of one or more
stile features or other complex features. A primitive instance
may belong to more than one feature.

~. A table made up of rows of features in a
feature class. These rows collectively form the feature table for
that feature class.

EkM. A field contains a single attribute value of a single

8
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identify the data types contained

of bytes. The three VPF file types are
directory, table, and index file.

t ed~ . An edge arbitrarily selected as the first edge
to enable traversing around a connected

. A field made up of a
bytes. Fixed fields are generally used
blank entries are significant.

node.

predefined number
for numeric data,

of
or when

Forel~ k-z
. . One or more columns in one table that are used

as a primary key in another table.

!Se~_c entity . A phenomenon characterized by its
locational context and about which spatially referenced _
information is stored.

n svstem (u . An organized collection
of computer hardware, software, geographic data, and standard
operating procedures for efficiently capturing, storing,
maintaining, retrieving, analyzing, displaying, and reporting
spatially referenced information.

P . A table that defines the
coordinate system of a library.

Geometric ~rwltlv~
. . .

. The basic geometric units of
representation; specifically, nodes, edges, and faces.

. A generic conceptual model in
which geographic information is represented by using a combination
of vector geometry and planar, topology, and relational data
models.

-. A mechanism used to quickly identify a particular
# record or group of records based on a table’s prima~ key.

dex f-. . The implementation of an index stored in a file.
There are variable-length indexes, spatial indexes, thematic
indexes, and feature indexes.

. The inner boundary of a face, composed of edges
ordered in a sequence. A face may have none or any arbitrary
number of inner rings.

~. A geographic data set in which all feature

9
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data are contained in a single coverage. Opposite of layered
data.

KeY. In a relational data model, one or more columns
(attributes) whose values uniquely identify or can be used to
select a row.

kEEdJwa. Feature data thematically separated into
separate coverages. Opposite of integrated data.

L!2EuaE. The left edge is the first neighbor of the
current edge as one moves counterclockwise around the start node
of the current edge.

LQLface. The face to the left of an edge in a traverse
from the start node to the end node.

kibra~ . A collection of one or more coverages contained
within a specified spatial extent, all of which share a single
coordinate system. Coverages may be tiled in a librav. Al1
tiled coverages in a library must share a common tiling scheme,
however.

. A property of a library. The library
attribute table describes the properties of each library in a
database.

e feat= . A geographic entity that defines a linear
(one-dimensional) structure; for example, a river, road, or a
state boundary.

e class . A collection of line features that
maintains a homogeneous set of attributes. Composed of edge
primitives.

Line feature table
. . The implementation of a line feature

. class in a VPF attribute table.

. Information that describes processing
tolerances, interpretation rules applied to source materials, and
basic production and quality assurance procedures. Lineage
information should include all available information from the
source.

J~
. . . Logical consistency refers to the

fidelity of the relationships
data set, logical consistency

encoded in a data set. In a VPF
requires that all topological

10
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appropriate primitive, that all attribute
appropriate primitive or features, and that

all tables described in the feature class schema tables maintain
the relationships described.

. AS used herein, the number of distinct media
that comprise a VPF database. For instance, there may be four CD-
ROM media volumes in one database.

MdiJm. A data storage device (e.g., a CD-ROM, hard disk
drive, magnetic tape, or floppy disk).

MwkdaLa. Information about data; more specifically,
information about the meaning of other data.

. A rectangle of coordinate tuples
that defines the minimum and maximum coordinates of an entity.
Abbreviated as MBR. —

Names refe ence co eraaer v . A coverage that contains (at a “
minimum) a point feature table with columns indicating a place
name and its known coordinate. Used to help a user locate places
by name.

w. Stands for not a number. Used as a floating point null
value in VPF.

~. A characteristic of a data model that does
not contain product-specific information.

NQsie. A zero-dimensional geometric primitive that is
composed of a single coordinate tuple (pair or triplet) . There
are two types of nodes: entity nodes and connected nodes. Only
one node can occupy a single geographic location.

. The outermost boundary of a face, composed of
edges ordered in a sequence.

● JwhMxne. A file name that uniquely identifies the location
path to a file within a series of one or more directories.

WmaLmkl. A planar model is a two-dimensional surface in
which evexy point has a neighborhood (a two-dimensional region)
that is topologically equal to a flat disk. It is implemented as
a planar graph {N, E, F} with a finite number of nodes N = {nl,
n2,...}, edges E = {cl, e2, ...}, and faces F = {fl, f2,...]
bounded by edges and nodes. Each edge has an orientation from its
first (starting) coordinate tuple to its last coordinate tuple.
Also, each face of the graph has a certain orientation (cycle)

11
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around its edges and nodes. Each edge of a planar model is
incident with exactly two faces.

fea~ . A geographic entity that defines a zero-
dimensional location; for example, a well or a building.

. A collection of point features that
maintains a homogeneous set of attributes. Composed of node
primitives.

. The implementation of a point feature
class in a VPF attribute table.

. A field within a record or within an index that
contains the address of a record.

B2ku2rl. Thematically homogeneousareas composed of one or
more faces. —

~~sltlonal =cu~a~
. . . Positional accuracy refers to the root

mean square error (RMSE) of the coordinates relative to the
position of the real world entity being modeled. Positional
accuracy shall be specified without relation to scale and shall
contain all errors introduced by source documents, data capture,
and data processing.

key . A key whose value uniquely identifies a row.

. . .Iv< . The smallest component of VPF, of which all
features are composed. There are three geometric primitives
(nodes, edges, faces) and one cartographic primitive (text).

. A primitive table inherits the properties
of a VPF table, but may also have an associated minimum bounding
rectangle table and/or a spatial index file.

t
. .sDec~ . A document that defines the precise

content and format of a specific product. It contains technical
, requirements and database design decisions such as coding, tiling,
special relationships between entities, and so forth. In the
context of the VPF, each separate product or application is
defined by a product specification and implemented by using VPF
structures.

. The right edge is the first neighbor of the
current edge as one moves counterclockwise around the end node of
the current edge.

t . The face to the right of an edge in a traverse

12
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from the start node to the end node.

Rixu. A connected set of edges that composes the face
border. Any single ring is only referenced to and by a single
face. If the same set of edges is shared by two different faces,
two rings that correspond to the two faces are created from the
single edge set. Rings only occur at level 3 topology (when faces
are also present) .

RLM. An ordered collection of fields pertaining to the
entity. A tuple in a relation.

RQMAi.
table.

~.
structures of

An integer that uniquely identifies each row in a

A description (or picture or diagram) of the
a database system.

SdwwL&k. A schema table defines the
relationships within a coverage.

. The implied meaning of data.
entities mean with respect to their roles in a

tables and ~heir

Used to define what
system.

Sha~e U
. . An ordered set of one or more coordinate tuples

that define the placement and shape of a text primitive.

e feature Cw . Consists of a single type of primitive
(face, edge, node, or text) and a feature table. There are four
subtypes of simple feature classes: point, line, area, and text.

isQuEa2. Source information describes the origin or
derivation of a single feature, primitive, or attribute. It
includes information about processing of the data as well as
information about the data source.

. A data structure file that allows for the
rapid identification of a primitive by using the values of the

, primitive’s coordinates.

Wu?dasE. An edge arbitrarily selected as the start edge
to enable traversing through the ring table asociated with a face.

start node. The first node of an edge.

SmLax. The rules governing the construction of a machine
language or machine representation of entities.

=. An 0r9anizati0nal structure for data content. In the

13
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relational model, a table is a group of repeating rows defined by
columns. Equivalent to a relation.

~. A cartographic entity that relates a textual
description to a zero- or one-dimensional location. A text
feature usually contains information such as font, color, and
height.

~. A collection of text features that
maintains a homogeneousset of attributes. Composed of text
primitives.

~. The implementation of a text feature
class in a VPF attribute table.

t
,..D-t lVe. Characters placed in specific locations in a

coordinate system. Text is a cartographic object, rather than a
geographic entity, since it does not participate in topology. A
text array indicates a fixed-length string of characters. A text
string indicates a variable-length collection of characters.

c attr~ . A column in a table that provides a
thematic description of a feature. For example, a feature class
that contains rivers may have attributes such as width, depth, and
name.

tlr
. .

. A file that allows software to access the
row ids of its associated table. In a VPF table, the index is
created on a column. Four special indexes are used for feature
tables: point, line, area, and text thematic indexes.

IttsL?E. An organizational concept used in the design of
spatial databases. Common themes in spatial geographic databases
are transportation, hydrology, and soil/land suitability.

Xik. A spatial partition of a coverage that shares the same
set of feature classes with the same definitions as the coverage.
The topology of each tile is independent of that of each other

~ tile in the coverage.

. A coverage that has been physically
partitioned into tiles.

3’lllna scheme
0,

. The scheme used to define tile shape and size
and to identify tiles (assign identification numbers).

XQQQkaY. The branch of mathematics concerned with geometric
relationships unaltered by elastic deformation. In geographic
applications, topology refers to any relationship between

14
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connected geometric primitives that is not altered by continuous
transformation. VPF recognizes four levels Of topology. Level O
topology manipulates the purely geometric aspects of the spatial
data. No topological information is stored in level O topology.
Level 1 topology maintains a nonplanar graph. Level 2 topology
maintains a planar graph. Level 3 topology explicitly represents
the faces defined by the planar graph. See Figure 10.

~. An algorithm that uses winged-edge topology to
retrieve a series of neighboring edges to satisfy a query of a
network.

. A variable-length structure used to contain
information for crossing tile boundaries. The first field
contains the internal primitive id (referred to as ID) . The
second field contains the tile reference coverage id (TILE_ID),
and the third field contains the primitive id in the associated
tile (EXT_ID). —

QQLe. See coordinate tuple.

universe fa~ . The unbounded region surrounding a level 3
topology coverage. The universe face always maintains the first
record in a face table.

Yariabl-lenath colunm A column whose length is determined
by the amount of storage needed to store its contents. Useful for
character strings and coordinate strings.

YeG!Xx. Indicates a collection of
define a geographic or geometric entity.

~. A standard

coordinate tuples to

format, structure, and
organization for large geographic databases based on a
georelational data model and intended for direct access.
Abbreviated as VPF.

~. A VPF table consists of a table header and rows
● of data sharing the same column definitions, each having a unique
row id. Primitive tables, attribute tables and feature tables are
all special purpose VPF tables.

aed-edae tm)olmm . A topological construct that connects
each edge to two of its neighboring edges, allowing topologic
traversal of an edge and/or face network. A neighboring edge is
any edge that shares a start or end node with the original edge.
An edge has a start node, which is connected to the left edge, and
an end node, which is connected to the right edge.

15
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4. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

4.1 ~. Vector product format is a generic geographic
data model designed to be used with any digital geographic data in
vector format that can be represented using nodes, edges, and
faces. VPF is based upon the georelational data model,
combinatorial topology, and set theory (see appendix A for
discussions of these concepts).

A VPF-conpliant database product must include all mandato~ tables
and columns which are described in section 5. Similarly, a VPF-
compliant application must properly interpret all mandatory and
optional tables and columns enumerated in this document.’

4.2
.,art~ . VPF is a model for digital

geographic databases that are intended to allow flexibility in
encoding and yet permit direct data access from a variety of
applications operating on different computer systems. VPF _
characteristics are as follows:

a. Sheetless database support. VPF is designed to support a
sheetless database by providing logically continuous
topological relationships even when the database itself
is physically partitioned into tiles. VPF structures
support the query and retrieval of data that extends
across tile boundaries.

b. Neutral format. VPF has a product-neutral format that
must be used in combination with an individual product
specification to create a product. VPF is topologically
structured and supports various levels of topology, from
a simple list of coordinates to planar model topology.

c. Attribute support. VPF uses tables for attribute
handling. The tables support both simple and complex
features.

d. Data dictionary. VPF contains a self-defining data
dictionary that permits user understanding of features#
and their attributes.

e. Text and metadata support. Text information may be
encoded either as attributes of features or as ‘free
floating’ text primitives. VPF is compatible with all
written languages, including those with accented
characters and diacritical marks. In addition to
supporting basic cartographic information, VPF supports a
variety of metadata files containing information about
all or part of the database.

16
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#

f.

9.

h.

i.

j.

Index file support. Index files that are desirable to
enhance database retrieval performance are also
incorporated within VPF. These can include spatial and
thematic indexes.

Direct access. VPF allows application software to read
data directly from the storage medium without prior
conversion to another format. VPF uses tables and
indexes that petit direct access
thematic content.

Flexible, general-purpose schema.
digital geographic data in vector

by spatial location and

VPF can represent
fomnat by providing

flexibility-in-the modeling of any feature data
organization, from fully layered to completely
integrated. VPF supports coordinate pairs and triplets,
multiple scales, and the creation of multiple products.

Data quality. VPF includes standards for data quality
reporting and representation. It provides multiple
methods for the representation of the spatial and
aspatial aspects of data quality.

Feature definitions. VPF organizes features and thematic
attributes to allow creation of products that are
logically consistent and complete.

4.3
. .

Relatiotin between VpF and s~eclflc Droducts . VPF
establishes a standard data model and organization, providing a
consistent interface to data content. Data content itself shall
be defined in a product specification that determines the content
of the feature tables and the relationships between them. VPF can
also accommodate additional tables that are not required by VPF
itself. Without further standardization these additional tables,
although VPF compliant in structure, will provide column names and
attribute values which may not be understood by others. Use of
tades outside of those described in this standard may limit
interoperability. FIGURE 1 illustrates the relationship between
VPF and specific products.
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#

Contents

Forms

Products

Applications

EndUser

F

Digital Digital Digital

1:1,000,000 1:50,000 1:250,000
Product Product Product

Specification Specification Specification

I Format I
I (VPF) P

hAnalyst

L P

FIGURE 1. between VPF and
,,

s~lc uom .

4.4 VPF hi~ . VPF can be viewed as a five-level hierarchy
of definitions (FIGURE 2) that increase in degree of abstraction
from the bottom up. The bottom two levels define the physical
representations of various data structures utilized in VPF. The
data structure level concerns the logical representation of VPF
data objects. These objects are elements in the VPF data model.
The data mocieldescribes the data objects and the relationships
among them. The top level, which contains the product
specification, is used to tailor VPF to the requirements of the
product.
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ector Product
Format

●✌✌✎✎✚✚✚✎✎✌✚✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎:,.’:,.,.,:..,, .......

Data Structures
1
+

—

FIGURE 2. Yector nroduct format Structure .

This document gives a definition of VPF that encompasses the
bottom four levels. A product specification is a combination of
the conceptual database design and implementation details required
to develop a product that is compliant with VPF. The conceptual
modeling of feature classes and coverages is the first
responsibility of the author of the product specification. This
includes defining the list of features, attributes, attribute
values, and providing their definitions. The physical design of

the product database is also the responsibility of the author of
the product specification. Physical design considerations include
determining the tiling scheme, the topology level, the feature
to/fromprimitive relationships (i.e., 1:1, l:N, N:l, and N:M),
the column types, and the table definitions.

, .
. Vector product format is defined in section 5. Section 5.2
defines the data objects in VPF and the various roles these
objects play in the data model. The logical data structures are
described in section 5.3, which explains the implementation of
VPF; that is, how to construct VPF-compliant databases and
applications.

Encapsulation is defined in section 5.4, which identifies the data
structure fields. Data syntax is described in section 5.5.
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5. DETAILED REQUIREMENTS

5.1 ~. This section describes the necessary
components of vector product format. Section 5.2 discusses
conceptual components of the VPF data model (see appendix A
overview describing the data model) . Section 5.3 contains
definitions of the data structures implemented in VPF. The

the
for an

encapsulation of VPF field types, table construction, and indexing
structures are discussed in section 5.4. The encoding of the data
syntax is found in section 5.5.

5.2 ~. The discussion of the “datamodel is
broken into three subsections: data organization, VPF data model
components, and data quality. Each of these subsections addresses
the data model from a different perspective. The data
organization subsection (5.2.1) addresses VPF by defining the
physical stmctures that make it up. Only three structures are
used to implement the entire VPF data model: directories, tables,
and indexes. The data model component subsection (5.2.2)
addresses VPF by defining the entities in a geographic database
and describing the way in which these entities are captured
through the physical VPF structures, starting with the most basic
components (primitives) and continuing through the other levels
(features, coverages, libraries, and database) . Finally, the data
quality subsection (5.2.3) describes the options available in VPF
for the maintenance of data quality information at any level in
the data model.

5.2.1 Data nraantiation . All VPF data are organized in the
form of files. A file is a named, sequentially ordered stream of
bytes (FIGURE 3). Files may be created, deleted, opened, closed,
read (from byte m to byte n), and written (from byte m to byte n) .

I byte 1 I byte 2
I

byte 3 I ..... I# I

VPF uses
indexes.
in lower
used for

5.2

FIGURE 3. 31vtestreaxrl.

only three types of files: directories, tables, and
All directory and file names in VPF data bases are to be
case. Within this document, upper case letters have been
readability.

.1.1 Rirecton . The directory is a file that identifies
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the names of a collection of files, and their beginning addresses
and lengths (TABLE 1).

TABLE 1. RirectoW strurtm .

..

Dir9ctory

Name Address Length

File Name Locationon LengthIn Media
Medium Storage Units

VPF directories are strictly hierarchical; each file is contained
in exactly one directory. File names must be unique within a
directory. A file referenced by a directory is said to be
contained in that directory. A file contained in a directoxy may
be referenced by a special form of its name called a pathname
(because it contains the location path to the file). A pathname
has the following form:

<directory name>cseparator><file name>

where:
< > indicates that the enclosed name element is to be replaced
with the actual text string indicated.

VPF uses the backslash character (\) as the generic pathna.me
directory separator. For platforms requiring a different
‘separator, software will replace the backslash with the
appropriate separator character. For example, if a file named
ROADS.LFT is contained in a directory named URBANAREAS, and the
separator is (\), the resultin9 pathname would be:

~S\ROADS .LFT

Directories are themselves files, so they may be contained in
other directories. They are referenced by pathname the same way

# as other files. Thus, if URBANAREAS is contained in LIBRARY1, the
resulting pathname would be:

LIBRARYl\URBANAREAS

Finally, pathnames may be combined. Since the directozy that
contains a file can be contained within a directory itself, it is
necessaxy to have a form of file name that uniquely identifies
that file contained within that directoxy (file names, while
unique within a directow, are not unique between directories).
For our example, that form would be:
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LIBRARYl\URBANAREAS\ROADS .LFT

5.2.1.2 ~. In the VPF data model, the table is the
organizational structure for all data content. All tables in a
VPF database share a corcunonbasic structure; this structure, which
is described in the VPF table components section below (5.2.1.3),
is mandatory for all VPF tables.

~ definition, a VPF table must include at least the basic
structure. Optionally, a VPF table can also reference additional
structures: the narrative table, thematic index(s), COl~
narrative table(s) and value description table(s) . A table can
also have an associated variable length index and a spatial index
(for primitive tables). In the VPF data model, all geographic
phenomena are modeled by VPF tables or by tables derived from a
VPF table. A table derived from a VPF table is one that possesses
all the properties of a VPF table but also has additional -
properties that support other specific functions.

The primitive table and the attribute table are examples of
derived VPF tables. A derived table can also be further
specialized to satisfy a particular need. A feature table may be
derived from the attribute table, for example.

A VPF table may have an associated index file for variable-length
records and a narrative table. A primitive table (discussed in
section 5.2.2.1) may possess these two tables associated with its
VPF table, but may also have a spatial index file and a minimum
bounding rectangle table. ~ attribute table may also possess the
tables associated with a VPF table, but may also have value
description tables that provide the data dictionary for the table.
The same data dictionary table may be shared by more than one
attribute table. Finally, a feature table inherits the tables
associated with an attribute table, but may also have a thematic
index file. Feature tables are discussed further in section
5.3.3.1.

* 5.2.1.3 ~. vpFtabl= consist of the
following parts: a table header, a row identifier, and the table
contents (under special situations (section 5.2.2.3.3) a table may
contain only a header) . The table header contains the metadata
about a table and the column definitions. Columns are defined by
a name and a data type; each column must have a name that is
unique within the table.

Data contents in VPF tables are organized into rows and columns.
All rows in a table share the same column definitions. Each row
in the table is defined by a unique row identifier (row id) . The
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*

row ids shall start at 1 wid be sequential with no gaps in the
numbering. TABLE 2 depicts the principal components of a VPF
table.

TABLE 2. ~.

Table Header
Metadata and column definitions:

a. Table description
b. Narrative table name
c. Column definitions:

Column name
Field type
Field length
Key type

optional)

Column textual description
Optional value description table name
Optional thematic index name
Optional column narrative table name

ID Table Contents

Indicates the starting The data composing the table
position of each row. that match the column

This document describes the column definitions for all the VPF
standard-specified columns, and the table organization for those
columns. No specific ordering of columns within a table is
required. Product specifications may require a specific column
order. Data columns and tables described in this document are
labeled either mandatory or optional. A VPF product must include
all mandatoxy tables and columns. It is not possible to remove
any mandatory column from any table. A VPF-compliant application
must be able to process a VPF product and interpret all mandatory
and optional columns as described in this document.

Additional product-specific columns are allowed by VPF. If
present, these columns must be defined in their product
specifications. Product-specific columns must not alter the use
of the columns specified in this document.

5.2.1.4 ~. A table may have associated indexes. If a
table contains a variable-length coordinate string column or a
variable-length text string column, a separate index file must be
present.
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In addition to variable-length indexes, VPF also supports spatial
and thematic indexes. Spatial indexes contain references to row
data that are based on the value of a coordinate column. Thematic
indexes contain references to row data that are based on the value
of noncoordinate columns.

5.2.1.5 Each VPF
associated narrative table that provides
about the VPF table. The purpose of the

table may have an
miscellaneous information
narrative table is to

provide the database designer with the ability to record comments
or information pertinent to the associated table. The narrative
table name is stored in the VPF table’s header information. In
addition, VPF provides for optional narrative tables keyed to
individual columns within a table. The narrative table name is
stored as the third optional entry in the column definition (see
TABLE 2) .

5.2.1.6 ~ttrti~ . Real-world objects are referred
to as entities or features; they are modeled in tables in VPF.
The properties of entities are called attributes. In an attribute
table, one table column is defined for each attribute describing
an object. Each object occupies a row in the table. Examples of
attributes include data quality, size, and name. A sample
attribute table is shown in TABLE 3.

A column or a group of columns that can be used to identify or
select a row is called a key. A unique key is a key that uniquely
identifies each row. One unique key is designated the primary
key; each table has one and only one primary key. In the city
attribute table (TABLE 3), the Built-Up Area column is the primary
key.

TABLE 3. ~itv attribute table .

Mediaa

Built-up Population Income par
ID boa State size Household

character character binary binary
inplicit string string integer integer

UNIQUE KEY PRIMARY KEY NON-UNIQUE NON-UNIQUE NON-UNIQUE

1 Los Angeles California 2966850 15735
2 New York New York 7071639 13854
3 Salt Lake City Utah 163033 13211
4 Las Vegas Nevada 164674 17468
s San Francisco California 1366383 16782

.
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A relational join is a database operation that brings together a
number of tables into a new relation by using a set of common
keys. The tables in such joins are called base tables. When a
common key in a join is the primary key in one of the base tables
but not in another, the non-primary (yet common) key is called a
foreign key. In the city attribute table (TABLE 3), the State
column is a foreign key; in the state attribute table (TABLE 4),
the State column is the primary key. In the city attribute table
(TABLE 3) the State COIUTIUIbecomes a foreign key only through its
reference by the state attribute table (TABLE 4) .

TABLE 4. State attribute table .

Area Total
ID State (aq.d.) Population

implicit character string binaxy integer binary integer

UNIQUE KEY PRIMARY KEY NON-UNIQUE NON-UNIQUE

1 California 158706 26365000
2 Nevada 110561 936000
3 New York 49108 17783000
4 Utah 84899 1645000

L

5.2.2 ~. ThevpFdatamodel maybe
considered to be layered into four structural levels (FIGURE 4).
At the lowest level, a VPF database consists of feature classes.
In the database, these feature classes are defined using VPF
primitive and attribute tables. Feature classes make up
coverages, which in turn make up libraries; and finally, a
database is made up of libraries.
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Libraxy

(Figure16)
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Coverage

(Figure 8)

E!iaJ
FIGURE 4. ~.

w analogy can be
are at the bottom

drawn between VPF and written language. Letters
of the language hierarchy. Words are made up of

letters. In turn, sentences are made up of words. An essay 1s
created from sentences, and a collection is made up of essays.
Each of these entities has a distinct and different meaning not
possessed by the entities below. The content of each entity,
however, depends on that of the constituent entities. Databases
and libraries are
whereas coverages
the relationships

used primarily to facilitate data access,
(which incorporate topology) are used to define
between features.
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5.2.2.1 ~tivps There are three geometric primitives in
VPF : nodes, edges, and ~aces (FIGURE 5). AS FIGURE 5 shows,
there are two types of node primitives: entity nodes and
connected nodes. There is one type of cartographic primitive,
text . These four primitives are combined to model any geographic
phenomena using vector geometry. All primitives except text can
be linked to each other by topological relationships, which are
discussed further in section 5.2.2.3.1.

FACE
COH1’lECTEDHODE

EDGE

—TEXT -

EHTITYHODE

FIGURE 5. Geo etm ric and cartoara~hic nrimitive~.
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The following sections sumnarize each of the primitives. FIGURE 6
depicts each-primitive and its associated tables and indexes.

5.2.2.1.1 W. Nodes are zero-dimensional primitives that
are used to store significant locations. No two nodes can occupy
the same coordinate tuple. There are two types of nodes: entity
nodes and connected nodes.

#
a. Entity nodes. Entity nodes are used to represent

isolated features that are either truly zero dimensional, such as
suxxwy points, or too small to resolve at the collection scale,
such as water towers at 1:24,000 scale. lm entity node is
topologically linked to its containing face when face topology is
present. Entity nodes cannot fall on an edge.

b. Connected nodes. Connected nodes are always found at the
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ends of edges and are topologically linked to the edges.
Connected nodes are used in two ways: (1) to define edges
topologically and (2) to represent point features that are found
at the start or end of an edge of linear features, such as
overpasses, locks in a canal, or underground utility access
points. Under the first usage, the connected nodes are referred
to as start and end nodes. Under the second usage, attributes
will be associated with the point features related to the
connected nodes. All connected nodes are included in the
connected node table. If many edges intersect a node, only one
edge will be maintained per node in the connected node table;
other edges are linked by using winged-edge topology (APPENDIX B) .
All connected nodes which lie on a tile boundary will have cross-
tile components (tile_id and first_edge).

5.2.2.1.2 -. Edges are one-dimensional primitives that
are used to represent the locations of linear features (such as
roads) and the borders of faces. Edges are composed of an-ordered
collection of two or more coordinate tuples (pairs or triplets) .
At least two of the coordinate tuples must be distinct. The
orientation of an edge can be recognized by the ordering of the
coordinate tuples.

Edges are topologically defined by nodes at ends (levels 1-3
topology); edges, in turn, define faces (level 3 topology). In
addition to the Start Node and End Node columns, the edge
primitive table contains column information (Right Edge, Left
Edge, Right Face, Left Face) that is necessary to support higher
levels of topology. This topology information permits the query
and retrieval of features. The direction of an edge is its
orientation from start node to end node. Each edge table has an
associated edge bounding rectangle (EBR) table which contains the
minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) for each edge. There is a one to
one relationship between the edge table and its associated edge
bounding rectangle table. Appendix B describes the use of winged-
edge topolo~, which is used with edge primitives.

5.2.2.1.3 Faces. A face is a two-dimensional primitive
0 enclosed by edges; faces are used to represent area features, such
as countries, inland water, or urban areas. Faces are defined by
topological references to a set of edges that compose the face
border. A face may have interior borders as well as exterior
borders, allowing for faces that have other.smaller faces within
them. This relation consists of a reference to the start of a
closed ring of edges, which may then be followed clockwise to
close the ring. A face may consist of multiple rings; there may
be one outer ring and zero or more inner rings. Faces are non-
overlapping, and the faces in a coverage completely exhaust the
area of a plane. Each face table has an associated face bounding
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rectangle (FBR) table which contains the minimum bounding
rectangle for each face. There is a one to one relationship
between the face table and its associated face bounding rectangle
table.

5.2.2.1.4 ~. Text is a cartographic rather than a
geometric object. Text strings can be placed in specific
locations in geographic space. Text can be used to associate
names with regions that are vague or ill defined, such as the
Rocky Mountains. A text primitive may also be used when the name
of a feature needs to be located in a specific relationship to a
feature and could not othemise be reproduced. For example, the
text ‘Pacific Ocean” may be required for graphic display on a maP,
and may therefore be encoded as a text string, even though it is
also being stored as an attribute of a face in a hydrographic
coverage. Text primitives do not participate in topology.

5.2.2.2 ~. Features are defined using -
primitive and attribute tables by means of relational modeling.
Tables are related to each other ~ their common keys. The
relationships between tables are determined by the product
specification.

5.2.2.2.1 Seature de~
. . . . A feature is represented

set of one or more primitives, a single row of attribute data
feature table which uniquely identifies the feature, and zero

by a
in a
or

more rows of attribute data in other tables. A simple feature
(e.g., a building) may consist of one or more primitives of a
single type and a single row of attribute data. A complex feature
(e.g., an airport) will be identified by one row in a complex
feature table, but will include the additional information
contained in other feature tables.

Features are grouped into feature classes. Each feature class is
individually defined by a set of attributes (column definitions)
and is uniquely named. The rows of features in a feature class
collectively form the feature table for the feature class. Every
feature class has one and only one feature table. The feature
table is a special form of an attribute table because it directly
references a feature. TABLE 5 expresses the basic structure of a
feature table in VPF.
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Primary Xey Attributes

Either a primitive row Attributes as specified in the
identifier or feature product specification, or join
definition table id values for reference into other
(may be the table id). attribute tables.’

5.2.2.2.2 ~~atur-~ab~
,, . Simple features may be

composed of one or more primitives of a single type, while complex
features may be composed of one or more simple or complex
features. A feature join designates which primitives belong to
which features. FOUL-types of feature joins represent all the
possible relationships between features and primitives: one-to-
one, many-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many. APPENDIX C
provides a detailed discussion of these four types of join COlumns
and feature join tables.

5.2.2.2.3 ~. There aretwoty’pesof
feature classes in VPF: simple feature classes and complex
feature classes. FIGURE 7 portrays the structural schema of these
feature classes.

a. Simple feature classes. A simple feature class
consists of a (logically) single primitive table and a single
simple feature table. There are four subtypes of the simple
feature class in VPF:

(1) Point feature classes (composed of entity or
connected nodes)

(2) Line feature classes (composed of edges)’

(3) Area feature classes (composed of faces)

(4) Text feature classes. A text feature class
‘ consists of a text primitive table and a text feature table. The
text feature class is not a true feature class, but it is often
useful to process text as if it were a feature. For instance,
many maps contain text annotation that does not reference a
specific geographic entity. The text “Himalaya Mountainsrnmay not
define any geometric primitive or feature, but merely provide
associative information for the viewer. Using a text feature
allows thematic queries on text just like other features. For
instance, if a text feature has a height attribute, software can

- retrieve ‘all text with HEIGHT > 0.5’.
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b. Complex feature classes. A complex feature class
consists of one or more simple feature classes, one or more
cowlex feature classes, or both, and a single complex feature
table, all within one coverage. For example, a complex watershed
feature may be constructed from simple features,
springs, and lakes.

0’”1’

I

~

Complex

Join Feature

Join Table

such as rivers,

J 1
i’ f/’ *’

+

Text Area Line
Feature Feature

Point
d Feature A> Feature .

[
Join Table

I I
Join Table

I I
Join Table

I [
Join Table

I

Text Face Ring Edge
Node

Table

4 I

FIGURE 7. ~.

5.2.2.2.4 a f-ature cl~ . A feature class
consists of a set of tables that ’includes at least one primitive
table and one feature table and optionally, join tables and
related attribute tables. The rules for constructing feature
classes are stored in the feature class schema table, which
describes how each table relates to each other table in the
feature class (TABLE 6).
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TABLE 6. Featu e cr lass schema table.

Column Name

ID
FEATURE_CLASS
tablel
tablel_KEY
table2
table2_KEY

Required row id
Name of the feature class
The first table name in the relationship
Column name of table 1 join key
The second table name in the relationship
Column name of table 2 join key

TABLE 7 shows a feature class schema table and an example of a
simple feature class. Within the schema table, the feature class
is named TRNLINE. The first table in the relation is called
TRNLINE.LFT. The second table is named EDG, which is the standard
label for the edge primitive. The key column, ID, in TRNLINE.LFT
relates to the key column, ID, in EDG. TRNLINE.LFT has six
attributes: F_CODE, BOT, LEN, OHB, TUC, and FROM_TU. F_CODE,
BOT, LEN, OHB, and TUC are all feature attribute coding catalogue
(FACC) codes for a feature. FROM_’10,on the other hand, describes
the geometzy of the feature (see section 5.3.3.1). The edge
primitive contains the required columns for level 2 topology (see
section 5.2.2.3.1). Appendix C provides additional information on
feature classes and feature joins.
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TABLE 7. Feature ClaSS schema table and slm~le feature class

Feature class schema table

I ID 1 2
FEATURE_CLASS TRNLINE mINE
TABLE1 TRNLINE.LFT EDG
TABLEl_KEY ID ID
TABLE2 EDG TRNLINE .LFT
TABLE2_KEY ID ID

Simple feature class

7RNLINE.LFT

ID 1
F_CODE AQ040
BOT 4
LEN 9
OHB 8
Tuc 2
FROM_TO 1

ID 2
F_CODE AQ040
BOT o
LEN 5
OHB 4
‘NC 3
FROM_TO -1

ID 3
F_CODE AQ040
BOT 4

7
OHB 2
TuC 4
FROM_TO 1

—-
—

ID 1

START_NODE 4
END_NODE 2
RIGHT_EDGE 9
LEFT_EDGE 2
COORDINATES -97.706184,31.249201

-97.706001,31.249952
-97.706001,31.250172

ID 2
START_NODE 4
END_NODE 5
RIGHT_EDGE 5
LEFT_EDGE 1
COORDINATES -97.706184,31.249201

-97.702660,31.248232
ID 3
START_NODE 1
END_NODE 6
RIGHT_EDGE 7
LEFT_EDGE 8
COORDINATES -97.734131,31.250172

-97.734001,31.247892
-97.733795,31.247061
-97.733360,31.246422
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5.2.2.3 Cwexuze. A coverage is composed of features whose
primitives maintain topological relationships according to a level
of topology (level O, 1, 2, or 3) defined for the coverage. Al1
of the file structures that make up a coverage are stored in a
directory or subdirectories of that directory. A coverage is
generally analogous to a photographic separate in conventional
cartography.

At the coverage level (see FIGURE 8), there are three mandatoxy
components: the primitive files or the subdirectories containing
those primitives, the feature tables, and the feature class schema
table. Value description tables must be used when implementing
coded attributes. A variable length index file is mandatory
whenever a variable length column is defined in a table. An MBR
is required for each face and edge table. Spatial indexes are
optional for each primitive table. A feature minimum bounding
rectangle table may be included for each feature table. –
Maintaining a data quality table at the coverage level is
optional. Feature index tables may be used to support quick
retrieval of feature information for a selected primitive.
Feature class attribute tables are required to support feature
index tables. When tile directories exist, the primitive tables
are placed in the tile directories. Tile directories are
mandatory for a tiled coverage.
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,

(5Ikta@ality
Table

Value Feature
Description Class

Tile and ‘I%bles1 Schema

Prinitive Table* *

1-Directories

1. mandatory when

2, mandatory when

Feature
Tables

!

Variable-
Length
Index 2

coded attributes are used

variable length column is defined in a table

o optio~lal

m
%andatory

5.2.2 .3.1 ~. There are four recognized levels of
topology in VPF coverages, ranging from level 34 where all
topological connections are explicitly present, to level O, where
no topological information is explicitly present. FIGURE 9
sununarizesthe characteristics of these levels and gives an
example of each. Since text does not have any topological
relationships, it is not listed in FIGURE 9. Text may be included
with other primitives at any topological level, even though it
does not have any topology.
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Laval mule Prixnitivoa Description Xxampls
3 Full Connected The surface is part-

topo logy nodes, itioned by a set of
entity mutually exclusive
nodes, and collectively zf%..,.,, .....
edges, exhaustive faces.
and faces Edges meet only at

nodes.

2 Planar Entity A set of edges and
graph nodes, nodes where, when

connected projected onto a
nodes, planar surface, the
and edges edges meet only at

nodes.

1 Non - Entity A set of entity nodes
planar nodes, and edges that may
graph connected meet at nodes.

nodes,
and edges

o Boundary Entity A set of entity nodes
represen- nodes and edges. Edges
tation and edges contain only
(spaghetti) coordinates, not

start and end nodes.

FIGURE 9. Levels of toDo10QV in VPF co veraues.
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The columns carried in the
connectivity and adjacency

edge and node tables, which determine
for the topology, depend on the level

of topology. For instance, the edge table in TABLE 7 does not
contain the level 3 topology columns RIGHT_FACE and LEFT_FACE,
because faces do not exist in level 2 topology. TABLE 8 shows the
columns that are mandato~ in each primitive table for the
required level of topology. The characteristics of these columns
are specified in the primitive definitions found in section 5.3.2.

TABLE 8. define tc!polmv al-l.r~ed to VPF cov~ .

Level
3
3
3

3~1
2-1

Primitive
Face
Ring Table
Edge

Entity Node
Connected Node
Edge

Entity Node

Mandatory Columns
RING_PTR
FA~_ID, START_EDGE
START_NOD5 END_NODIi
FUGHT_FACE, LEiT_FACE,
RIGHT.EIKE I=?EDOE

—

CONTNNING_FACE
13RST_EDGE
START_NODQ END_NOl)JZ
RIGHT_EDGE, lJ31EDGE
(none)

FIGURES 10, 11, and 12 use entity relationship (ER) diagrams to
portray the primitives and their relationships for each level of
topology.
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FIGURE 10. Le elv o tODO10W .
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FIGURE 11. Level 1 and Le el z tODOIOUVv .
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5.2.2.3.2 UP d-s~Dtl~ t-. . . A value description
table (VDT) is provided to describe coded attributes” There are
three types of attribute values: distinct values, integer value
codes, and character value codes.

a. Integer value codes. In many cases, the values entered
in an attribute column are only codes designed to facilitate data
processing and transmission. Numerical codes and their
corresponding descriptions are maintained in the integer VDT.

b. Character value codes. For alphanumeric codes, there
is a character VDT similar to the integer VDT. For instance,
feature attribute coding systems generally use a five-character-
string feature coding scheme.

c. Distinct values. Distinct values are attribute values
that can be directly interpreted. Measurements of length or
elevation are examples of distinct values. The interpretation of
distinct values does not require a value description table:

5.2.2.3.3 Ned cover- . Tiling is geographically
subdividing a coverage solely for the purpose of enhancing data
management; a coverage subdivided in such a manner is then
referred to as a tiled coverage. A tiled coverage contains the
same attribute information as an untiled coverage. The logical
interpretation of a tiled coverage is identical to that of an
untiled one. Each tile will be a separate subdirectory under the
coverage directory and contain separate primitive tables for those
features contained within the tile. A tiled coverage will contain
a single feature table for each feature class. Features in this
table are joined with their corresponding primitives using a
combination of tile ID and primitive ID. There should be no
subdirecto~ carried in a coverage directory for any tile that is
devoid of data in that coverage. However, the existence of face 1
justifies a tile subdirectory. Tiles do not contain feature
attribute or schema tables. These tables belong to the coverage
as a whole.

4 A tiled coverage is physically subdivided into tiles according to
a tiling scheme. The tiling scheme (tile boundaries and size of
tiles) and the handling of the features that lie on tile
boundaries and text primitives that cross borders are all defined
by a product specification. Each tile in a tiling scheme has a
unique tile identifier. FIGURE 14 shows a tiling scheme that uses
regular rectangular tiles. APPENDICES B (Winged-edge topology)
and D (Tiling) contain more information on tiling and its’ impact.

Primitive definition occurs wholly within a tile. The following
paragraphs address the effect of tiling:
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0

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Edges: When an edge is broken by a tile boundary a
connected node is placed at the edge-tile intersection.
The identical (geographic coorf~~nate).connected node occurs
in both tiles forming the boundary. All edges which lie
along a tile boundary, will ha’Jecross-tile topology. The
identical (geographic coordina~es) edge occurs in both
tiles forming the boundary.

Faces: A face broken by a tile boundaw has”a new edge
constructed and inserted at th<-Lmundary for each tile to
close the face internal to the t.j.le.These edges take part
in cross-tile topology.

Face 1: Face 1 (universe face)
for tile boundaries.

]epresents a special case
In those cases where face 1 is the

only face being broken, actual tile boundaries will not be
stored. For example, where face 2 is broken by the tile
boundary and the rest of the tile is defined by face 1,
only the tile boundary edges nwessary to close face 2 are
stored (FIGURE 13) .

Connected Nodes: All connected .-odeswhich lie on a tile
boundary will have cross-tile c~jlllponents(tile_id and
first_edge).

Two other situations to consider are that of a tile of a level 3
topology coverage which contain only l~c~~ntfeatures or no
features. In these cases, the til~ (i,-!sins either entity node
primitives and face 1 or simply face 1, respectively. Level 3
topology requires inclusion of a face, ~~ng, edge, connected node
and face bounding rectangle table, and an edge variable lenght
index (TABLE 8). The face, ring and fticebounding rectangle
tables will reference the universe face (face 1) only. The edge
table must exist since it is referenced by the ring table. The
connected node table must exist since it is referenced by the edge
table. The existence of an edge table requires an edge variable
lenght index and the existence of a face table requires a face
bounding rectangle table. The edge and connected node table and
the edge variable lenght index will con~.ainno records. For this
scenario the table appear as:

fac table
id I dnarea.aft_id I dring_pt-r

I 1 I (NULL) I lJ
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b

fbr table i
Id x min y tin Xmax y Max
1 (null) (null) (null) (null)

b 1

t
edg table

id I dnline.lft_id Isnlenlrfl lfl coordinates

I (no records---heade~~nfofition only) I

cnd table
id ldnpoint.pft_idl containing_face I first_edge I coordinate

(no records---header information only)

r
I
I

I

I

end table
id dnpoint.pft_id containing_face coordinates
1 1 1 37.5,-76.5
2 5 1 39.0,-80.0

Face 1

--- -—— ——— —
1

I

I

I
2 I

I

I
I

.!
I

L

I
Note: Face1 is the universe face. The
tile’sedgefilewillonlystoreedges

I 1,2,3 and 4. The dashed edges for the
universe face are implied, but not stored.

/F ace

3

2
--- - ––~

4

FIGURE 13. Stora- of tile hundaries .
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5.2.2.3.4 . VPF provides a mechanism for
maintaining geographic features in a logically continuous spatial
database, whether or not a tiling scheme is present. Since the
primitives in each tile of a tiled coverage are managed separately
from those in other tiles, labels given to primitives are unique
only within a tile. In order to support a logically continuous
spatial database, a triplet id can be used instead of an integer
key to reference primitives across multiple tiles. The triplet id
augments the key of a primitive with the key of the tile in which
the primitive falls. APPENDIX B contains a discussion that fully
describes this concept.

● a. For an edge primitive, the triplet id is used to
maintain cross-tile topology. The Left Face, Right Face, Left
Edge, and Right Edge colunms are defined as triplet+ids to support
tiled coverages. The triplet id contains a reference to the
internal topology within the current tile; the two other
components reference the external tile directory and the primitive
within that tile. For exanple, for a face divided by a tile
boundary, the external id portion of the Left Face field in FIGURE
15 would include the continuing face in the other tile. This
inclusion of internal and external tile references allows software
to detect tile borders and continue operations across boundaries
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or to operate only within the current tile. If a coverage is
untiled, the Left Face, Right Face, Left Edge, and Right Edge
columns may be defined as integer columns; othewise the external
tile id and primitive id sub-fields of the triplet id will not
exist (see 5.4.6.)

b. Cross-tile topology only occurs between tiles within
a libraxy. Cross-tile components will only be populated for edges
intersecting tile boundaries withifia libraxy. Edges on tile
boundaries which coincide with library boundaries will not have
cross-tile components populated.

FIGURE 15.

ti--4.........” 9

MJ22

● Node

— Edge

3 Face

MJ72 Tile

— Tilebourldary

.

5.2.2.4 Likwx. A libra~ is a collection of coverages
that share a single coordinate system and scale, have a common
thematic definition, and are contained within a specified spatial
extent. If any of the coverages composing the librazy are tiled,
then all other coverages must either use the same tiling schane,
or be untiled. The contents and organization of the libraries are
determined by a product specification. All of the tables and
coverages making up the libraxy are contained within a single
master directory (FIGURE 16).
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Names Coverages Attrikmte Header Reference
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\Cover_ 4

f
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t TILEREF‘ /

Data > f U2 > Rqistratio Diagnostic
Reference Reference @ality Reference Point Point

v<
Coverage Table ~’l$ble JL ‘I%ble

L / J

o @t ional

m 14andatory

+
Directory

—

FIGURE 16. Lihzarv directorv .

5.2.2.4.1 lilt= ref~rence coveraae . A tile reference
coverage is mandatory if a libra~ contains tiled coverages. The
spatial extent of the library and its tiling scheme are
represented in the tile reference coverage. A libraxy can not
contain partial tiles. This reference coverage contains a set of
faces and area features identifying the tiles that the libra~
uses to subdivide the region of interest. The universe face
always has a face id that equals one. The inner ring for face 1
in TILEREF defines the libraxy’s spatial extent. For irregularly
shaped libraries, this will be a smaller total area than the
bounding rectangle defined in the LAT. The tile reference
coverage is a standard untiled coverage with level 3 topology.

5.2.2.4.2 J&Z,WW attrtiute~ . General information about a
‘ library is stored in the library header table. There is one
primary attribute row per libraxy, and zero or more other
attribute rows. Libraries are also the level at which coverage
attribute tables reside. The coverage attribute table identifies
the coverages found in a library.

5.2.2.4.3 tibram cnordinate svstem . The coordinate system
of a librazy is defined by a geographic reference table. This
table defines the basic coordinate system for the library.
Extensions to the basic coordinate system may be provided by a
product specification.
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An example of a geographic reference table would document the
projection used, its base parameters, and the values used to
define the size of the Earth. This information (values for the
semi-major and the semi-minor axis of an ellipsoid, other
projection datum information, the false origin of a projection,
and so forth) is necessaxy to understand a coordinate syst&m in a
VPF libra~.

5.2.2.4.4 ~ reterencp covera~ . When tiles exist in
the library, a libraxy reference coverage must exist. This
coverage is spatially registered to the tile reference coverage to
provide a prelimina~ view of the data contained within the
libra~ to use for such functions as ‘zoom out.” The contents of
this coverage will be a generalized map of the coverage considered
to be most significant to the libra~. For example, if a library
contains the rivers, transportation, and political boundaries of
the Australian continent, a generalized map of the political
boundaries might be considered appropriate fdr the library -
reference coverage.

5.2.2.4.5 Data tv reference covera~ . It is possible
to include a data quality coverage at the libra~ level. This
coverage is spatially registered to the tile reference coverage.
Its purpose is to record data quality information that pertains to
the entire library. Appendix E contains more detailed information
about the contents of this coverage.

5.2.2.4.6 ~. The names reference
coverage provides the user with a way to locate a place in a
library by using a place name. This is a special type of thematic
quezy. The most common use of the names reference coverage is to
enter a query string (for instance “London”), have the software
locate all the places that are “London,* and display their
geographic locations and names on the display device. The name
feature class contains a point feature table and an entity node
primitive table.

5.2.2.5 QaMase. A database is a collection of related
‘ libraries and additional tables. The library attribute table acts
as a table of contents for the database. Database transmittal
information is contained in a database header table. Database
level data quality information can be maintained in the data
quality table. Appendix E contains more detailed information
about the content of this table. FIGURE 17 illustrates the
arrangement of database tables and coverages.
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FIGURE 17. Database directon .

5.2.3 Pata maliLY . VPF allows for the storage of data
quality information to permit the evaluation of the data for
particular applications. Although the exact form of the data
quality information supplied for a database is set by a product
specification, VPF supports incorporation of data quality
information at each structural level in the database. Data
quality information may be stored at any VPF level. When it
exists at a given level, it applies to all data at or below that
level. However, when data quality information exists at multiple
levels, the information stored at lower levels always takes
precedence over that at the higher levels.

5.2.3.1 . A VPF database
may contain seven types of data quality information: source,
positional accuracy, attribute accuracy, date status, logical
consistency, feature completeness, and attribute completeness.

, Definitions of these quality types are provided in appendix E.
The extent of data quality information contained in a product and
the types of data quality to be included are determined by the
product specification.

5.2.3.2 Data ma.lltv encoii.im
.

. Data quality information can
be represented as an attribute or as a coverage. In the case of
attributes, data quality information may be added to an existing
VPF table, stored in a separate table, or stored in the data
quality table discussed in section 5.3.7. APPENDIX E describes
data quality encoding in more detail.
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5.3 lement~ . The following paragraphs describe the
implementation requirements of the VPF data structures.
Discussion covers the primitive, feature class, coverage, library,
and database levels. A description of a data quality table and
the narrative table is also provided.

5.3.1 . In order to fully
explain the content of each data structure, each table is given a
text description, definition table, and an example.

5.3.1.1 le d~~ . . . . These column descriptions define
the contents of each table. Each description example contains
five entries: column name, description, column type, key type,
and whether the column is optional or mandatory (Op/Man; see TABLE
12). The asterisk (*) in the column name item is a substitute for
an associated feature or primitive table name that is provided by
the product specification. “Null” in example tables refers to a
valid VPF null for that column type. Example tables may not
reflect the VPF requirement for consecutive row IDs. TABLE 9 is
an example of the table definition style.

TABLE 9. le deftinn ~~
.,. .

Column Name

ID

● .PFT_ID

CONTAINING_FACE

FIRST_EDGE
COORDINATE[

{

1

(

Schema descriptions identify the following columns.

Description

Row id

Feature id

Face containing the entity
node
(Null)

Coordinates

T
x I N
c I N

SE&L
M

OF

M3

o
M

a. Column type. The column type column in the definition
table expresses the type of data the column must contain. The
encapsulation of these types is discussed in additional detail in
section 5.4. For the purposes of this section, TABLE 10
identifies field types. When the number of elements is not

z specified as part of a column type definition described in this
document for any VPF table header, it is assumed to be 1.

b. Key type. VPF provides three key types. They are
primary keys, unique keys, and non-unique keys. columns
identified as non-unique in this document may be changed to unique
by a product specification. TABLE 11 lists the key types and the
codes used in table definitions. My primazy key may be referred
to as a foreign key in another table.
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.

TABLE 10. ~.

Col- ma I Deacrint$en-..— . . -—-—
T,n Fixed-length text
T, ● Variable-length text
L,n Level 1 (Latin 1 - ISO

8859) Fixed-length text
L* Level 1 (Latin 1 - 1S0

8859) Variable-length
text

N,n Level 2 (Full Latin -
ISO 6937) Fixed-length
text

N“ Level 2 (Full Latin -
ISO 6937 Variable-length
text

M,n Level 3 (Multilingual -
ISO 10646) Fixed-length
text

M* Level 3 (Multilingual -
1S0 10646) Variable-
length text

F Short floating point
R Long floating point
s Short integer
I Long integer

C,n 2-coordinate array
short floating point

c,* 2-coordinate string
short floating point

B,n 2-coordinate array
long floating point

B,* 2-coordinate string
long floating point

Z,n 3-coordinate array
short floating point

Z,* 3-coordinate string
short floating point

Y,n 3-coordinate array
long floating point

y,* 3-coordinate string
long floating point

D Date and time
x Null field
K Tripletid

Note: The asterisk (*) indicates variable-
length string. n indicates a fixed-length
array; n is defined by the product
specification. The product specification
can change columns of type ● to n. Type

—

characters are case sensitive when used in table
definitions.
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TABLE 11. ~.

I Key I Description

II P Primary key
u Unique key
N Non-uniaue key

c. Optional/mandatory. The optional/mandatory column indicates
whether the column is optional or mandatory for a VPF table. For
each column, there are several mandatory conditions, as shown in
TABLE 12. The code OF is used on a primitive table when direct
pointers to the feature table are desired to improve performance.

TABLE 12. ~tional/mandatorv
. .

condltlon~.

Code Description

o Optional
OF Optional feature pointer
M Mandatoxy

M<n> Mandatory at level n topology (O-3)
m Mandatov if tiles exist
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5.3 .1.2 Reserved table na es and extensi~m . Each VPF
table name consists of a reserved name or suffix extension. TABLE
13 lists the tables whose names cannot be modified or changed.

There are a few resemed directory names at the library and
database levels. These names are listed in TABLE 14.

In a coverage directoxy, there are many feature class tables that
have reserved suffixes. The product specification may define any
eight-character prefix, following the naming conventions detailed
in section 5.4.5. TABLE 15 lists the table suffixes.

TABLE 13. .

File Name 1 I)e~cr~nk$on-.—— —--.— —r -—-c-

at Coverage Attribute Table
cnd Connected Node Primitive
csi Comected Node Spatial Index
dht Database Header Table

—

dqt Data Quality Table
ebr Edge Bounding Rectangle
edg Edge Primitive
end Entity Node Primitive
esi Edge Spatial Index
fac Face Primitive
fbr Face Bounding Rectangle
fca Feature Class Attribute Table
fcs Feature Class Schema Table
fsi Face Spatial Index
grt Geographic Reference Table
lat Library Attribute Table
lht Library Header Table
nsi Entity Node Spatial Index
rng Ring Table
txt Text Primitive
tsi Text Spatial Index

char.vdt Character Value Description Table
int.vdt Integer Value Description Table
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TABLE 14. ~es~~ed directon names.

DirectoryName Description

1ibre f Library reference coverage
dq Data quality coverage

tileref Tile reference coverage
gazette Names reference coveraqe

TABLE 15. .

File Name Suffix Description
.abr Area Bounding Rectangle Table
aft Area Feature Table
.ajt Area Join Table
.ati Area Thematic Index
.cbr Complex Bounding Rectangle Table
.Cft Complex Feature Table
.cjt Complex Join Table
.cti Complex Thematic Index
.doc Narrative Table
.dpt Diagnostic Point Table
fit Feature Index Table
.fti Feature Index Table Thematic Index
.jti Join Thematic Index
.lbr Line Bounding Rectangle Table
.lft Line Feature Table
.ljt Line Join Table
.lti Line Thematic Index
.pbr Point Bounding Rectangle Table
.pft Point Feature Table
.pjt Point Join Table
.pti Point Thematic Index
.rat Related Attribute Table
.rpt Registration Point Table
.tft Text Feature Table
.tti Text Thematic Index

●

Any table that contains variable-length records must have a
variable-length index associated with it. The index file shall
have the same file name as the table, except that the last
character will end with “X.” For example, a variable-length
record road line table, ROAD.LFT, would have a variable-length
index ROAD.LFX. The one exception to this convention is for the
FCS, whose variable-length index shall be named FCZ.
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5.3.2 ~. As discussed in section 5.2.2.1,
there are three types of geometric primitives in VPF: nodes,
edges, and faces. There are two classes of nodes, the entity node
and the connected node. In addition, text is used as a
cartographic primitive. These four primitives, with the addition
of feature tables, allow the modeling of geographic phenomena
requiring vector geometry. FIGURE 18 illustrates the various
types of primitives. Columns can only be added to primitive
tables to handle SOURCE, POSITIONAL ACCURACY, UP-~-DATENESS,
SECURITY, and RELEASABILITY.

●
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328 !

10
331

A
348 344 334 $

~“

35

357
30 354

V359 f356

/

329 .

Le a!asL
3640Connected node

,lOEntity node

3~Edge
1A Face

(Note: ThisFIGURE represents a partial database. Therefore only a subset of
primitives are shown. A complete set of primitives would have sequentially
numbered IDs beginning with 1.)

FIGURE 18. fare ~rlmltlv-s.
. . .

Node ~ edae, and
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5.3.2.1 de ~tlves. . . . ~o types of node primitives-are
implemented: entity nodes, which are free floating, and connected
nodes, which occur only at edge ends. Both represent zero-
dimensional

a.
composed of
table) key,
is included

locations.-

Entity node primitive. The entity node primitive is
three COIWS: a primary key, a foreign (to the face
and the node coordinates. The FIRST_EDGE null column
to maintain compatibility with the connected node

primitive so that the formats for both classes of node primitive
conceptually remain the same. The CONTAINING_FACE column is only
required for level 3 topology to maintain a topological
relationship to the face that contains the node. TABLE 16 defines
the meaning of the entity node primitive. TABLE 17 illustrates an
entity node table; the entity nodes described are those in FIGURE
18.

TABLE 16. ~titv node deflnltloa
.,.

.

Column Name
ID

● .PFT_ID

CONTAINING_FACE

FIRST_ECGE

COORDINATE
Note: The aster
name.

Description columnType Key Type Op/Man
Row id I P M

Feature id I N OF

Face containing the I N M3
entity node

(Null) x N o

Coordinates c/z/B/Y N M
sk (*) indicates a placeholder for the point feature class

TABLE 17. ~titv node r~ .

Column Name Contenta

ID 1
DNPOINT.PFT_ID 936
CONTAINING_FACE 2
FIRST_EDGE Null
COORDINATE 10.56 37.91
ID 2
DNPOINT.PFT_ID 937
CONTAINING_FACE 2
FIRST_EDGE Null
COORDINATE I 10.36 37.72
ID 3
DNPOINT.PFT_ID 953
CONTAINING_FACE 2
FIRST_EDGE Null
COORDINATE 10.15 37.86
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b. Connected node primitive. The connected node primitive is
composed of three columns: a primav key, a foreign key (to the
edge table), and the node coordinates. The CONTAINING_FACE null
column is included to maintain compatibility with the entity node
primitive. The FIRST_EDGE column is a foreign key required for
level 1 and higher topology levels to maintain a topological
relationship to the edges that include the node. The complete set
of edges around a connected node may be assembled by following the
topology of the connected node until the first edge reappears.
Refer to APPENDIX B for more discussion of this algorithm. A
comected node table is required for any coverage of topology
level 1-3 containing an edge table. If the optional feature
pointer is used, connected nodes that are not features will carxy
a null in that field. TABLE 18 defines the connected node
primitive. TABLE 19 illustrates a connected node table with data
for four of the connected nodes shown in FIGURE 18.

TABLE 18.
. . .

Gonnected nod~ de~~ .

Column Name I Description column Type I Key me I op /lian 1
ID Row id

● .PFT_ID Feature id

CONTAINING_FACE (Null)

FIRST_EDGE Edge id

COORDINATE Coordinates

I P M

I N OF

x N o

K/I N Ml-3

c/z/B/Y N M

Note: The asterisk (*) indicates a placeholder for the Point feature class
name.

TABLE 19. ~.

Column Name Con*.entn I

ID 343
DN.PFT_ID 42
CONTAINING_FACE Null
FIRST_EDGE 330
COORDINATE 10.63 3?.72
ID 344
DN.PFT_ID Null
CONTAINING_FACE Null
FIRST_EDGE 333
COORDINATE 10.49 37.73
ID 345
DN.PFT_ID Null
CONTAINING_FACE Null
FIRST_EDGE 330
COORDINATE 10.61 37.80
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5.3.2.2 Fdae Dusutlve.
4.. The edge primitive table includes

up to eight mandatoxy columns, depending on the level of topology.
The mandatory ID column contains the row id and is the prima~
key. The start_node and end_node columns are foreign keys to the
connected node primitive and are mandato~ for levels 1-3. The
right_face and left_face columns are foreign keys to the face
table and are mandatory for level 3 topology. The right_edge and
left_edge columns are foreign keys to the edge table and are
mandatory for levels 1-3. The coordinates column is mandatory.
For simplicity in drawing edges, the coordinate string includes
the node coordinates at each end, regardless of the existence of a
connected node primitive. Thus, the minimum length of the
coordinate string is two pairs. APPENDIX B describes winged-edge
topology in more detail.

a. Node information. The foreign keys to the connected
node table are required for level 1 and higher topology levels to
maintain a topological relationship to the node connected to the
edge. The start node indicates the beginning of the edge,-and the
relationship of the start node to the end node defines the edge
orientation.

b. Edge info?nnation. TWO foreign keys, right and left
edge, are required for level 1, 2, and 3 topology, establishing
comectivity between each edge and its neighboring edges in the
coverage network. The right and left edges establish winged-edge
topology for both line networks and faces. If all the edges
incident at a node are sorted according to the bearing each edge
radiates from that node, the right edge of a particular edge is
the first edge encountered, counterclockwise in the sort order,
around the end node of ‘thatparticular edge. Similarly, the left
edge is the first edge encountered around the start node.

c. Face information. When faces are present, the right
and left face columns are added to the edge primitive table.
Depending on the edge direction, the face columns are assigned.
When a face is split by a tile boundaxy, the internal tile
boundary is used to close the face on each tile. The tile id and
external face id are also maintained in the triplet id.4

TABLE 20, defines the edge table. TABLE 21 illustrates an edge
table created from data shown in FIGURE 18.
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Column Name

ID
● *.~_ID

START_NODE

END_NODE

RIGHT_FACE

LEFT_FACE

RIGHT_EDGE

LEFT_EDGE

COORDINATES

MIL-STD-2407

TABLE 20. takzlede~
. . .

ae .

Description

Row id

Feature id

Start node id

End node id

Right face id

Left face id

Right edge id
from end node

Left edge id
from start node

Coordinates

Field ‘r’ype

I

I

I

I

K/I
K/I

K/I

K/I

c/zlB/Y,*

Key Type

P

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Op/Man

M

OF

M1-M3

M1-M3

M3

M3

Ml -M3

Ml -M3

M

Note: The (**) indicates a placeholder for the line feature class name.—

TABLE 21. ~.

ID
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341

1-342343
Note:1
LF = LE

LINE
24500
24502
24505
24524
24534
24569
24573
24575
24581
24585
Null
Null
24601
24603
24612
24626
E =“*.L
_FACE

are shown, althou

SN
346
346
343
348
349
344
344
353
352
357
360
360
354
359
355
361
T_ID,
?Ed =

EN
362
360
345
347
349
350
346
351
352
357
362
362
358
359
356
358
m
IIGHT<

RF
T
2
2
2
4
2
2
2
2
2
2

;
2
2
2

m
;DGE

I allcoordinateswou

LF
7
3
2
2
2
2

:
5
6

:
2
7
2
2

~
LEd =
actua

REd
339
338
330
331
332
333
329
335
336
337
328
338
343
341
342
340

= ENC
EIT_E

LEd
334
328
330
331
332
334
333
335
336
337
339
329
340
341
342
343

Cod.infik
StartNode...End Node

10.46 37.38...10.68 37.00
10.46 37.38...10.06 37.09
10.63 37.72...10.61 37.80
10.53 37.93...10.58 37.53
10.26 37.36...10.26 37.36
10.49 36.73...10.20 36.94
10.49 36.73...10.46 37.38
10.18 36.38...10.20 36.73
10.20 36.81...10.20 36.81
10.15 36.46...10.15 36.46
10.06 37.09...10.68 37.00
10.06 37.09...10.68 37.00
10.13 36.72...10.04 36.78
10.04 36.61...10.04 36.61
10.10 36.40...10.02 36.50
10.02 36.71...10.04 36.78

I

NODE, RF=RIGHT_FACE,
SE. Only start and end node coordinates

f be present inthis variable-length column.
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5.3 .2.3 Face ~tlve
. . . . Faces are defined as planar regions

enclosed by an edge or a set of edges. All faces are defined &
one or more rings, which are connected networks of edges that
compose the face border. Each ring starts with a reference to a
particular edge, and is defined by traveling in a consistent
direction. Then the left and right edge columns on the edge
primitive are traversed, always keeping the face being defined on
one side, until the ring returns to its starting edge. All faces

must have one and only one outer ring, which bounds the exterior.
A face may require inner rings to represent areas belonging to
other faces that it encloses totally. Inner rings and outer rings
are disjointed. There is no upper limit on the number of inner
rings. A ring table (see below) is defined to handle these
disjointed rings. A ring within a ring contained within a face
(e.g., a lake within an island which is contained within a larger
lake) has no direct topologic relation to the outer face (the
larger lake). Face primitives are implemented as follows.

a. Face table. The face table contains two columns, where the
primary key id identifies the face and the RING_PITlcolumnpoints
to the outer ring in the ring table. Face id 1 is always reserved
for the universe face in a face table; it will never correspond to
a feature in the feature table. The universe face contains a
point at infinity. The outer ring of the universe face is a
topological artifact which does not have a geometric
representation. The outer ring cannot be displayed. The common
boundary between the universe face and all other faces constitutes
the inner ring or rings of the universe face. Inner rings of the
universe face behave the same as the rings of other faces. TABLE
22 defines the face table. TABLE 23 depicts an example of the
face table for three faces from FIGURE 18.

?
Column Name Description columnType Key Type OP /Man

, ID Row id I P M3
● .AFT_ID Feature id I N OF

>RING PTR Ring id I N M3

Note: The asterisk (*) indicates a placeholder for the area feature
class name.
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TABLE 23. ~.

Column Name Contents
ID 1
DNAREA.m_lD Null
RING FIR 1
ID 2
DNAREA.AIW_ID 4571
RING PTR 2
ID 3
DNAREA.#dT_ID

I
4572

RING PTR 3

b. Ring table. The ring table contains one reference to the
edge table for each ring of a face. The first row in the ring
table for each face refers to the outer ring of that face.
Because the outer ring for face 1 (universe face) is a topological
artifact, its start edge will be null. Outer rings are traversed
in clockwise direction. Each inner ring has one reference to a
first edge on that ring. The ring table maintains an order
relationship for its rows. The first record of a new face id will
always be defined as the outer ring. Any repeating records with
an identical face value will define inner rings. TABLE 24 defines
ring table structure, and TABLE 25 depicts three rings from FIGURE
18 and follows the face example in TABLE 23.

TABLE 24. Rina table d~ ,., .

columnNama Description Field Type Key l’yp● Op /Man

ID Row id I P M3

FACE_ID Face id I N M3

START_EDGE Edge id I N M3

,
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TABLE 25. Rina record exam~le.-

Column Name Contents

ID 1
FA~_ID 1
START EDGE Null
lD 2
FACE_ID 2
START EDGE 338
lD 3
FACE_ID 3
START EDGE 329 &

5.3.2.4 . Text is implemented to allow the
representation of names associated with vague or ill-defined
regions, such as the Appalachian Mountains. The text primitive is
normally composed of three items: a Primaw key, the text string,
and a coordinate string defining a shape line. Optional
attributes may also be associated with the primitive, such as text
color or font height.

The shape line must contain at least one coordinate pair. If the
shape line contains only one coordinate pair, the coordinate pair
is considered to represent the lower left coordinate, and the
default orientation for the shape line will be assumed (minimum
readable text and parallel to X axis.) In order to specify
orientation, two coordinate pairs must be entered. The second
coordinate pair defines the lower right of the string. Some fonts
have ascenders and descenders that extend above or below the shape
line. Third and subsequent coordinate pairs define control points
in a shape line. The control points of a shape line define a
continuous function. Characters in a text string are individually
oriented along the shape line.

Table 26 defines the text primitive table structure. TABLE 27 is
a hypothetical example of a text primitive table.

‘

TABLE 26. Text
. . .

Drlmltlve stru@ure tab~ .

Column Name Description Colunul Type Key Type Op /Man

ID Row id I P M
● ● .TFT_ID Feature id I N OF -
STRING Text string T/L/M/N,* N M
SHAPE LINE Coordinates clz/B/Y,* N M

Note: The (**) indicates a placeholder for the text feature class name.
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TABLE 27.

column Mama Contents
ID 1
DNTEXT .TFT_ID 529
STRING Fiume Salso
SHAPE.LINE 14.41,37.74 14.45,37.73

14.52,37.69 14.60,37.69
ID 2
DNTEXT.TFT_I D 530
STRING Simeto
SHAPE_LINE 14.80,37.71 14.91,37.68

14.80,37.66 14.81,37.65
ID 3
DNTEXT.TFT_l D 531
STRING Belice
SHAPE_LINE 12.91,37.69 12.93,37.71

12.95,37.73
ID 4
DNTEXT.TFT_I D 532
STRING Dittaino
SHAPE_LINE 14.51,37.56 14.54,37.55

14.58,37.56 14.62,37.57

5.3.2.5 14inimumbo undina rectanule table . A minimum
bounding rectangle record is required for each record in an edge
or face primitive table. Since the outer ring of the universe
face is a topological artifact which does not have a geometric
representation, the FBR record for face 1 should contain nulls for
XMIN, YMIN, XMAX and YMAX. The definition found in TABLE 28 is
used for both the face and edge minimum bounding rectangle tables.
TABLE 29 is an example of the face minimum bounding rectangle
table used for FIGURE 18. The MBR table definition is applicable
to both edge and face primitives.

TABLE 28. ~
. . .

i .
●

Column Name Description column Type Key ~e 0p/Man

ID Row id I P M
XMIN Minimum x coordinate F/R N M
YMIN Minimum y coordinate F/R N M

Maximum x coordinate F/R N M
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Column Name
ID

XMIN
YMIN

ID
lU41N
YMIN

ID
XMIN
YMIN

Contents
1

Null
Null
Null
Null
2

12.31
37.97
13.31
37.99
3

14.54
37.83
14.58
37.85

5.3*3 ~. A feature class is composed of a
variety of tables containing geometric, topologic, and attribute
data. Complex feature relationships can be defined. Some
features may require a single feature and an associated primitive
table, while others may need multiple tables linking features ~nto
a complex hierarchy. Attribute data may be extended by the use of
related attribute tables (rat). A feature minimum bounding
rectangle table may be included for each feature table as defined
in TABLE 28. The feature class definition is provided by a
product specification.

Constructing feature classes requires the use of feature tables.
If necessary, the feature class definition may require the use of
a feature join table to accurately construct the feature in
relational form. Appendix C describes feature class relationships
in greater detail.

5.3.3.1 ~. A feature table consists of a
● feature identifier and one or more attribute columns. TABLE 30
defines feature table contents for non-compound features. If the
coverage is tiled, the feature table maintains a triplet id column
that identifies the tile id and primitive id that are related to
the feature. This column is named after the primitive table it
relates to, followed by “_ID.” The tile id and the primitive id
can be stored in separate columns. The tile id column is named
TILE_ID. FROM_’10is an optional column used to provide
directionality of a line feature with respect to its edge
primitive(s). A FROM_TO value of 1 means the feature has the same
orientation as its related primitive(s) ; a -1 means opposite
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orientation.

TABLE 30.
. . .

Feature -le de~ .

Column Name Description column Type Key Op/Man

ID Row id I P M
TILE_ID Tile id s N MT2

●_ID1 Primitive id S/I/K N M
attribute n> (attributed ascription) Any Any M4

FROM_TO Line feature orientation s N 03

Notes: 1. The asterisk (*) indicates a placeholder for the
primitive table name: EDG, FAC, END, CND, or TXT. If a join table
exists, the TILE_ID, FROM_TO and ●_ID columns will be found there.

2. If primitive id column is of type K, then no tile
reference id column is required.

3. Optional for line feature tables only.
4. A &inimum of one attribute is required for any table. If the table

does not contain tile_id and/or *_id columns, an attribute will be mandatory
for this column. Any additional attributes are optional.

—

All feature class definitions fall into one of five categories:
area, line, point, text, and complex features.

a. Area feature. w area feature is composed of one or
more face primitives. The primitive id column name will be
FAC_ID. For instance, a vegetation feature will be defined by
face primitives and will have various descriptive attributes (such
as canopy closure, stem diameter size, and vegetation type
category).

b. Line feature. Line features are composed of one or
more edge primitives. The primitive id column name will be
EDG_ID. A river feature could contain the following attributes:
hydrographic category, depth, and width.

c. Point feature. A point feature class contains node
primitives. The primitive id column name will be END_ID or
CND_ID. For instance, a dam feature class may contain many
attributes, such as height, length, and width.

●

d. Text feature. A text feature class is composed of a
text primitive. The primitive id column name will be TXT_ID. The
text feature usually contains additional attributes, such as text
color, font, and font size.

e. Complex feature. Complex features can be constructed
from any features. Complex features, however, cannot be
recursively defined.
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5.3.3.2 Feature lo~
. . . Join tables are used to

implement one-to-many relationships and/or many-to-many
relationships between tables. They allow a variety of constructs
to be made: between a feature table and a primitive table,
between feature tables (for complex features), and between a
feature table and an attribute table. A join table is used to
relate one column in a table with a column in a second table.
This is common when a l:N relationship exists between two tables.
Thus, for ex~le, if a complex feature has four l:N relations
with four simple feature classes, four join tables will be used.
The content and number of join tables depend on the coverage
design and is defined in the Product Specification. The feature
class schema table (fcs) documents all of the relationships for
each feature class.

Unlike the feature table format chat is dependent on the categoxy
(area, line, point, text, and complex), the same join table format
is applicable to all feature classes. In the description below, a
feature to primitive join relationship is modeled using the
structure presented in TABLE 31. Together with the Feature Class
Schema (FCS) table, this table structure can be utilized to
represent other relationships; such as, relationships defined
among features, among primitives, and so forth. Since joins are
fully described in the FCS, there is usually no predetermined
requirement on the join table columns. Furthermore, unless one of
the tables in the join relation is a primitive table in a tiled
coverage, the Tile_ID column is generally not necessary. TABLE 31
defines join table contents. The second column contains the key
of the first table in the join. The name of this column
is the table’s name followed by “_ID.” The third column contains
the key of the second table in the join; it is similarly labeled
using the table name and the “_ID” suffix. For instance, in a
feature table (SDRPOIm.PFT) relating to a primitive (END), the
key for the first table is SDRPOINT.PFT_ID and the key for the
second table is END_ID. The feature class schema table is used to
express the column names for the join table. The TILE_ID column
is mandatory when tiled directories exist in the coverage and the
join table relates a feature table and a primitive table. Refer

z to section 5.3.3.3 concerning these columns when tile directories
exist in the coverage.
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TABLE 31. JOin table defln~tlo~
. . . .

column Name Description column Type Key Op /Man

ID Row id I P M

●_ID1 Table 1 id I N M

TILE_ID Tile id s N MT/03
● *_I& Table 2 id I/S/K N M

FRoM_To Line feature s N 04

Notes: 1. The asterisk (*) indicates a placeholder for the
name of the first table in the join, usually a feature table name.

2. The (**) indicates a placeholder for the table name of
the second table in the join, usually one of EDG, FAC, END, CND,
or TXT.

3. If primitive id column is of type K, then no tile
reference id column is required. Tile_id is also not required if
this is a join between two feature tables, as in complex features,
or between a feature table and an attribute table.

4. Optional for line features only.

5.3.3.3 F=~ure to Drama
.,.-- .

If the coverage is tiled, the feature or join table maintains a
triplet id column that identifies the tile id and primitive id
that are related to the feature. Alternatively, the tile id and
the primitive id can be stored in separate columns. The triplet
id column is named after the primitive table it relates to,
followed by “_ID.g The first field in the triplet id is null.
The second field is the tile id (found in the tile reference
coverage); the third field is the primitive row id in that tile”
If the relation between the primitive and the feature is made
using a join table, then this information will be stored in the
join table unless it is stored in the feature table.

5.3.4 Q2MEU!2. Each coverage has one set of topological
primitives and a collection of feature tables based upon these
topological objects. Ml these tables are stored,in one directory
and are associated ~ file naming conventions (see TABLE 15). The
coverage may contain a data dictionary for all feature tables in
the coverage. h optional data quality table is allowed at the
coverage level.

5.3.4.1 Coveracrerelatlonshl~~
. . . The general description of

a coverage is stored in the coverage attribute table of its
library. The relationships between the tables in a coverage are
described by the mandatory feature class schema table.

5.3.4.2 ~. A feature class sch-
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table defines the feature classes that are contained within the
coverage. Each record in the table specifies a feature class name,
the name of the two tables involved in the join, and the names of
the columns used in the join. The feature class name must be
repeated to specify all the relationships in the feature class
schema table. In the case of complex features, all relationships
defining the component features must be specified with the feature
class column referencing the complex feature class. This includes
relationships between simple features and their primitives, even
though these relationships are defined in other parts of the
feature class schema table. Paragraph C.4.7.3 of Appendix C
contains an example of relationships in a coverage with several
simple features and a complex feature that consists of one point
feature class and two line feature classes. The topological
relationships need not be specified, since they are implied by
table types. The feature class schema table must be used in
conjunction with the TILEREF area feature table to fully define
feature classes in tiled coverages. —

If a key in the join is a compound key, the column names will be
listed, separated by a backslash character (\). For example, a
prima~ key composed of two columns would be specified as
‘NAME\TYPE.” TABLE 32 defines feature class schema contents, and
TABLE 33 is an example of a feature class schema table.
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TABLE 32. Feature class Schems definition.

Column Name

ID
FEATUR).CLASS
TABLE1

TABLEl_KEY

TABLE2

TABLE2m

Description

Row id
Feature class name
The first table in
a relationship
Join column in the
first table
The second table in
a relationship
Join column in the
second table

column Type

I
T/L/M/N,8
T/L/M/N,12

T/L/M/N,*

T/L/M/N,12

T/L/M/N,*

N

N

N

Op /Man

M
M
M

M

M

M

TABLE 33. ~.

Column Name contentB
ID 1
FEATuRE_cLAs s SDRPOINT
TABLE 1 SDRPOINT.PFT
TABLEl_KEY ID
TABLE2 END
TABLE2_KEY ID

ID 2
FEATURE_CLASS SDRPOINT
TABLE1 END
TABLEl_KEY ID
TABLE2 SDRPOINT.PFT
TA13LE2_KEY ID

ID 3
FEATuRE_cLAss SDRAREA
TABLE1 SDWUIEA .AFT
TABLEl_KEY ID
TABLE2 FAC
TABLE2_KEY ID

ID 4
FEATURE_CLASS SDRAREA
TABLE1 FAC
TABLEl_KEY ID
TABLE2 SDRAREA .AFT
TABLE2_KEY ID

5.3.4.3 descrlntlon,.
Ue tw . A value description table

relates to associated feature class tables within a coverage.
VDTS are required when coded attribute values are implemented
within a coverage. The two types of VDTS are integer VDT and
character VDT. There will be no more than one of each per
coverage. If a column in a feature table requires a VDT, then
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evexy unique coded value will have an entry in the VDT. Certain
values (e.g., null or unknown) that are globally defined for all
columns may not appear in a VDT, however, they will be documented
in the product specifications. TABLE 34 defines the fomat of a
VDT, and TABLE 3< provides an ex~le.

TABLE 34. des=l~tlon tole de~., ..$
ue .

Column Name Description column Type Key Op /Man
ID Row id I P M
TABLE Feature table name T/L/M/N,12 N M
ATTRIBUTE Column name T/L/M/N,n N M
VALUE Unique attribute value I/S/T/L/M/N,n N M
DESCRIPTION Attribute description T/L/M/N,* N M

TABLE 35. teaer value descri~tion record exalmle .

Column Name Contents
ID 1
TABLE SDRPOINT.PFT
ATTRIBUTE MCP
VALUE o
DESCRIPTION mKr-JowN
ID 2
TABLE SDRPOINT.PFT
A’ITRIBUTE MCP
VALUE 18
DESCRIPTION CONCRETE
ID 3
TABLE SDRPOINT.PFT
ATTRIBUTE MCP
VALUE 23
DESCRIPTION EARTHEN
ID 4
TABLE SDRPOINT.PFT
ATTRIBUTE HYC
VALUE o
DESCRIPTION UNKNOWN
ID 5
TABLE SDRPOINT.PFT
ATTRIBUTE NYC
VALUE 6
DESCRIPTION NON-PERENNIAL
ID 6
TABLE SDRPOINT.PFT
ATTRIBUTE HYC
VALUE 10
DESCRIPTION TIDAL

—

5.3.5 ~. The function of a VPF library is to organize
collections of coverages that pertain to one geographic region.
Each library must manage its own spatial extent. VPF uses a
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minimum kmunding rectangle to define this geographic extent. VPF
also supports a coverage, the library reference coverage, which
describes the libraxy region in a graphic manner. All reference
coverages must be spatially registered and be in the same
coordinate system.

Within each libraxy, there are three mandatory tables and seven
optional tables. The library header table defines the contents of
the library. The geographic reference table contains information
pertaining to the geographic location of the libra~. A coverage
attribute table provides a list of and descriptions for the
coverages contained in the library.

If the library is tiled, there will be an untiled tile reference
coverage. There will also be an untiled library reference
coverage that gives a general overview of the information
contained in the library. In addition, it is possible to include
a data quality coverage. The format for the data quality and
libra~ reference coverage follow the same rules as any noimal VPF
coverage. See appendix E for information concerning recommended
data quality coverage contents. Multiple records in these tables
are used to describe multiple sources, updates and maintenance
issues.

5.3.5.1 ~a~ &@er tm . The library header table
contains information identifying the libraxy, general information
about the contents, security, and source. TABLE 36 describes the
group of entities that compose the library header table.
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TABLE 36. ~~r table .

s8xm_aJss

Rowid
Serieskignabrofpdlmypa
fumnlaofbmry
Taxtchsc@bndRwy
Hi@itlevelcadafortha l?xary
5= Lwe10tapobgy
6= bAlt(pbgy
7=lxwe12tcp010gy
8=M3t(I@0gy

Souce&dthe~(ie.~)
UeingtheEfxeaentahfraabt’1

Se#kdae@@or(a.g1501)
Source ti-nurrbror narretiwhen
usedmconjunctionwith the SW&
and edition till identity aunique

Source achn number
Ful named eoum chcurmnt

Wti. Adasignaddate
If@rnostarxlmaty ckmtlasthe
basic dateofthaprodudfor
=l~f~ Pkpygpb
lhemnpiWon dai30rtheravisii date
q other depending on the product and

%
“ ~$assassltiond the source

T=
S.SK$U3
c=ammENnA
R:f#=&-x&M#I

. .dmskdive daesifiion

Re&3Mmy -ns

CdurrnTypa
I

T,12
T,12
T,vx)
T

I

T,15
TSI

TS
T,1oo
D

T

TS

D

T20

KEYTM=
P
N
N
N
N

N

N
N

N
N
N

N

N

N

N

M
M
M
M
M

M

M
M

—
M
M
M

M

M

M

M

5.3.5.2 . This table (TABLE 37)
contains four groups of fields that define the geographic
parameters of the library. These field groups are-th> geographic
parameters, projections, registration points table name, and
diagnostic points table name. The geographic parameters in this
table serve two purposes. Firstly, they are for descriptive
documentation of the coordinate reference system used in the
database. Secondly, they allow multiple separately published

- libraries to be inversely projected into a common coordinate
system for display and query. If the database is maintained in
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unprotected geographic coordinates, the projection code and its
corresponding projection parameters need not be included in the
table. (Refer to APPENDIX G for valid values in datum codes,
projection codes, and unit of measure codes.)

●

Fbw id
Twof&ahthskmy
Unilsd rm&lJIecdeforwordi@es
hbary
NsmsafolpsOiddhs i?my
Detsils410Lt Ewaryelr
including ellipsoid 3
N37wcfWl&4&rElmx
COdsdW&aldaUTlrs&erze
Nsnwof601Jn15ngda!um
tiofsWn5ngdsllJmfdelem23
Nsnwd_*m
COdeofgeodetiidatum
Mnedu’lepmjedon

. . .

Z&xx-#~*)

m~z
w~s
m~d
False East@ @jn d projxtiin
Falss Northing origin dpmjectim
Fska uigin fw Zvshes

g?##Jp?#gyjj

I
T3
T3

T,15
TSIO

T,15
T,4
T,15
T,4
T,15
T,4
T20
T2

F
F
F
F
F
F
F

T,12
T,12

WWM
P
N
N

N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

M
M
M

M
M

M
M
M
M

.M
M
M
o

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5.3 .5.3 S~veraae atttiute t- . This table contains the
coverage name and topology level for each coverage in the library.
Only those coverages which actually exist within a specific
libra~ will be listed in that librazy’s coverage attribute table.
The topological level associated with each coverage determines the
nature oi geometric and topological information available on that
coverage. TABLE 38 defines coverage attribute table entities.
TABLE 39 is an example of a coverage attribute table.
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TABLE 38. table deflnltlon
,..ute .

column Nams Description Colun$l Type Key b Op/Man

ID Row id I u M
COVERAGE.NAME The coverage name T,8 P M
DESCRIPTION Description string T, ● N M

The topologic level I N M

Column Name Contents

ID 1
COVE~GE_NAME SLP
DESCRIPTION Surface configuration
LEVEL 3
ID 2
COVEIWGE_NAME VEG
DESCRIPTION Vegetation
LEVEL 3
ID 3
COVERAGE_NAME SMC
DESCRIPTION Surface materials
LEVEL 3
ID 4
COVERAGE_NAME SDR
DESCRIPTION Surface drainage
LEVEL 3
ID 5
COVERAGE_NAME TRN
DESCRIPTION Transportation
LEVEL 3
ID 6
COVERAGE_NAME OBS
DESCRIPTION Obstacles
LEVEL 3
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5.3.5.4 Xile reference coveraae . A library may contain
tiled partitions and will require a tile reference coverage,
TILEREF, with associated area feature and attribute tables. Thus,
if the tile reference coverage does not exist in a libraxy, then
no tiling scheme exists. The tile reference coverage consists of
a set of faces identifying the tiles that the library uses to
subdivide the region of interest. Tile attributes are used to
optimize retrievals. At the library level, the tile geometm is
sirqle, describing the location of the tile boundaries.

5.3.5.4.1 UP att~ . The tile attributes are located
in the area feature table of the tile reference coverage. This
table maintains a unique id and its associated tile directory
name. This directoxy name may contain a nested directory list or
path name, relative to the coverage level. If a path name is
required, the separator character will be a backslash (’\’).
Additional columns may exist for every feature class or coverage
located in the library, but this is optional. The id of the area
feature table will be used in the tile and primitive id for each
coverage feature table (see section 5.3.3.1).

TABLE 40 defines the tile reference coverage attribute columns.
TABLE 41 is an example of a tile reference coverage area feature
table.

TABLE 40. w reface feawe table dtitlon
,..

area .

Column Nama Description ColunllaType Key Type Op /Man

ID Row id I P M
TILE_NAME Tile name T,n (n<=64) u M
,FACID Face id S/I/K N M

TABLE 41. me area featur~ r~rord e~ .

Column Nama
m
TILE.NAME
FAC ID
ID
TIIJ_NAME
FAC ID
ID
TILE_NAME
FAC ID
ID
TILE_NAME
FAC ID

+

M\J\12
5
2
M\J\22
7
3
M\J\23
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5.3.5.5 ~oint @21J2 . The registration point
table includes columns for the latitude, longitude and elevation
of ground points selected as registration points. This table also
includes columns for the corresponding x, y and z table
coordinates. Each registration point in this table is identified
by a row id and a registration point id. The geographic reference
table contains an optional column containing the registration
point table name, which carries the file extension .rpt. (See
TABLE 42.)

TABLE 42. JleuistrationD~Fabl~ .

!&T..
VT

FEQt&i3_x
FEQti_Y

Row id
Regiin point id
&ngitudedregistration point
Latitude of registration point
Elevation d mgktmtbn pdrM
Xbblecoorchteofcontrdpts
Y&blecom5netedcontrdpts

REGt&z lZteblecootdinete ofcxmtroipts

I
I
F
F
F
F
F
E

:
N
N
N
N
N
N

M
M

-M
M
M
M
M
M

5.3.5.6 Wnnstic mint t-w . The diagnostic point table
includes columns for the latitude, longitude and elevation of
qround points selected as diagnostic points. This table also
~nclude~ columns for the corresponding x, y and z table
coordinates. Each diagnostic point in this table is identified by
a row id and a diagnostic point id. The geographic reference
table contains an optional column containing the diagnostic point
table name, which carries the file extension .dpt. (See TABLE
43.)

TABLE 43. aia~tlc Dolnt
. . table .

I I
I I i

Lon&deofdi’s~ic* F N
Ifititudeofdiegnosticpht F N
Hevatim d degmstc point F N
Xtd.iecoordineteddegnoetk @s F N
Ytdiecmrdi@eddiagnOstkpts F N
Zteblecmrdiiateof diignosticpts F N

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
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5.3.6 ~. Information that applies to the whole
collection of data belongs at the database level. Structurally, a
database consists of a set of libraries. It is possible to
include a data quality table.

There are two mandatory tables: the library attribute table and
the database header table. These two tables are described below.
Multiple records in each table are used to describe multiple
sources, updates, and maintenance issues.

5.3.6.1 ubrarv attr~ute table . The library attribute
table contains the name and extent for each librazy in the
database. The library minimum bounding rectangle shall be in
latitude and longitude (decimal degrees). TABLE 44 defines
library attribute entities. TABLE 45 is an example of a library
attribute table.

TABLE 44. tibra~ attribute table entitv definitions.

Column Name Description
ID Row id
LIBRARY.NAME Library name
XMIN Westernmost Longitude
YMIN Southernmost Latitude

Easternmost Longitude
Northernmost Latitude

column Type
I

T/L/M/N,8
F/R
F/R
F/R
17fQ

Key Type
u
P
N
N
N
N

column Name
ID
LIBRARY_NAME
XMIN
YMIN

9WXL
M
M
M
M
M
M

TABLE 45. MN atwut~ table examD1-.

Contanta
1
NOAMER
-97.750000
31.167000
-97.667000
31.250000
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5-3.6.2 ~. The database he a d= table
(Tl@LE 46) contains information that defines database content,and
security information.

TABLE 46. .

Row id
VPFwsionnurrtw
medor)’namadti~
Taxtdesc@MIdthe&abaae
Ma&sandarduaedfortheddabse
Taxtkwtitleardaddrasaof

IrKl
originator abackslashl’is
@=a =fx@x)
TaxlfwtitJaandackfreaaof
a&eaaee(abacka%hYisused
saheaqarabr)
Nurrbarofrmdavobnaa cmprisimg
thadakbasa

aRR’&i5ia2lv-
NurrberoffibmrkAthii databaae
SacUrilyckSSbtiorl of CIWbasa
(thahighaataecutitydasaiicabn
oftheWsrniHalindudin9 afl

Ori@atota pernisabnfor
Cbwngadingraquiled (pane)
Daieddwngrading
lweasaMky ~
Fma~notadotharQmcfads
Cxm@biawiththisdakbasa
Rtbtionclaieddharatanrkd
Oharsardad mm&nanlnuntmr
uniqueidforthis&!abasa
Edtbnnurrbarforthiaddabasa
Cradionckdedthiidabbase

MLIrmType
I

T,1o
TA
T,Kx)
T2J
T@

T,1o)

Ty

Ty

T;
T

Ts

D
T~
T@

D
T,1o
T;
T,1o
D

WTYIE
P
N
N
N
N
N

N

N

N

N
N

N

N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

M
M
M
M
M

-M

M

M

M

M
M

M

M
M
o

0
0
M
M
M
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5.3.7 Data aualitv . The data quality table may be stored at
the database, libraxy, or coverage level. It contains information
on the completeness, consistency, date status, attribute accuracy,
positional accuracy, and other miscellaneous quality information.
It also contains information about the source from which the
geographic data was derived. Lineage information should be
included in the associated narrative table, named “LINEAGE.~.”
While the contents and”location of a data quality table within a
VPF database are product specific, it is highly reconunendedthat
at least one table exist at the libraxy level. TABLE 47 defines
the contents of the data quality table. APPENDIX E contains more
information about storing data quality information in VPF.

—
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TABLE 47. Pata ~alitv table deflnltlo
. . . n.

,

D
EherDATAWkSEdER4TYcr

~-d~a
tlxafyacamwafy
-~1=-
-~P-
Logical consistency
Edtion nunber
Wda@m
Daedrevisim
Nemedprcdudspeciii
{egDCWj
Datedprcductspciii
Da@dadeasamx
Datedktestsouw
Stan&ctcieviahof
qwtiktive Wrbutee

&E%%%:
Namdcdbdionspec?ii

Namdkkuiecfsoumefiie
AbeOtulehofizofltalaawecyof
&tAasecr Omyamvefage

Uddrmaswefor&sotute
hofizontd &xllrq
Ahsohfte vwtkal arq d
daabaseorbrafyorcwefage
Unkdmaxmfordwiute
W31ticdammcy
Point to point horizontal
mmydddd)aseorbrary
acwerag9
Unkdmwurefapohtto
pointhorizontalaccuracy

Pointtofxhtveltical eccuraq
ddat&seorRmyacoverqe
lhkdmeasurefor~to
poiltvatkll axufq

MSd&nmusccmmf’b- freetext

N

N.

N

N

N
N

N
N
N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

M
M

M

M
M
M
M
M

M

M

M

M
—

M

o

0

M

o
M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

Multiple records in each table are used to describe multiple
sources, updates, and maintenance issues.

5.3.8 .rratlve table. The narrative table (TABLE 48) will
contain any descriptive information concerning its associated
table. The contents of the TEXT column will be product specific.
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TABLE 48. def~tlo~
..!

ratlve table .

Column Nama Description ColulrulType Key Type Op/Man

Row id I P M
.%XT Text information T/L/M/N,* N M

5.3.9 ~. Then-es reference
coverage is optional at the library level. The names reference
coverage must maintain the same bounding rectangle as the other
library coverages (tile and library reference coverages) . Other
feature classes may exist, but are not required.

The names reference coverage will contain at least the following:
a point feature table; an entity node primitive table; and a
thematic index created on a fixed-length text column in the point
feature table. The column’s name will be “PLACE_NAME.W -

5.4 VPF enca~ . Encapsulation defines the structure
of data fields and the grouping of these fields. A simple table-
oriented data encapsulation system is defined for VPF which allows
the use of binary coded numeric data as well as text data and
which uses references to identify the location of data elements
within numerous related tables stored in files.

5.4.1 . A VPF table consists of a header
and at least one record. Records can be of variable length;
indexes can be used to directly access the files as needed. A
table will begin with a header defining the table contents,
followed by a series of records (rows). mere table records are
not of fixed length, an external index containing record offsets
and length (in bytes) will be used to provide direct access (see
FIGURE 19).
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FIGURE 19. ~.

5.4.1.1 ~. A table’s header (described
composed of two parts. The first part is a 4-byte
indicates the length of the following text string,

in TABLE 49) is
integer that
which defines

the table. To accommodate different hardware architecture, after
the length field a byte order field may be inserted. A value of
“L” in the byte order field indicates a least-significant-byte-
first encoding; an “M’ indicates a most-significant-byte-first
encoding. Least-significant-byte-first encoding is assumed if the
byte order field is not present.

●

The second part, the header definition text string, contains three
components, each of which is separated ~ a semicolon. The
semicolon (;) indicates the end of the component.
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field d~ltlo~.
.<,

TABLE 49. er

?iold
Header length

8yte order

Table description

Narrative table

Column definitions

Name

Oata type

Numberl

Key type

column
description

Value
description
table name

Thematic index

Narrative table

name

End of column

End of header

Description
Length of ASCII header string
(i.e., the remaining
information after this field)

8yte order in which table is
written:
L,- least-significant-first
M- most-significant-first

(semicolon separator)

Text description of
the table’s contents
(semicolon separator)

An optional narrative file
which contains miscellaneous
information about the table
(semicolon separator)

The following fields repeat
for each column contained
in the table:

Name of the column

(equal sign separator)

One of the field types
found in table 56
(comma separator)

Number of elements
(comma separator)

Key type
(comma separator)

Text description of the
column’s meaning
(comma separator)

Name of an associated
value description table
(comma separator)

Name of thematic indexes.

(comma separator)

Name of an associated
narrative
table
(cormnaseparator)

(colon separator)
... (repeat for each column)

(semicolon separator)

Columu Typo
I

T,1

T,1
T/L/M/N,n
(n<80)
T,1

T/L/M/N,n
(n<12)

T,1

—

T/L/M/N,n
(n<16)
T,1

T,1

T,1

T,n (nS3)
T,1

T,1
T,1

T/L/M/N,*

T,1

T/L/M/N,n
(nS12)
T,1

T/L/M/N,n
(n<12)
T,1

T/L/M/N,n

(fi12)
T,1

T,1

T,1

Note 1. This field contains the nuniberof occurrences of
the data type specified, not the number of bytes. For example, if
there is only one integer value in the field, the header will
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contain the number “1” in that field. For text fields only, the
value indicates the maxim~ of bytes allowed for that column. For
example, if a maximum of 12 characters are allowed in the field,
then the number of elements is specified as”“12”. The number of
bytes specified for a particular text field are shown in
subsequent tables in this specification.

The first conponent is the table description. The second “
component is a file reference to a narrative text, if available.
If no narrative file exists, the dash symbol (-) is used for the
file reference. The final component is the column definition
substring. The column definitions are separated by colons (:),
which indicate the end of the subcolumn definition. If an entxy
is not applicable to the field (i.e., a thematic index does not
exist), the dash symbol (-) is used to indicate a null value.
Trailing null field entries need not be included. For clarity in
documentation, these trailing null fields should be listed, -
however. For each column in the table, there will be:

—
Column name, followed by an equal sign (=)

;: Data type indicator, followed by a comma (,)
Number of data type elements, followed by a COIYUM

:: Key type indicator, followed by a comma
e. Column description, followed by a comma
f. Value description table name, if any, followed by

Conllna
Thematic index name, if any, followed by a comma

:: Column narrative file name, if any, followed by a

The character used as a separator for a particular field will
appear in that field except as a separator. For example, the
Table Description header field will never include an imbedded
semi-colon because a semi-colon is the specified separator.

a

comma

not

However, this field may legally contain imbedded colons or conmas
because neither of these characters are the separator for Table
Description.

TABLE 50 displays an example of a text header for an area feature
, table. For presentation purposes, each component in the table

definition string is listed on a separate line in TABLE 51. No
new line, space, or tab character should be inserted after the
field and component separators in the actual table definition
string. Furthermore, the exan@e does not show the 4-byte
definition string length and the byte order character.

TABLE 50 shows a header definition string for a Surface Drainage
Area area feature table. A narrative file, SDR.DOC, is attached
to this table in the VPF database. The table has 13 columns, with
the column ID being the primary key column.
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TABLE 50. Text header exam~le.

Surface Drainage Area;
SDR.DOC;
ID=I,P,Row ID,-,-,-,:
F_CODE=T,5, N,FACS Code, CHAR.VDT, F_CODE. ATI,F_CODE. DoC, :
RGC=I, l,N,Railroad Gauge Category, INT.VDT,-, -, :
HYC=I, l,N,Hydrographic Category, INT.VDT,-, -,:
HFC.I, l,N,Hydrographic Form Category, INT.VDT,-,-, :
EXS.I,l,N,Bxistence Category, INT.VDT,-,-, :
WID=F,l,N,Width (meters),-,-,-, :
WVl=I,l,N,Water Velocity Average (m/sec),I~.VDT,-,-, :
WDA.I,l,N,Water Depth Average (meters), INT.VDT,-,-, :
MCP=I, l,N,Material Composition Primary, INT.VDT,-,-, :
DVR=I,l,N,Dense Bank Vegetation Right, INT.VDT,-,-, :
DVL=I,l,N,Dense Bank Vegetation Left,INT.VDT,-,-, :
BGR=I,l,N,Bank Gradient (Slope) Category Right Bank (%),-,-,-, :;

5.4.1.2 Record lis~ . The body of data contained within the
table is the record list; the header and the table index serve
only to define the contents and provide effective access to this
list. These records can be of fixed or variable length, as
needed.

5.4.1.3 Vari&le-lmath lnd-x fti . The variable-length
index is a separate file that is mandatory when a VPF table
contains variable-length records. As shown in TABLE 51, the file
has two parts: a header and a data array. Each entry in the data
array relates to a record in the VPF table.

TABLE 51. fu.of var@le-lenath ~dex .

File
Componalt

Header

Data array

content of
Component

Number of entries(N)
in index (whichalso
matchesthe numberof
recordsin the
associatedtable)

Numberof bytes in
VPF tableheader
A two-dimensional
arrayof N records

Data Field
Type Length

Integer 4 bytes

Integer 4 bytes

Integer 8N bytes
I

The data arrav identifies the location of evexy record in the
variable-leng~h file by containing the following entries for each
record:
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[n][O] = Wte offset from beginning of file

[n][l] = Number of bytes in table record

where n is an integer from 1 to N. The term byte offset refers to
a location with respect to the beginning of a file. The first
byte of a file has an offset of zero.

Thus, if the software requires the location of record 45 in a VPF
table, the index file can be used to locate the exact position of
the record without sequentially searching for the match. The
entry for record 45 in the variable-length index would indicate
the byte offset in the VPF table to the position of record 45 and
the number of bytes in record 45.

5.4.2 SDatial ~ex fil~. For each primitive (face, edge,
entity node, connected node, and text), there can exist a spatial
index file that will accelerate queries by software. Although
these files are optional, they are recommended, especially-for
large libraries. These indexes are indirectly created on the
coordinate column or the minimum bounding rectangle of each
primitive; appendix F contains more information.

The format of the spatial index is as follows:

a. Header record. The header will contain one integer
defining the number of primitives (NUMPRIM) and another integer
defining the number of nodes (NNODE) in the index. Between the
two integer fields are four (xmin, ymin, xmax; ymax) short
floating point coordinates defining the minimum bounding
rectangle. TABLE 52 shows the layout for the spatial index file
header record.

TABLE 52.

Lii_LL
Type Description

Integer Number of primitives
Floating point MSR Xl
Floating point MBR yl
Floating point MBR x2
Floating point MBR y2
Inteqer Number of nodes in tree

b. Bin array record. This record is a two-dimensional
array the length of which is NNODE, described in the header
record. The structure of this record is shown in TABLE 53. This
array maintains a long integer offset that points to the beginning
of the bin data record and a long integer primitive count for each
bin. The offset for the first bin always has a value of zero.
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For bins that contain no primitives, the value assigned to the
Count variable is zero and the offset value is zero.

TABLE 53. e of the bin arrav re~ .

Bye. Offeet Width Type Description

HDR+n*8 4 Integer Offset of primitive list
for node n

HDR+ n ● 8 + 4 4 Integer Count in inteqer units

Note: nis {O ... number of nodes-l); the n value for the first node
is O. HDR is the length of the index file header record.

c. Bin data record. There are NUMPRIM records where each
record contains four l-byte integers defining the MBR for the
primitive and one long integer (4 bytes) for the primitive id.
These primitive ids point into the associated primitive table.
TABLE 54 shows the structure of the bin data record.

TABLE 54. .

wee Off*et I Width I Type I Description 1
HDR+BIN+OS + C * 8 + O 1 byte MBR xl
HDR+BIN+OS + C ● 8 + 1 1 byte NBR yl
HDR+BIN+OS + C ● 8 + 2 1 byte MBR x2
HDR+BIN+OS + C ● 8 + 3 1 byte MBR Y2

HDR+BIN+OS + C ● 8 + 4 4 int primitive id

Note: cis {O... number of primitives for a node - 1};
the c value for the first primitive is O. HDR is the
length of the index file header record. BIN is the
summed length of all the bin array records. OS is the
value of the offset variable in the corresponding bin
array record (as shown in the byte offset calculation in
TABLE 53).

#

5.4.3 tlc
. . . A thematic index my be created

for any column in a table. There are two types of indexes,
depending on the data content in a column: an inverted list
thematic index or a bit array thematic index.

For categorical data or data with few distinct values, such as
soil polygons where numerous polygons are assigned soil class
designations from a relatively small number of classes, an
inve~ted list
each distinct

is used. One entry in the index file is created for
value in the column; correspondingly, a list of
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table record ids is stored with the value.

If the data in a column is all unique, especially in the case of
an index for character strings, a bit array can be stored for each
unique byte/character in the column. Each bit in the bit array
represents a row in the indexed table. An ‘ON’ bit at a
particular position means that the corresponding row in the table
contains a specific byte/character pattern.

The character string form of the thematic index is used for names
placement index implementations.

The thematic index file may be partitioned into three data groups:
a fixed-length header, a variable number of index (or directory)
entries (another index within an index), and a set of rows. Each
row contains VPF record ids stored either as a list or as a bit
array. Each directory entry describes the element being indexed
and the location of the row containing the list (or set) of record
ids related to the element. —

a. Header. The thematic index header contains 60 bytes of
information that pertain to the type of index it is, the table it
is associated with, and the column in that table. The layout of
the header record is shown in TABLE 55. m optional ordering of
the entries in the index directory can be specified using the
ordering flag at offset 56 in the index header. An “S” in the
ordering flag indicates an ascending sort order in the index
directory. Entries in the directoxy are assumed not to have any
specific ordering othemise.

b. Index directoxy. The index directoxy contains
repeating records for each distinct element being indexed. The
structure of an index directory record is shown in TABLE 56. The
number of entries is stored in the header record. Entries in the
index directory give an offset at which the actual data are
stored. There is also a count indicating the number of itens
maintained for a particular index value. If the count field in an
index directoxy entxy has a value of zero, the offset field
contains the actual data; otherwise, the offset field contains an

‘ indirect address for the indexed data.
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TABLE 55. Themat3c ~ex
. .

file header record lavout.

Byte
Offset Width Type Description

o 4 integer Combined iength of the index fiie header and the
index directoty.

4 4 integer Number of directory entries. This is the number of
items being indexed by a particular index fiie.

8 4 integer Number of rows in the data tabie from which this
index fiie was deriied.

12 1 Character Type of index fiie; either ‘i” for inverted list index,
or ‘Ba for bit array index.

13 1 Character Type of the data eiement being indexed; one of:
‘i”4-byte integer
T-character string
‘S’—2-byte integer
‘F4-byte floating point
‘R9--6-byte fioating point

14 4 integer Number of data eiements comprising one directory
entry. This fieid wili usualiy have a value of 1; an
exception is a thematic index buiit on a texl fieid.

18 1 Character Type specifier for the data porlion of an index file.
Record ids in inverted iist index can be stored by
using either a 2-byte integer (type ‘S9) or a 4-byte
one (type “i”). Bit array index files aiways use
type ‘S.”

19 12 Character The name of the VPF table from which the index
file has been derived; no path information is
included.

31 25 Character The name of the coiumn in the VPF tabie from
which index entries have been puiled.

56 1 Character Ordering fiag (“S” indicates an ascending order in
the index diractiory; no specific sort order
othenvise).

57 3 Character Unused and reserved.
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TABLE 56. cture of index directom rem .

Byte Off*et width Type Description

HDR +n*(d+8) d Character string The element being indexed.
2-byte integer
4-byte integer
4-byte floating point
8-byte floating point

HDR +n*(d+8)+d 4 Integer The offset from the
beginning of the file to
the location of the row
associated with this index
entry.

HDR +n*(d+8)+d+4 4 Integer The number of indexed
records associated with
this entry. (For bit
array index files, this is
the number of bytes.)

. .. -.. .. . . ,...Note: nls {0 ... number or Index entries-l), ana a = size 01 (lnaexea
type). HDR is the length of the index file header record.

c. Index data. For each index entry there exists a data
record consisting of either a list of row ids from the indexed
file or a bit array.

The following example shows an inverted list thematic index
created on a feature table column of data type ‘S’ (short
integer). The name of the column is USE_CODE. The name of the
table is CULAREA.AFT. The index table header shown in TABLE 57 is
thus,

TABLE 57. Yhematlc
. .ln&ex header examD1e .

Byto
0ff8et Width Type Value

o 4 Integer 90 (header ler@h + index directory
length)

4 4 Integer 3 (number of directory entries)
8 4 Integer 293 (number of indexed rows)
12 1 Character I (inverted list)
13 1 Character s (short integer source data)
14 4 Integer 1 (data lengthis 1)
18 1 Character s (short integer indexed id)
19 12 Character CULAREA.AFT
31 25 Character USE_CODE
56 1 Character s (sorted index directory)
57 3 Character “9
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The value at byte offset 60 is the value of the element being
indexed. The number of rows from the table CULAREA.AFT is
contained at address HDR+n*(d+8)+d+4 (in this case at byte offset
66). The first entry in the directory has a USE_CODE value of 2,
and there are 5 rows that contain the value. The CULAREA.AFT rows
can be found at address 90. Another index directory entry starts
at offset 70. This entxy has a count of zero, indicating that the
offset field contains the row number for the CULAREA.AFT table.
The index directory shown in TABLE 58 is thus,

TABLE 58.

B*e Offset
60
62
66
70
72
76
80
82

Width I Type
2
4
4
2
4
4
2
4

Short Integer
Integer
Integer
Short Integer
Integer
Integer
Short Integer
Integer

Value
2 (index value)
90 (offset)
5 (count)
3
20 (direct row id)
o (count of “zero’)
4
100

The index data shown in TABLE 59 are thus,

TABLE 59.
.,

tlc Index data example.

\
Byte Offset Count Row numbers

90 5 8 9 10 11 12
100 4 22 23 24 25

5.4.3.1 Feature indices may be created for
any VPF coverage. These are join indices that have been developed
to enhance processing of complex queries in relational databases.
This is particularly significant in tiled VPF coverages with a
number of feature classes. The VPF Standard specifies a set of
join indices for feature/primitive joins. One feature join index
can be defined for each of the five primitive types in a coverage.
For example, an edge feature join index, edg.fit, can be defined

- for edge primitives and the corresponding line and complex
features that reference those primitives.

Feature join indices are optional. Feature indices are composed
of: (a) a feature class attribute table (FCA) and (b) a number of
feature index tables (FIT). Feature index tables allow quick
retrieval of feature information when given a selected primitive.
They bypass the normal relational operations usually required and
prestore the results of feature-to-primitive and primitive-to-
feature relations. w indices, they may be deleted at any time
and the relationships between tables will be maintained provided
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the associated join tables have been defined. my updates to the
data will cause the indices to be rebuilt. The feature index
tables may not be referenced in the FCS. There could be one FIT
for each primitive type in a coverage. For a given coverage, if a
feature index is defined for a primitive type, all feature classes
associated with that primitive type must be-indexed. All FCA and
FIT’s reside at the coverage level. -.

A VPF coverage can optionally contain a Feature Class Attribute
table (FCA). This table should minimally have the following
columns: a feature class ID column (ID), a feature class name
column (FCLASS), the feature type (TYPE) and a feature class
description column (DESCR). A feature class attribute table
definition example is shown in TABLE 60.

TABLE 60. .

column Nams Description Field Kay Type Op/xan
Type

ID Row ID I P M
FCLASS Feature class name T/L/M/N,8 u M
TYPE Feature type (P-point, T,1 N M

L-line, A-area, T-text,
C-complex)

DESCR Description T/L/M/N,* N M

Every primitive/feature reference, both directly and indirectly,
as in the case of complex features, results in one entry in the
appropriate FIT for that primitive and the corresponding feature.
If a feature is composed of multiple primitives, each of those
feature/primitive relationships is recorded. Conversely, if a
primitive is applicable for more than one feature, multiple
relationships are similarly maintained. When a primitive is
referenced by a complex feature via an intermediate feature, the
relationship between the primitive and the complex feature, as
well as that between the primitive and the intermediate feature,
are recorded in the FIT’s.

Feature Index Tables (FIT) are made up of two compound keys, the
‘ feature class id (FC_ID) and the feature id (FEATURE_ID) to
properly identify an individual geographic feature, and the tile
id (TILE_ID) and primitive id (PRIM_ID) for a primitive.
Available FIT names are: EDG.FIT, CND.FIT, END.FIT, FAC.FIT and
TXT.FIT . - example of a feature index table definition is shown
in TABLE 61.
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TABLE 61. Feature def~tlnn.. . .e

Column Name Inscription Field Key Type Opwlrl
Type

ID Row ID I P M
PRIM_ID Primitive id (foreign I N M

key to primitive table)
TILE_ID Tile reference id s N ,m
FC_ID Feature class id I N M

(foreign key to FCA)
FEATURE_ID Feature “id(foreign key I N M

to feature table)

5.4.4 ~llowable field Woes . The field types depicted in TABLE
62 are allowed and provide the ability to encode any data set.
Ml variable-length types include a count item “n” (as depicted in
TABLE 56) preceding the data. The count is a 4-byte integer.
This count item contains the number of bytes in text strings and
the number of tuples in coordinate strings.
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TABLE 62. owable field tvoes .

Length
Abbrv column Typa Null/No Value (bytes)

T,n Fixed-length text ●N/AD n
T,● Variable-length text Zero length n+4
L,n Level 1 (Latin 1 - 1S0 ‘NiA’ n

8859) Fixed-length text
L+ Level 1 (Latin 1 - 1S0 zero length n+4

8859) Variable-length
text

N,n Level 2 (Full Latin - ‘N/Am n
ISO 6937) Fixed-length
text

N* Level 2 (FU1l Latin - zero length n+4
1S0 6937 Variable-length
text

M,n Level 3 (Multilingual - “N/A= n
1S0 10646) Fixed-length
text

M* Level 3 (Multilingual - zero length n+4
1S0 10646) Variable-

—

length text
F Short floating point NaN (not a number) 4
R Long floating point NaN 8
s Short integer bit pattern 10000000 2

00000000
I Long integer bit pattern 10000000 4

0000000000000000
00000000

C,n 2-coordinate array, Both coordinates 8n
short floating point equal to null

c,● 2-coordinate string Length = O 8n+4
B,n 2-coordinate array, Both coordinates 16n

long floating point equal to null
B,● 2-coordinate string Length = O 16n + 4
Z,n 3-coordinate array, All three coordinates 12n

short floating point equal to null
z,● 3-coordinate string Length = O 12n + 4
Y,n 3-coordinate array, All three coordinates 24n

long floating point equal to null
y,* 3-coordinate string Length = O 24n + 4
D Date and time Space character filled 20
K Null field
K Triplet id me byte = O 1-13
NOTE: For data types Y and Z, if the elevation (Z) field is not
populateddue to source restrictions, it will be filled with the
appropriateNULL value.

5.4.5 ~ . . The following define the naming
conventions for VPF file and column names. (All examples shown in
this document are in capital letters.) (See also the VPF reserved
names in TABLEs 13, 14, and 15.)

a. All naming will use ISO 646 (ASCII) characters.
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b. All file names and all references to file names shall
be lowercase. This includes file references within table headers,
attribute values, and indices. All references to database,
library, coverage, and feature class names shall be in lowercase
where they occur. For example, feature class names in FCS and FCA
tables will be lowercase. For file names, the first character
must be an alpha character from a to z. The remaining 7
characters can be alphanumeric, including the underscore (’_’)
character.

A file name may have a trailing period with a 3-character
suffix. The suffix may contain only characters from a to z,
except that x is not allowed.

Any table with variable-length records will maintain a
variable-length index file with the same file name as its
associated table except that the last character will be x (with
one exception; see paragraph 5.3.1.2) .

c. All names are to be in lowercase.

d. Directory names (names for libraries, databases, and
coverages) are restricted to the same rules as for file names,
except that there will be no suffix.

e. Column names follow the same restrictions as file
names, but they can be 16 characters in length. The dollar sign
(’$’), pound sign (’#’), dash (’-’)/ period (’.’)/ and slash (’/’)
are allowable characters.

The column name (“ID”) is resened and must be used to
identify each table record.

f. If a column is defined with a triplet id, the fields
within the triplet id will be named as:

Field one ID The internal tile primitive id
, Field two TILE_ID The tile reference id

Field three EXT_ID The external tile primitive id

The (\) will be used as a separator between the column name and
the triplet id field. l?hus,when referring to the internal
primitive id within a triplet id column (LEFT_FACE) the column
name will be named “LEFT_FACE\ID”.

5.4.6 ~~let id field tw~ . As discussed in cross-tile
keys (section 5.2.2.3.4), a triplet id can be used to reference
primitives from multiple tiles in a tiled coverage. This field
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type replaces the integer foreign key used in untiled coverages.
The first component of a triplet is an 8-bit type byte. The type
byte is broken down into four 2-bit pieces; each of these 2-bit
pieces describes the length of a succeeding field. TABLE 63 lists
the possible values for these 2-bit field descriptors. Only the
first three fields are currently being used. The fourth field is
rese~ed. FIGURE 20 is an example of the triplet id field.

TABLE’63. bvte de~ . . .

Type
Byte

m
m
m

m

Resulting
id

I I
3-bit row id

I I I I 1
32-bit row id

I 1 I
16-bit tile id

I I I I I
32-bit row id

I I I I 1

32-bit row id (current tile)

I I I
16-bit tile id

f I I I I
32-bit row id (next tile)

FIGURE 20. the tr~t.of ld .

The first field (referred to as ID) generally is used to store a
primitive id without a tile id predicate. fie tile reference id,
the second field (TILE_ID), and the external primitive id, the
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third field (EXT_ID), together store an augmented primitive id for
cross-tile topology.

5.5 s~ re~ . VPF requires the use of
numeric, textual, coordinate, and date syntax items. These items
comprise the lowest level of the VPF design. In order to utilize
these items, a number of basic data types are required. These are
integer or real numbers, strings of text, and coordinate data
types. The coding of these data types is defined in terms of a
number of international standards. VPF products may have a byte
order specified in the product specification and the table header.
Five categories of data syntax items are required in VPF. These
are integer numbers, real numbers, text strings, coordinates, and
date.

5.5.1 ~. The two fixed-length integer data
fields are 16 bits and 32 bits; hereafter they are termed “short”
and “long” precision, respectively. Integers are binary encoded
using the 2’s complement scheme. For integer number formats, the
null value consists of the sign bit set to one and all trailing
bits set to zero. Different length integer numbers may be
required in different situations. For example, the number 32,000
can be handled in 2 bytes of data, whereas the number
2,147,483,647 will fill 4 bytes of data. The general structure
and several examples of the integer number format can be found in
FIGURE 21.

b8b7b6b5b4b3b2bl b8b7b6b5b4b3b2bl
● om

Integer Number Format Structure

12

-7
●

5140

b8b7 M MM )X b2 bl

b8b7 M MM b3 b2 bl

b8b7b6b5k4b3b2bl
o~o,o,l, o,l,o,o

bSb7b6b5b4b3b2bl

0, 0,0,1,0,1,0,0

+ bits
4- byte

LSB = Least
Significant
Bit

MSB = Most
Significant
Bit

Integer Examples

FIGURE 21. ~.

5.5=2 WaUudEE. Real numbers are needed to carry
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parametric information. VPF uses the IEEE floating-point real
number format (ANSI/IEEE 754) in both 32-bit (short) and 64-bit
(long) form. Numbers in the single and
composed of the following three fields:

s l-bit field for sign
e Biased exponent field (equals

plus bias)
f Fraction field (mantissa)

double formats are

exponent E

a. Range. The range of the unbiased exponent includes
evexy integer value between fin and Emx, inclusive, and also two
other reserved valuest tin - 1 and %x + 1, to encode certain
special states as described below. Figure 22 illustrates real
number syntax.

b. 32-bit format. For a 32-bit single format number, the
value v is inferred from its constituents thus:

(1) If e = 255 and f# O, then v is NaN,
—

(2) If e = 255 and f = O, then v= (-1)s =,
(3) If O -=e < 255, then v = (-1)s 2e -127 (1 ● f),
(4) If e = Oand f#O, thenv = (-l)s2e -127 (o . f)
(denormalized numbers),
(5) If e =Oandf

(zero).

c. 64-bit format
value v is inferred from

= O, then v = (-1)s ‘0

. For a 64-bit double format number the
its constituents, thus:

(1) If e = 2047 and f # O, then v is NaN,
(2) If e = 2047 and f = O, then v= (-1)s W,

(3) If O < e < 2047, then v= (-I)s 2e -1023 (I . f),

(4) If e = O and f#O, then v= (-l)s2e -1023 (0 . f)
(denomalized numbers) ,
(5) If e = O andf= O, then v = (-1)s O

(zero).

, Note: the “D” in equations (3) and (4) above corresponds to a
decimal point.
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Rponent Mantissa

b32 b31 b23

I I 1 1 i i l%, , 1“”~I I 1 I
# ●

(

f

L
Inplicit

Sign Binary
Point

IEEE Short Real Number Format Structure (32 bit)

Eqmnent Mantissa

1 .4 I
>L 1

b64 b63 b52

m’””1,,,1~,,,,,11 ““~
● ● I f

\
\ Implicit

Sign Binary
Point

IEEE Long Real Number Format Structure (64 bit)

Where : .

●

.

5.5.3

The sign bit is O for positive and 1 for negative.

The exponent is 8 bits long for short real numbers and
11 bits for long real numbers. The exponent is biased by
81 hexadecimal for short real numbers and 401 for long.

The remaining bits are the mantissa. Since the first
significant bit is known to be set (since the mantissa
is normalized), it is not stored. The length is 23 bits
for short real numbers and 52 bits for long real numbers.

FIGURE 22. ~.

. The generalized time data type
consists of a string of international reference version (IRV)

, characters where the calendar date (as specified in ISO 8601)
consists of a four-digit representation of the year, a two-digit
representation of the month, and a two-digit representation of the
day. This is followed by the time of day (as specified in 1S0
86oI) consisting of a string of digits containing a two-digit
representation of the hour (based on the 24-hour clock), a two-
digit representation of the minute, and a two-digit representation
of the second, followed by,a decimal point (or decimal comma) and
an arbitrary number of digits of fractions of a second. This may
be followed by the letter Z to represent coordinated Universal
Ti.xnerather than local time, or be followed by a time differential
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ISO 8601 (see
time elements

FIGURE 23). In a fixed
will be 20 bytes long,
Optional.

Ye-ar Month Day Hour M-in.SeC.

Example Date / Time Elements

8 ●

1992

199210

19870205160627.

198702O521O627.Z

19870205160627.-0500

● No date/time

● Year is only
characters.

Decimal Z H&r M\n.
point
or ‘~

Time Zone
comma Differential

Z for Universal Time
+or- for Time Zone

Differential

given, 20 space characters

value given, no time. Pad with space

● Year/month given, no time. Pad with spac~characters

● Local time 6 minutes, 27 seconds
after 4 pm on 5 February 1987

● As above but Universal Time
(Greenwich)

● Local Time as above. The
local time is 5 hour time
behind UTC

FIGURE 23. Date a d tn ime Svntax.

allowing for the specification of date and time with time zone
differentials (or optionally fractional seconds). Unfilled digits
will be filled with space characters. A null date time
specification will consist of a string of space characters.

●

5*5*4 mxuwmax. Text syntax is described in DIGEST Part
3 sections 5.1.4 - 5.2.3. Use the text syntax described for
DIGEST Annex C, Vector Relational Tables.

a. Text strings. Textual information can be either
variable length or fixed length. The null state of a variable-
length text string is of zero length. The null state of a fixed-
length text string requires that a specific code be selected. The
character string “N/A” should be used, padded if necessazy. If
the length is one or two, “-” or “--” should be used
CO (control set code table) character SP (code table
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in FIGURE 24) should be used as the “space” or “blank” character,
and as the padding character. The character code NUL (code table
position 0/0) and a number of other CO control characters may have
sDecial meaninu on some conumter systems and should not appear in
any text strings. A NUL
mark on some computers.
in VPF:

1. Basic text
characters only from the

or-a SUB ‘(AZ)in a file is an end of file
‘IWOtypes of text strings are supported

string. These strings make use of
IRV (ASCII) primary code table and the

subset of the CO table identified above.

2. General text strings. These strings are composed of
characters from any of the ISO registered code tables. Code
extension (1S0 2022) is only required to handle written languages
that are not based on the Latin alphabet. For languages (like
English, French, German, or Spanish) that use the Latin alphabet,
the IRV (ASCII) and the supplementary code table together with the
identified subset of the CO set will be used.

—

b. Code tables. All text is coded in terms of character
sets. Particular character codes are identified by a code table
arranged into rows and columns in which 94 character codes are
assigned. A number of different character code tables are in use
internationally and these code tables are registered with the
International Standards Organization under 1S0 2375. The basic
international code table is the IRV alphabet (see FIGURE 24).

The alphabetic code table is termed the graphic or “G” set.
Another specialized code table, the control or “CO” set, is also
defined. Some of the CO control characters are reserved for
specialized use, such as transmission control in an asynchronous
communications system or application level delimiting. VPF
requires only the format effecter CO characters, such as carria9e
return (CR) and line feed (LF), and the code extension characters
escape (ESC), shift in (S1), and shift out (SO). The code
extension characters allow extension to other alphabets as
described below. Other CO characters are not used and have a null

, meaning. The IRV (ASCII) code table caters largely to the needs
of the English language. For other Latin languages in which
accented letters are used extensively, the 1S0 has recommended a
supplementary character set for coded characters in text
communication (1S0 6937). First, a nonspacing
selected from the supplementary character set;
character is selected.

accent character is
then the accented

‘ + e = 6
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FIGURE 24. tin alQhabet m imaw code table (ASCII).

This supplementa~ code table (see FIGURE 25) may be used with IRV
(ASCII) or other national variants of IRV. In addition, the
repertoire of all accented characters and diacritical marks (see
FIGURE 26) covers all Latin alphabet-based languages as
represented by 1S0 6937.

For languages based on other alphabets (such as Greek, Cyrillic,
~ Chinese Hanzi, and Japanese Kanji or Katakana), independent code

tables may be defined. These code tables are registered with the
ISO and are assigned a final character code for use with a
designated escape sequence. ~ use of these escape sequences, the
current “in-use” code table may be switched.

The code table switching mechanism is specified by ISO 2022. The
“in-use” code space is organized into rows and columns and divided
into two areas, the “in-use” C area and the G area. The character

- ESC (escape) (position 1/11) is used as an introducer to sequences
of codes which determine which code table is in us’e.
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FIGURE 25.

—

dficrl~.,.
arc~nts. ad soerlal ch~rters .

a. International alphabets. The following is a list of the most
common alternate alphabets from the international registry,
together with their final character for the escape sequence used
to designate.

IRV (Latin) alphabet - 4/0,
UK variant of IRV - 4/1
ASCII variant of IRV - 4/2
Other set for use with variants of IRV - 6/12
Katakana alphabet (Japanese) - 4/9
Greek alphabet - 6/10
Cyrillic alphabet - 4/14
Extended Cyrillic alphabet - 5/1
African languages alphabet - 4/13
Arabic alphabet - 6/11
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—
afl
bB
cc

eE

;
hH

;:
kK
IL
flN
nh
)0
pP
Ucl
rR
Ss
tl
Uu
Uu
m
NH
yY
22

- —
ah

eE

ii

bo

Iiu

—

a i i

eE

il

Do

Uu

gY

—

—

—

- ,,
00

“,,
Uu

—

!?
2—

i?iii

iiii

Ii—

—

ali

eE

ho

Uu

@i

—

—

Japanese
character
&tes to

*

.

b. Chinese and Japanese alphabets. The Chinese and
iconographic alphabets may aiso be designated. These
sets are special in that they require two consecutive
index into over 8,000 entries. The designation sequences are
given below:

Chinese Hanzi - ESC 2/4 4/1
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Japanese Kanji - ESC 2/4 4/2

5.5.5 f~orthate SV@dX . A coordinate specifies a position in
the Cartesian unit coordinate space as a vectorial displacement
from the origin of the coordinate space. A coordinate parameter
value takes the form of an short or long floating point value.

5.5.6 S~ordinate Strinas . TWO types of coordinate strings are
defined for use in VPF. These consist of coordinate tuples (Pairs
or triplets). All coordinate strings are constructed out of the
number and coordinate formats defined in the previous subsections.
A coordinate string consists of a sequence of coordinate parameter
values corresponding to coordinate pairs.

6. NOTES

(This section contains information of a general or explanatory nature
that may be helpful, but is not mandatory.) —

6.1 ~. This standard is designed to define the
methods and provide guidance for creating and using digital
geographic databases in vector product format.

6.2 ~on rwulzements. . When this standard is used in
acquisition, the applicable issue of IY3DISSmust be cited in the
solicitation (see 2.1.1 and 2.2) .

6.3 These standard supersedes Military
Standard for Vector Pr~duct Format, MIL-STD-600006, 13 April 1992.

6.4 ~ect term (kev word llstm.. .

Database
Geographic information
Georelational data
Geospatial features
Metadata
Spatial data

6

6.5 . Marginal notations are
not used in this revision to identify changes with respect to the
previous issue due to the extent of the changes.
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APPENDIX A

INTRODUCTION ‘IQTHE VPF DATA MODEL

Al. GENERAL

A.1.l. -. This appendix provides information,
discussion, and examples concerning the VPF data model. The
information contained in this standard shall be used by the
Milita~ Departments, Office of the Secretaxy of Defense,
Organizations of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Defense
Agencies of the Department of Defense (collectively known as DoD
Components) in preparing and accessing digital geographic data
required or specified to be in vector product format.

this

A.2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

This section is not applicable to this appendix.
—

A.3. DEFINITIONS

A.3.1. ~Ons
.

used In t~ . For purposes of
appendix, the definitions in section 3 of the main document

shall apply.

A.4. GENERAL INFORMATION

A.4.I. VPF is a general, user-oriented data
format for representing &ge spatially referenced (geographic)
databases. VPF is designed to be used directly; that is, software
can access the data without time-consuming conversion processing.
VPF is designed to be compatible with a wide variety of users,
applications, and products.

To achieve its generality and user orientation, VPF uses a
georelational data model that provides a flexible but powerful
organizational structure for any digital geographic database in
vector format. VPF defines the format of data objects, and the
georelational data model supporting VPF provides a data

● organization within which software can manipulate the VPF data
objects.

The following paragraphs discuss in general the data model
that serves as the basis of VPF. Section A.4.2 discusses the
basic concepts that foxm the foundation for all geographic data
models. Section A.4.3 describes the relational model, while
section A.4.4 describes the planar topology model.
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A-4.2. ~. A model 1’ “ f“”d~ental
description of a system that accounts for all known properties of
that system. The system is a view of geographic reality, or
information tied to specific locations in coordinate space. Since
this particular model is stored in a computer, it is called a data
model. A data model provides the most abstract representation of
a system; it describes a collection of entities, including their
relationships and semantics. The purpose of a data model is to
define and capture a view of reality in a consistent and uniform
manner. It provides a framework to visualize the structure and
behavior of these entities in a system.

A model of a database requires three components: the
definition of the data objects, data operations, and the rules of
data integrity. These components are defined in the following
three subparagraphs. Objects identify how the user perceives the
data and its structure. The operations define how the user may
manipulate the objects. Integrity rules bind the objects and
operations, and establish a well-defined behavior that provides
accurate information in a predictable manner. The fourth sub-
paragraph deals with the purpose and functionality behind a
database.

A.4.2.I. ta ob~ect ~ . Data objects identify how the user
perceives the data and its structure. These objects also define
the most primitive partitions of the data model architecture. For
instance, an international database may contain a wide variety of
objects concerning nations. The relevant objects could be areas,
civil divisions, populations, resources, products, and water
bodies. Relationships can be defined for these objects where
populations and resources are grouped by civil divisions.

A.4.2.2. ta oneratlnu . Data operations define how a user
may manipulate the objects; where, for instance, an object’s
attributes may be displayed, or new attributes could be defined,
or, perhaps, new objects created. In most cases, an algebra is
defined that accurately manipulates the data objects and binds the
scope of operations within the data model. Classical database

, operations include retrieval, creation, deletion, and
nmdification. More specific operations are defined for
applications using the database.

A.4.2.3. ~ta ~. The rules of data integrity constrain
the operations on objects in order to preserve overall stability.
The goal is to prevent operations that yield corrupt, incorrect,
or ambiguous results. Integrity rules constrain the set of valid
states of databases that conform to the data model. These rules
define the accuracy of the database.
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A-4*2*4” ~. One function of a database is to

provide centralized control of operational data that is vital to
an organization. A data model attempts to closely mesh the data
objects, operations, and integrity rules into a cohesive system
with optimal performance. The advantages of centralized database
control are well established, and the use of a data model allows a
database to provide the following functionality to an
organization.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Consisted@. The database will provide access to data
in a formal manner. This will establish a consistent
view of the data, enabling efficient data exchange.

Simplicity. A basic objective is to provide an
intuitive, straightforward, and understandable
interaction between the user and the data.

Nonredundancy. Duplication of data will be avoided
wherever possible, especially when repetition provides
little additional information.

Multiple applications. The data model needs to support
multiple end user applications because user views of
the database will be different.

Flexibility. A critical requirement of an effective
database is the ability to accept new data. A database
needs to have the dynamic flexibility to grow with the
needs and requirements of its users.

Integrity. The integrity rules should be defined in a
consistent manner for all data objects and operations.
The use of well-defined rules prevents operations that
lead to data corruption and misinformation.

In summary, a data model provides a powerful approach to
achieving optimum centralized control of critical data within a
system. Using a variety of integrity rules and established
operations upon defined data objects, the database provides users

● with the necessary tools for extracting data in support of many
applications.

A.4.3. . The relational data
nmdel provides a powerful architecture for database design because
of its ability to handle a wide variety of data and applications.

A.4.3.I. . The relational model uses
simple tabular data structures to portray the data in a natural,
well-defined manner. These data structures contain columns and
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rows, where columns define attributes, the values for which are
taken from a range of data defined across a given domain. The
content of the rows represents the actual data entities. The
strength of the relational model is its ad hoc ability to
establish meaningful data, transforming data into information as a
function of user perspective. For instance, a relational table
“ROADS” can be defined as having three columns: name, class, and
structure. The rows that compose the ROADS table would contain
distinct information about each road in each field in the
database. The six following properties distinguish relational
tables from nonrelational data objects:

a. Entries in columns must be single-valued; a field may not
contain a list of attributes.

b. Entries within a column must be of the same data type.

c. Each row must be unique, and duplicate rows are not
permitted. —

d. Columns may appear in any order.

e. Rows may also appear in any order.

f. Each column must have a unique name.

A.4.3.2. li~lfitioti data oDera~ . The relational model
supports eight set operations: select, project, product, join,
union, intersection, difference, and division. Since the
relational model is founded on set theory, the operations
themselves are based on fundamental mathematical principles.
These operations allow data objects to be manipulated and created
in a specific manner, producing stable results.

A.4.3.3. . The integrity rules
constrain operations performed on objects in order to presene
stability. The goal is to prevent operations that yield corrupt,
incorrect, or ambiguous results. The entity integrity r’~le
requires the entzy of a null value in columns in relational tables

‘ for which the value is always known or understood. The
referential integrity rule ensures that a foreign key referenced
into another table stays within recognizable bounds. For example,
a foreign key is not permitted that references a record number of
500 in a table that only contains 300 records. Additional, more
subtle domain rules can also be defined to constrain entries in
and operations on the database.

A-4 .4. ~. conceptually, plane
topology can be defined as a planar graph, where geographic
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reality is decomposed into a finite set of O cells (nodes), 1
cells (edges), and 2 cells (faces). This terminology is defined
by an algebraic topology that establishes rules for decomposing
continuous three-dimensional objects into representations of
finite models. Once this topologic mapping has been performed, a
system can be modeled in a way that permits more complex
relationships between objects to be established.

The purpose of topology is to capture and retain knowledge
concerning a cell’s spatial and thmatic relationships with its
neighboring cells. For a topologic model to be valid, these
relationships must remain constant regardless of changes in scale,
shape, or size. With topology embedded in a data model, very
useful relations can be established, such as adjacency and
connectivity. Topologic and geometric relationships (such as
size, angle, and shape) provide powerful resources that allow
geographic reality to be fully modeled.

A.4.I.I. Tonolouic oblectY. Plane topology extends graphic
models of nodes and edges to the development of a more powerful
and expressive model that contains spatial relationships. In
addition to metric capabilities (distance, shape, or size),
topology determines spatial neighbor relations. By defining more
rigorous and complex relationships in the data model, the true
properties of a system can be more effectively represented.
Various mathematical models are available. In addition, simpler
models can be used to create more complex ones. The most simple
is the graphic model. More complex and useful surface-based
models are built upon the graphic, using topology to capture
additional analytical information.

A graphic model represents geometric information based on
node and edge primitives. This model provides the base for other
models that define more complex relationships. The node primitive
is composed of a location in an established coordinate space.
Most representations are two dimensional (x,y) or three
dimensional (x,y,z). An edge is composed of a minimum of two
nodes, with more details concerning linear or spline interpolation

, between the end points.

Because of the complexity of geographic information and the
limitations of a graphic model, plane topology provides a better
model for defining relationships. The use of a planar topology
model (based on the two-dimensional manifold), for instance, maps
more concisely in the two-dimensional space that current computing
systems can manage. VPF provides four distinct levels of
topology: full planar topology (level 3); a linear planar graph
(level 2); a nonplanar linear graph (level 1); and no topology
defined, indicating a geometric model (level O). VPF uses the
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notion of topology as a constraint to enforce integrity rules upon
the feature definitions. As the entities require fewer
topological relationships, the rules can be relaxed. For
instance, if linear features in a transportation network are being
modeled, then the requirement of full planar topology may be
relaxed because it is not necessary.

Plane topology defines relations between cells without
modifying the underlying geomet~. The concept of a cell can be
visually retained in graphic models, but only allows one view of
the data. Topology establishes a framework that provides more
information for analysis. For instance, in figure 27, the edges
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are grouped together into face ‘a.’ Another
face known as ‘b,‘ including the edges 5 through 12, can be
defined. TOPO1O9Y defines relationships on each O-, 1-, and 2-
cell in a model. Face ‘b’
7 can be defined to

Q

is defined to be “left-of” edge 5; edge

1 J

‘“ d, u3
.

FIGURE 27. The deflnltlon
. . . of fares.

follow edge 6 in a cycle. This topologic information
provides the power to determine orientation, adjacency, and

‘ connective relationships between objects.

The concept of topology held by the geometric primitives is
carried upward to features and their associated thematic
information. lm area feature is usually labeled, or contains
information pertaining to the enclosed region. For instance, an
area can have a category (soil class, surface material tYPe) or a
numeric value (population size, number of airports) . Topology is
used to provide operations and information to distinguish between
these thematic objects. Thematic relationships can exist between
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(geometxy, topology, and relational tables) provides a robust
database architecture.

VPF adheres to the georelational data model, but only defines
the objects and the data structures that compose the objects. The
georelational operations and algebra are not part of the standard,
but rather are implemented in software. Every VPF object is
described in the form of a relational table, composed of columns
defining the syntax of each field and rows that contain the actual
data.
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features without requiring the primitive geometry. For instance,
a set of the islands in the Pacific Ocean (Oahu, Maui, Hawaii,
Molokai, etc.) can be defined as different features with differing
geometric primitives, but they can be related to one another as
the Hawaiian Islands.

A.4.I.2. oD~ . Topological operations are
based on the single notion of adjacency-that is, if two objects
are next to each other”,it is necessary to maintain the adjacent
relationship between them. To distinguish the topological aspects
from the geometric aspects of geography, we are only concerned
with whether two objects, A and B, are adjacent to each other and
not with whether A is bigger than B, or one is to the north of the
other, or the length of their common boundary.

Many complex topological operations can be derived from
adjacency alone. In the georelational data model implemented for
VPF, two topological operations are paramount: boundaxy and
cobounda~. For example, an edge has a start node and an end
node; the nodes are the boundary for the edge. The edge, in turn,
is the coboundary of the node. Of course, the coboundaxy of a
node can have more than one edge if many edges meet at a node.
Similarly, faces have edges as boundaries. The coboundaries of
edges are maintained in the left and right faces.

A.4.1.3. oloalcal rules. The integrity rules of the
topological model are contained in the definition of the objects
themselves. A plane model restricts itself to planar geometry,
where all entities must lie in the same plane. In addition, all
faces must be mutually exclusive and not overlapping. These
constraints allow the objects to be defined in context and allow
operations to be performed in a consistent manner. While these
rules may seem to restrict the system model, they define the data
model’s domain, taking advantage of the underlying structures. By
restricting the faces to be constructed of nonoverlapping regions,
powerful set operations can be applied to the objects (such as
union, intersection, or join) .

. A.4.I.4. VPF a~ore~ta . VPF uses a
combination of the relational and the planar topologic data models
to provide a hybrid model for geographic data management,
analysis, modeling, and display. The georelational model provides
the data structure foundations for a spatial database, and
software provides the rules and operators that manipulate
topology, geometxy, and relational objects in the form of tables.
Whenever an operation requires thematic information, the use of
relational and topologic table operations are used to supply the
result. If the operation is spatially related, geometxy and
topology together will be used. This triad of categories
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WINGED-EDGE TOPOLOGY

B.1. GENERAL

B.1.l q. This appendix provides information,
discussion, and examples concerning winged-edge topology. The
information contained in this standard shall be used by the
Militazy Departments, Office of the Secreta~ of Defense,
Organizations of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Defense
Agencies of the Department of Defense (collectively known as DoD
Components) in preparing and accessing digital geographic data
required or specified to be in vector product format.

B.2. APPLICABL~ DOCUMENTS

This section is not applicable to this appendix.

B.3. DEFINITIONS

B.3.1 ~ used In . For purposes of
this appendix, the definitions of section 3 of the main document
shall apply.

B.4. GENERAL INFORMATION

B.4.1 ~aed-~dae tOnolOw . Winged-edge topology is an
essential part of the VPF data model. The function of winged-edge
topology is to provide line network and face topology and also to
maintain seamless coverages across a physical partition of tiles.
The following sections define the components of winged-edge
topology, the algorithm used to traverse the winged-edge network,
and cross-tile topology.

B.4.2 . Winged-edge topology
uses three specific components (columns) on an edge primitive
table to provide connectivity between nodes, edges, and faces.
Given level 1, 2, or 3 topology, the edge primitive will contain

‘ specific columns for each topologic level. AS shown by FIGURE 28,
there are three topologic constructs: node, edge, and face
information on each edge. These constructs are formally defined
in section 5.3. A brief summary of the definition is repeated
below.

a. Node information. Each edge will contain a start node
and an end node column. This topologic information is
used to define an edge direction (digitizing direction) .
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b. Edge information. Right and left edges connect an edge
to its neighbor edges (thus the te~ “winged edge”) o The
right edge is the first edge connected to the end node
that is encountered when cycling around the node in a
counterclockwise direction. The left edge is the first
edge connected to the start node that is encountered when
cycling around the node in a counterclockwise direction.

E

i Left Face
7

Left

5 c

L Right Face
●

H

FIGURE 28.

c. Face information.
edge will contain
face are determined solely by the edge direction. This
information allows an edge to know its neighboring faces.

J ● Node

— Edge

~ Counterclockwise Rotation

~inaed-edae com~onent~.

With level 3 topology specified, each
a left and right face. Left and right

B.4.2.1 . The composition of a face’s outer and
inner rings are governed by the rules of winged-edge topology. In
addition, since edges are never considered inside a face but,
rather, borders of faces, floating edges within a face will be
treated as inner rings. FIGURES 29, 30 and 31 illustrate some
cases of outer and inner rings.
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Note: There is no inner ring.

FIGURE 29. Face 5 1s re~resented as a ale rlna In tb r-
LabllQ.

Note: The two inner faces and their
connected edge compose a single inner
ring and are identified by a single
ring in the ring table.

FIGURE 30. .
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Note: The second
table identifies
within the face.

ring in the ring
the floating edge

FIGURE 31. esented as two rlnas m the rlna tab~.

B.4.3 Jiinued-edue alaorlthm . Given the definition of a
winged edge, every coverage containing faces and edges is created
in the s~e way. With the enforcement of a planar topologic
model, a consistent navigation algorithm can be applied.

FIGURE 32 depicts a collection of faces and accompanying edges.
To navigate a face, the following algorithm is used:

a. Determine which face to draw. Determining which face to
draw would typically be driven by the selection of area
features that have the attributes desired; then key
through the face and ring tables associated with the
area.

An example of an area feature table consistent with
FIGURE 32 is shown in TABLE 62.
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TABLE 64 identifies tile 95 with face 3 as the primitive
corresponding to area feature 436. The face table for
tile 95 for FIGURE 32 (TABLE 65) yields the following:

TABLE 65. ~.

m ● .AFT_ID RINC_PTR

. .
.

i 436 ;

The ring table for FIGURE 32 (TABLE 66) yields the
following:

TABLE 66. E ?2.—

ID FACE_ID START_EDCE

. .

. .

+ 3 12

b. Now identify the start edge (in this case, 12).

c. Travel to the left edge to trace the left face; the right
edge for the right face. Because face 3 is the left face
of edge 12, read the left edge record (edge 11). Edge 11
leads to edge 10, edge 10 to edge 9, edge 9 to edge 8,
edge 8 to edge 7, edge 7 to edge 6, edge 6 to edge 5, and
edge 5 to edge 12.

d. Edge 12 is the start edge, so the cycle is complete.

‘ The same figure can be navigated as a linear network, regardless
of the existence of face topology (ring list, left face, right
face). Assume that a line feature table exists for this example
and that eve~ line feature has an attribute column that is used
to determine the correct edge selection in the network. The value
of a line attribute will determine the traversal criteria and also
determine when it will end. The starting point and endpoint of
the traversal are dependent upon the user’s application. A
network can be traversed with various strategies. The exanple
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below illustrates a depth first search. The algorithm is as
follows:

a. Locate current edge with user application (edge 12) .

b. Read end node of current edge and gather all edges
incident at the node.

c. For each of the edges incident at the node, read the
attribute value from the associated line feature. Does
the attribute have the desired value? If so, continue
with step e.

d. Go to step c. Repeat with next edge.

e. Decision. Has the network been completely traversed? If
so, exit with complete network. If not, go to step b.

B.4.4 . Network navigation using-the
winged edge can be extended to cross over physical tile
partitions, if they exist in the coverage. BY using the
information in the previous examples, it becomes possible to
introduce cross-tile constructs. Assume that FIGURE 32 has been
intersected with tile boundaries and that the new coverage in
FIGURE 35 has been created (with generalized edges along edge 5 in
FIGURE 32).

FIGURE 35 depicts a single face broken into four faces by the
intersection of four tiles. The following discussion identifies
several different occurrences at the tile boundaries and covers
retrieval of the original (untiled) face extent from the tiled
faces through winged edge topology.

When creating cross-tile topology, the following rules apply:

a. An edge is always broken when it intersects a tile
boundaxy by placing a connected node at the intersection in both
tiles. See FIGURE 34, B and C. ml edges terminated by this
connected node will have cross-tile topology if an edge exists in

‘ the adjoining tiles. See FIGURE 33, A and B.

b. The cross-tile edge will be the first edge in the
adjacent tile, counterclockwise from the referencing edge at the
node. See FIGURE 33, A and B.

c. All edges which are coincident with a tile boundary (all
coordinates for the edge are on the boundary) occur in both tiles

- (see FIGURE 34, A, D, E and F) and have cross-tile left or right
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face topology and have cross-tile left and right edge topology.
See FIGURE 33, A and B.

d. When a face is broken by a tile boundary, multiple faces
are created by closing the face along the tile boundary. See
FIGURE 34, A. The edges used to close faces on the boundary are
treated as in c. above. See FIGURE 33, B.

e. Connected nodes which occur on tile boundaries, exist
in both tiles and reference both an internal and external first
edge, if an edge exist. The first edge is selected arbitrarily in
both internal and external tiles.

A.
II

B.

-rile 1 -rile2

FIGURE 33. Cross-tile edge rules.
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The following are additional examples of tile boundary primitive
behavior:

A F=ebmken B. Ec@brcken C. E@eerding D. Faoeerdhg
byt&ban&ry by tie bwnchry on tile tmurdary ontile bmcbry

Untiled

Tied
.

0F4

II

m
3F7

II

Elo

E I%tionof a face ooircicbti
withtiie bmmbry

PF4

II

●

II

~b
I .1
II

dPF7

F4

Elo

c1
41

F. Edge coincicknt with
tilebourdary

I

)
—
E5 I

E6

E
I

I

I

E5

I

Untiled Tld
Untiled Tiled

FIGURE 34. Tile bounda~ primitive behavior
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w,

4=’+%A MJ22

7
1

a
c

3

D

2
B

LEGEND

~ Face

Go -

lrdge

MJ12 Tile
Nanw

— Tile
S&e
Bcurdary

start Right Face Left Face Right Edge Left Edge

ID - End Node Face, Tile, Mace Face, Tile,lXFace B5ge ,Tile, ExEdge Edge, Tile, DcUige cmrm t=

r
1 A B 2,-, - 1 2, W22,5 3, M.711,6 –

B 1, tizi, 7
Net

2 2#-, - 3,)011,7 1, W22,1 shcwll
3 c : 2 ,-, - 1, W11,6 1, M111,6 2, MJ11,8

TILE W22

EID12345 start

A
B
D
D
E

n-d IUght nvx Left Face Right Edge Left Edge
?m.e Face, Tile, D@ace Face, Tilet~Face tige, Tile, =E@e Edge, Tile, FXUlge

B 7,-, - 1,-, - 2,-, - 5,14J21,1
c -1 1 ,-, - 3,-, -
C 1:=:: 7 ,- 2,-4-
E

4 .1ti72 ,3
7 ,-, - 1,;;2,9 5,!4.721,2 3,34)12,1

A 7 ,-, - 1.w21r2 1, X.721,1 4,34.T21,3

NOTE : Tile names are shown for clarity. The triplet id actually

Coordimt

tbt

sham

contains the tile id.

FIGURE 35.

a. Start with tile
Choose to cross

b. Chain from edge

.

MJ21, edge 1. Read the left edge.
into tile MJll, edge 6.
6, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 within tile MJ1l.

From edge 1 in MJll, go across to tile MJ12, edge 1.
:: From edge 1 in MJ12, cross tiles into tile MJ22, edge 3.
e. Chain through edges 3, 2, and 1.
f. From edge 1 in MJ22, cross into tile MJ21, edge 1.
9. When the end of the face cycle is reached, exit.
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FEATURE CLASS RELATIONS

Cl. GENERAL

C.1.l &@QQe. This appendix provides information,
discussion, and examples concerning feature class relationships.
The information contained in this standard shall be used by the
Military Departments, Office of the Secretaxy of Defense,
Organizations of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Defense
Agencies of the Department of Defense (collectively known as DoD
Components) in preparing and accessing digital geographic data
required or specified to be in vector product format.

C.2.

This

C.3.

APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

section is not applicable to this appendix.

DEFINITIONS

C.3.1 Deffitions used In t~ . For purposes of
this appendix, the definitions of section 3 of the main document
shall apply.

C.4. GENERAL INFORMATION

C.4.1 .ervleU . One of the most important parts of
designing a VPF database is the implementation of a conceptual
feature class model into feature class tables. The heart of this
i~lementation concerns the relationships with the feature class
tables and their composing primitive tables.

Depending on the design, the relationships between the features
and primitives can be one-to-one (1:1), one-to-manY (l:N)# manY-
to-one (N:l), or many-to-many (N:M). This appendix is intended to
help designers implement their conceptual feature classes with
three major implementation constraints: software performance,

# tiled coverages, and indexing.

C.4.1.1 ~. Softwa’epe’fo-nce is a
leading consideration in a VPF database design. VPF is designed
to support interactive software use. In order for software to
respond optimally, the designer must determine the intended use of
the database product. If intended for interactive use, the
designer should design for optimal performance. If the database
is strictly for exchange purposes and not interactive use, a
simpler implementation is recommended.
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C.4.1.2 Siled coveraae~. Tiled coverages require a triplet
id column in the feature table or associated join table to define
the relationship between features and tiled primitives.
Alternatively, the tile and primitive id components of the triplet
id can be mintained as separate columns in the feature or join
tables. Depending on the feature table type, TABLE 67 lists the
column names that shall be used as the join column name.

TABLE 67.
. . deflnlt.ions

. . .
Feature table loln c@Jmln .

Area Feature fac_id
Line Feature edg_id
Point Feature end_id
Point Feature cnd_id
Text Feature txt_id
Tile ID tile_idl

1. The TILE_ID column is required in tiled coverages when the
primitive id column is not defined as data type K (triplet id)

C.4.1.3 dexinq . VPF is designed for interactive use, and
the following indexing recommendations apply to help software
users achieve these goals.

C.4.1.3.1
,.

matlc Indexes . Implementation of thematic
indexes is generally recommended on columns which are likely
candidates for thematic queries. For example, thematic indexes on
the PRIMITIVE_ID (i.e. FAC_ID, EDG_ID, CNT_ID, END_ID, TXT_ID) and
TILE_ID columns in feature or join tables can improve software
searches based on features located per tile. Note that the VPF
Military Std does not support the creation of thematic indexes on
columns defined as data type K (triplet id) . See TABLE 53 of the
VPF Military Standard for a list of allowable data types.

C.4.1.3.2 . All primitive tables in a VPF
database should carxy associated spatial indexes. The software
performance can be improved significantly.

●

C.4.1.3.3 ~ Feature index= enh~= the
retrieval of feature information when given a selected primitive.
Implementation of feature indexes is generally recommended when
multiple feature classes of the same primitive type exist within a
single coverage (i.e. multiple line feature tables within the
Transportation coverage; ROADL.LFT and RAILROADL.LFT).
Implementation of thematic indexes on the following columns in
feature index tables (FIT) is generally recommended to further
enhance performance: PRIM_ID, TILE_ID, FC_ID, and FEATURE_ID.
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C.4.2 F=ture and ~t
. . ive table relatlonshl~ . The

following subsections provide a number of implementations for
feature and primitive table relationships.

Each subsection is based on the five types of relationships (1:1,
l:N, N:l, N:M, and complex). Within each subsection, there are a
variety of implementations available, depending on tiling,
performance, and index support.

C.4.3 One-to-one relations~. When there is a 1:1
relationship between the feature and primitive tables, the
relations are relatively straightforward. Note that for this
discussion, a one-to-one relationship between features and
primitives means that a feature is composed of one and only one
primitive. It does not, however, imply that eve~ primitive is
associated with one and only one feature. For example, in a level
three coverage with area features, the universe face (face 1)
should not be associated with any feature since the outer ‘ringis
undefined. Since the Digital Geographic Information Exchange
Standard (DIGEST) mandates definition of the feature-to-primitive
relation, a PRIMITIVl_ID column (i.e. FAC_ID) is added to the
feature table to define the relationship to the appropriate
primitive. Only in very unique circumstances (i.e. An untiled,
level one or two coverage with one feature class for each
primitive type) can the row id in a feature table be used as a
foreign key into the row id of the associated primitive table.
The reverse relation (primitive-to-feature), although optional for
DIGEST compliant data, is reconunended for performance reasons.

C.4.3.1 J:ljeatllre clus
.
In an unttied coveraae . The

untiled 1:1 design (FIGURE 36) is the simplest implementation.
Its performance is optimal going from the feature to its
primitive. The PRIMITIVE_ID column in the feature table acts as a
foreign key, providing a direct link to the associated record in
the primitive table. However, the relationship going from the
primitive back to the feature is referred to as an indirect link
since the PRIMITIVE_ID column of all records in the feature table
must be examined sequentially to find a match for a selected

‘ primitive. Such indirect links provide poor performance and are
generally not recommended.
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_in~i~ecL ~in~ _
1-

1
i I f

‘1
I PRIMITIVE

FEATURE TABLB ~
?

ID
OTHER

ID AT1’RIB PRI~ID
direct link 1

1 2
2 3 3

3 1
4

4 5
5

I 51 I i I

FIGURE 36. le mentat Ion of a 1:1 feature rlass In
.

9 Direct links provide good performance going from the
feature to its primitive.

● However, indirect links going from the primitive back to
the feature provide poor performance.

C.4.3.2 J:l feature c- In a tiled roveraa~ . The tiled
1:1 design (FIGURE 37) is required to maintain direct relations
between one feature and one primitive stored in only one tile.
The performance of this implementation is good going from the
feature to its primitive. However, performance going from the
primitive back to the feature is poor because of the indirect
link. For example, the PRIMITIVE_ID and TILE_ID columns of all
records in the feature table must be examined to find all matches
for a selected primitive.
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indirect link,-—— ——— ——— ——
I
, I
I

I TILE 1 -
I

PRIMITIVE
i

1ID I
#

/ ,+ &
2 I
2

~>%
&

FEATuRE TABLE g+

OTHER
ID ATTRIB TILE_ID PRI~ID

1 1 2 /
2 1 4 TILE 2 - PRIMITIVE
3 1 1
4 3

ID

5 2 1

bi
2
3

FIGURE 37.
.

● Direct link between feature and primitive provide
relatively good performance

● However, indirect links going from the primitive back to
the feature provide poor performance.

C.4.3.3 1:1 feature class .n a til~ coveraae with thP-
● ~. Implementation of thematic indexes on the TILE_ID

and/or PRIMITIVE_ID columns in the feature table described in
C.4.3.2 (FIGURE 38) can improve the performance when going from
feature to primitive and is generally recommended. For example, a
thematic index on the TILE_ID column in the feature table would
provide a list of all records for a given TILE_ID value and thus
improve performance on a query of all features within a selected
tile. Recall (see C.4.1.3.1), that thematic indexes cannot be
implemented on a PRIMITIVE_ID column defined as a data type K
(triplet id). Performance of the indirect link between primitive
and feature is also enhanced by implementation of thematic indexes
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on the TILE_ID and PRIMITIVE_ID columns of feature tables.
Without indexes on these columns, a sequential search of all
records in the feature table would have to be performed to find
all matching ids. The indexes improve performance by providing a
list of the records with matching ids.

r
I

IoTHEMATIC INDEX
(9N TILE_ID)

I_

I
I
I

direct link

-——

—

--

—— — —
–l–

— ——

I
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(ON PRIM_ID)

A-
.-— —-— —— -1

r-
FEATURE TABLE

OTHER
- ID ATTRIB TILE_ID PRIM_ID

1 1 2

2 1 4
3
4 2
5 2 1

‘ ~

I
I

I

I

I

I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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1
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FIGURE 38. lamentation Of a
. 1.1 feature class

.
n a tiled

..
0.

soveraae~ lc

● Implementation of thematic indexes improves performance of
the direct link between feature and primitive.
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● Performance of the indirect link between primitive and
feature is also improved with the implementation of thematic
indexes on the TILE_ID and PRIMITIVE_ID columns in feature tables.

C.4.3.4 1:1 f~e
.r-es an a t.~d coveraae W1m

. One way to iwrove
the performance of the.implementation described in C.4.3.3 is by
adding a FEATURE_ID column to the primitive tables (FIGURE 39)
This improves performance by adding a direct link between the
primitive and associated feature. However, database designers and
software developers should be aware of some of the shortcomings
and/or limitations of this feature class design. Implementation
of this design in a coverage with multiple feature classes for a
given primitive type (i.e. ROADL.LFT, ~ILROADL.LFT, TUNNELL.LFT
in a Transportation Coverage) results in an unnormalized primitive
table (many of the FEA–_ID COIUKUISwill contain null values)”
Secondly, this design does not allow for the existence of -
coincident features (N:l relations) in the same feature class (the
FEATURE_ID column can only contain one reference to a feature in a
given feature class).

FEATURETABLE
OTHER

ID ATTR IB TILE_ID PRIM_IE

1 1 2
2 1 4
3 1 1
4 2 3
5 I \

direct link

L
TILE 1 - PRIMITIVE

1
L ~ L : ?1

TILE 2 - PRIMITIVE

ID FEATURE_ID OTHER COLUMN ID FEATURE_ID OTHER COLUMNS
●

1 3 1 5

3
9 4 NULL

5 NULL 5 NULL

FIGURE 39. 1.1 featur- class
. tiled.

tation Of a . In a
crnwraae W1th FEATUR? added to the

tive tables .
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● Feature-to-Primitive and Primitive-to-Feature
is good because of the implementation of direct links

performance

. Unnormalized tables and limitations in coincident features
represent disadvantages of this type of design.

C.4.3.5 1:1 fe~ class in a ti- ccnwraae wlt~
tlc
. .

Addition of thematic indexes to the implementation described in
.

C.4.3.4. improves the performance in both the Feature-to-Primitive
and Primitive-to-Feature directions (FIGURE 40). See C.4.3.3. for
a discussion of how thematic indexes improve performance.
Thematic indexes are generally recommended on the TILE_ID and
PRIMITIVE_ID columns in feature table(s).

—
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FIGURE

. Feature-to-Primitive and Primitive-to-Feature performance

40. 1.1 fe-re
.

of a . class In a ~
FEATURE In

.
~overaae with col~

.

is vexy good because of the implementation of direct links as well
as the addition of thematic indexes

● Unnormalized tables and limitations in coincident features
represent disadvantages of this type of design (see C.4.3.4).

C.4.3.6. 1:1 fewe . tiled.class n a rover~ with F_ature
~ Implementation of Feature Indexes (FIGURE 41) to improve
Primitive-to-Feature performance is an alternative,to adding
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FEATURl_ID pointers to the primitive tables. This type of
implementation is probably best suited for coverages with multiple
feature classes of the same primitive type since it eliminates
non-normalized primitive tables. It also allows for the existence
of coincident features within the same feature class.
Implementation of thematic indexes on the following columns in the
Feature Index Table (FIT) is recommended: PRIM_ID, TILE_ID,
FC_ID,
FIGURE

and FEATURE_ID..
40.1

1 FEATURE TABLE
I

,+ ID
OTHER
A“M’RIB TILE_ID PRIM_ID

I 1 1 2

1, 2 1 4

I : 2 I

I :51 2 I 1

I [

I
direct link

r
I

I

1

I
I

L

* FEATURE INDEX TABLE (FIT)

ID PRIM_ID TILE_ID FC_IE FEATURE_ID

1 2 1 1 1

2 4 1 1 2

3 1 1 1 3

4 3 2 1 4

5 1 2 1 5
/

——— -—-

b i I

- 1
.-1- .-

1ID I
1
2
3
4
5. .

. Feature-to-Primitive and Primitive-to-Feature performance
is very good because of the implementation of direct links as well
as the addition of a feature index. Performance of this type of
design is further enhanced with the implementation of thematic
indexes on columns in the Feature Index Table (FIT) and Feature
Tables.
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● This design eliminates unnormalized primitive tables and
allows the creation of coincident features in the same feature
class.

C.4.4 ~e-to-- r~atio~ . The next relation -type is
one in which a single feature is composed of many primitives.
This type of feature i.soften referred to as a compound feature
and requires implementation of a join table to define the one-to-
many relationship between a feature and its associated primitives.

C.4.4.1 J:N fe~s In w untiled
. 0.

roveraae us~a Tclu

Labk.5.. As stated in C.4.4, a join table is required to define
the one-to-many relationship between a feature and its associated
primitives. The PRIMITIVE_ID column in the join table acts as a
foreign key and provides a direct link to the primitive(s)
associated with a selected feature. The reverse relationship
(primitive-to-feature) is an indirect link and provides poor
performance. For example, the PRIMITIVE_ID column of all records
in all feature join tables would have to be examined to find the
feature associated with a selected primitive.
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t
FEATURE TABLE I I FEATURE JOIN TABLE I

(OTHER
ID ATTRIB)

ID FEATURE_ID PRIM_ID

1 1 1 1 1
2 ?

4
3

3 1
4 2

4 5 6 —
5 ? 8

6
7 3 12

7 I I

r–––
_in&ir&ct_li&k _ _ _

1 PRIMITIVE TASLE
I I

IID l(oTHERcOLws) I
I

f 1 I
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direct link
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.

./

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

J

—

FIGURE 41. ntatlrm of 1.N. feature rlass In a Untlled
. .

aw==e with a loln ta12J& .

Although a direct link between feature and primitive(s) is
provi~ed by the PRIMITIVE_ID column in the join table, a
sequential search of the FEATURE_ID column must still be performed
to find u primitives associated with a selected feature. As a
result of the sequential search, performance going from the

‘ feature to primitive is relatively slow.

● The indirect link going from the primitive back to the
feature provides poor performance.

C.4.4.2 l:N feature
Addition of a thematic index to the implementation

described C.4.4.1 can improve the performance when going from
feature-to-primitive. For example, a thematic index on the
FEATURE_ID column in the join table will improve performance on a
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to find all primitives
Note that primitive to

associated with a

still poor because of the indirect link.

0THEMATIC INDEX
(ON FEATURE_ID)

feature performance

-.

I
, ,

FEATURE TABLE I I FEATURE JOIN TABLE [

Elx=l

7 I 3 I 12 I
7 I I

r-––
_in@ir~ct_li&k_ _ _

I
PRIMITIVE TASLE [

]IDI(oTHERcoLHs) I

-

-

I

i

1

I
1-
1

I
I
I

J

is

42. class m an untied
sov-~ult 1c

. . . .,
m- .

● Addition of a thematic index to the FEAT’Ul?E_ID column in
the join table improves the performance of this feature class
design when going from the feature to its primitive(s).
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● However, the indirect link going from the primitive back
the feature provides poor performance.

C.4.4.3 ~s fi a til~d Covem . The addition
tiles in a l:N relationship makes for a complex implementation.

The implementation shown in FIGURE 43 is conceptually clean but
will perform poorly with software because of the lack of thematic
indexes.

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

—— —-— 1

FEATURETABLE
(OTHER

ID ATI’RIB) FEATURE JOIN

1 ( ID FEATURE_ID TILE_ID PRIM_ID
2

—

1 Y 1 1
7 ,2 ? 1 2
4 1 2 1 4

7 4 2 2 2
—

6 5 1 1

I
6 3 2 3

v 7 7 I 3 1 4
/ .

L- 1 direct link
II

1:; ,L J
I

I

TILE 1 - PRIMITIVE TILE 2 - PRIMITIVE

ID (OTHER COLUMNS) ID (OTHER COLUMNS)

1
,2

3 ,3
,4

5 5

FIGURE 43. tatlon
. of a 1.N feature. class

.

● Although a direct link between feature and primitive(s) is
provided by the TILE_ID and PRIMITIVE_ID columns in the join -
table, a sequential search of the FEA~E_ID column must still be
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find ~ primitives associated with a selected
a result of the sequential search, performance going

from the feature to primitive is relatively slow.

. The indirect link going from the primitive back to the
feature provides poor performance.

C.4.4.4 ~l~d l:N coveraues with FEATURE ID DO~

. The addition of a FE.ATURE_IDcolumn to the
primitive tables (FIGURE 44) provides good performance from the
primitive to the feature. However, keep in mind the disadvantages
and/or shortcomings of this method as identified in c.4.3.4.
Performance from the feature to the join table to the primitive
relatively poor without the implementation of thematic indexes.

is

FEATURE TABLE

=

*

4

6

I FEATURE JOIN -
I

ID FEATURE_ID TILE_ID PRIM_ID

1 1 1 1
2 1 2

,3 1 2 1 ,
4 2 2
5 1 1 —
6 2 3
7 3 1 4

*

direct link I

TILE 1 - PRIMITIVE

ID FEATURE_ID OTHER COLUMNS

1 1
2 2

1
4 ?
5 NULL

direct link

TILE 2 - PRIMITIVE I

ID I OTHER COLUMN

1 1
2

3 3
4 NULL
5 NULL

FIGURE 44.
.

ementatlon of a 1.N feature. .rlass
Liled coveraae that Includes FI?ATURR ID,..collJlnnsin Drlmltlve tables .
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● Primitive-to-Feature perfomnance is good because of the
implementation of direct links. However, be aware of the
shortcomings and disadvantages of the implementation of FEATURE_ID
pointers in primitive tables (see C.4.3.4)

9 Although a direct link between feature and primitive(s) is
provided by the TILE_ID and PRIMITIVE_ID columns in the join
table, a sequential search of the FEA’IURE_IDcolumn must still be
performed to find ~ primitives associated with a selected
feature. As a result of the sequential search, performance going
from the feature to primitive is relatively slow.

C.4.4.5 l:N fe~e C&LSS tiled .In a COV=P W1~. .
lC

The addition of thematic indexes to columns in the join table
(FIGURE 45) improves performance going from the feature to
primitive(s) . Thematic indexes are generally reconnnendedon the
FEATURE_ID and TILE_ID columns in join tables. Implementation of
FEATURE_ID pointers in primitive tables provides good performance
going from the primitive to feature. However, keep in mind the
disadvantages and/or shortcomings of this method as identified in
C.4.3.4.
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-G

r’ (ON FEATURE_ID)

II

(ON TILE_ID)

FEATURE TABLE T,’w.
FEATURE JOIN

ID FEATURE_ID TILE_ID PRIt4_ID

1 1 1 1
7 7 1 2
3 1 2 1
4 2 2 2
5 1 3
6 ? 2 3
7 3 1 4

direct link
u

TILE 1 - PRIMITIVE

ID FEATURE_ID OTHER COLUMN!

1 1
2 2
3 1
4 3
5 NULL

I

II TILE 2 - PRIMITIVE 1

ID FEATURE_ID OTHER COLUMN:

1 1
2 2
3 3
4 NULL
5 NULL

I
I direct link I

FIGURE 45. 1.N feature .of a . t~
.~lass In a

that .roveraae ncludes FEATURE IQ
tlc
. .

n- .

● Feature-to-Primitive and Primitive-to-Feature
is good because of the implementation of direct links
the addition of thematic indexes

performance
as well as
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● Be aware of the shortcomings and disadvantages of the
implementation of FEATURE_ID pointers in primitive tables (see
C.4.3.4)

C.4.4.6 ~ .

. AS stated in C.4.3.6,
i~lementation of feature indexes to improve Primitive-to-Feature
performance is an alte”knativeto adding FEATURE_ID pointers to
primitive tables. It is probably best suited for coverages with
multiple feature classes of the same primitive type since it
eliminates non-normalized primitive tables. Implementation of
thematic indexes on the FEATURE_ID and TILE_ID column in the join
tables as well as the following columns in the Feature Index
Tables (FITs) is generally reconunended: PRIM_ID, TILE_ID, FC_ID,
and FEATURE_ID.
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I
I
I
I
I
I
L

FEATURE TABLE i
(OTHER

ID ATTRIB)

1 1

2
7
4
5
6
7

---- ——-

1-
1
I
I
I
I

FEATURE JOIN I
ID FEATURE.ID TILE_ID PRIM_ID

1 1 1 1 —

2 ? 1 2
3 1 2 1 -
4 2 i 2 2
5 1 3 -

3 I 2 3
713 11141

I
FEATURE INDEX TABLE (FIT) I

FEATURE_ID
I

1 1 1 1 1

2 2 1 1 2

3 1 2 1 1

4 2 2 1 2

5 3 2 1 3

I
—-— ——. ——

I ‘“
direct link

L

I

- —-L

.

.

1

:

4
5 .

a Feature-to-Primitive performance
direcj link and thematic indexes.

● Primitive-to-Feature performance
implementation of feature indexes.

TILE 2 - PRIMITIVE

ID I

11

4 I
5

is good because of

is good because of

the

the

C.4.5 Mv-to-m r~ .
. When multiple features are

associated with the same primitive, the relationship is often
referred to as coincident features or N:l. For the sake of
brevity, no examples of N:l relations are provided. Instead,
refer to section C.4.3 (1:1 relations) for the different types of
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performance enhancers available, keeping in mind the
shortcomings/disadvantages identified in c.4.3.4.

C.4.6 r~ . In many-to-many (N:M)
relationships, many features can relate to many primitives and the
reverse. Many features can relate to one primitive, and many
primitives can relate back to one feature. This relation is
established using a join table. Many-to-many relations are
typical and often times unavoidable in an integrated coverage
database design. Again, for the sake of brevity, no examples are
provided for N:M relations. Instead, refer to sections C.4.3 and
C.4.4 for the type of performance enhancers available, making note
of the advantages and disadvantages of each.

C.4.7 ex feaure rela~ . A complex feature may
be constructed from simple features only, or from other complex
features. This forms a hierarchical feature relationship. The
need for complex features arises when a group of features requires
different attributes than that of other features.
.

C.4.7.1 of s~le f-atures fra
. As FIGURE 46 shows, a complex feature

can be composed of simple features from multiple feature classes
(in this case, an area feature class and line feature class). The
implementation shown in FIGURE 46 is useful when not all simple
features are part of a complex feature or when the complex feature
is created after the simple features. This type of complex
feature design has its limitations, however. Because of the
implementation of FEATURE_ID foreign keys (i.e. *.AFT_ID and
*.LFT_ID) in the complex feature table, a complex feature cannot
be c~osed of more than one simple feature from a given feature
class. For example, this type of design does w support the
creation of an Interstate Hwy. complex feature composed of a
number of road line simple features. Implementation of a complex
feature join table which defines the complex feature to simple
feature relations is generally considered a better design (see

‘ C.4.7.2.)
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COMPLEX FE3TURE

ID ● .AFT_ID ● .LFT_ID

1 2 4 (OTHER
2 3 5 COLUMNS )

4 &

/\r
AREA FEATURE

r

ID

1
2 (OTHER
3 COLUMNS )
4
5

LINE FEATURE

ID I

1
2
3

(OTHER
COLUMNS)

4
5

—

FIGURE 46. on Of a comolex feature com~osed of s-
featuxes In se~arate tables .

C.4.7.2 1P feat- . Many complex
features may be made up of many simple features in one feature
table. The implementation shown in FIGURE 47 requires complex
features and simple features to be created at the same time. It
also requires the implementation of a complex feature join table
to describe the complex feature to simple feature relations.
Performance can be improved by adding thematic indexes on both the
columns in the join table.
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vm m t ——....... --.—.-
I COMPLEX FEATURE TAELE I
t

..-. ——
I I

I 7 I I

ID ● .CFT_ID ● .?FT_ID

.1 1 1
2 2 1
3 1
4 9 2
5 1 3

,6 7 4
7 3 5

I SIMPLE FEATURE TABLE I

ID I (OTHER ATTRIB)
I

FIGURE 47. tation feature . .of a Cmlex relatloan ul
co~eatwes are made UD
features In one f~ture t- .
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C.4.7.3 le
~. TABLE 68 is the feature class schema table from the
Terminal Procedure Coverage of DFLIP Prototype No. 2. The
terminal procedure complex feature (termpc) consists of action
points (pactc) which are related to connected nodes, Instrument
Landing System (ILS) line features (ilsl) and other route line
features (seg21). Records 3 and 4 show the relationships for the
action points (pactc) and their connected nodes (end), records 7
to 10 show how the ILS lines (ilsl) are Joined to multiple edges,
and records 15 to 18 show how route lines (seg21) are joined to
multiple edges. The complex feature (termpc) realtionships begin
with record 19 and continue through record 40. FIGURE 48 is
helpful in tracing each record to the first and second table
columns of the record. ,

I ilsl.cjt
I

% IT 3
ilsl.lft

/
5

It 3n

ilsl.ljt
/
s II 37

w

pactc.cjt
m

z
cd seg2Lljt

1.)* ‘

FIGURE 48. es for CO- feat= .
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TABLE 68. mt and Fo~ for Te~al Procedures Coveraqe

(Headerlength)L;
TerminalProceduresFeatureClassSchemaTable;-;
id=1,1,P,Row Identifier,-,-,-,:
feature_class=T,7,N,NaYneof FeatureClass,-,-,-,:
tablel=T,12,N,FirstTable in a Relationship,-,-,-,:
tablel_key=T,16,N,ColumnName in FirstTable,-,-,-,:
table2=T,12,N,SecondTable in’sRelationshiP#-#-#-,:
table2_kq=T,16,N,ColumnName in S-end Table,-,-,-,:;
r
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

MV2 c
mv2 c
pactc
pactc
hold2c
hold2c
ilsl
ilsl
ilsl
ilsl
rab21
rab21
xab21
xab21
seg21
seg21
seg21
seg21
tempt
ternpc
texnpc
ternpc
ternpc
texxpc
texnpc
tempt
ternpc
ternpc
ternpc
teznpc
texllpc
ternpc
ternpc
ternpc
ternpc
ternpc
tenrpc
ternpc
tenrpc
termpc

nav2c.pft
cnd
pactc.pft
cnd
hold2c.pft
cnd
ilsl.lft
ilsl.ljt
*
ilsl.ljt
rab21.lft
rab21.ljt
*
rab21.ljt
seg21.lft
seg21.ljt
*
seg21.ljt
terfnpc.cft
pactc.cjt
pactc.pft
cnd
pactc.pft
pactc.cjt
ternpc.cft
seg21.cjt
seg21.lft
seg21.ljt
‘@7
seg21.ljt
seg21.lft
seg21.cjt
ternpc.cft
ilsl.cjt
ilsl.lft
ilsl.ljt
*
ilsl.ljt
ilsl.lft
ilsl.cjt

maid
id
cn~id
id
cn&id
id
id
edg_id
id
ilsl.lft_id
id
edg_id
id
rab21.lft_id
id
edg_id
id
seg21.lft_id
id
pactc.pft_id
cn~id
id
id
tempt.cft_id
id
seg21.lft_id
id
ed~id
id
seg21.lft_id
id
ternqx.cft_id
id
ilsl.lft_id
id
ti~id
id
ilsl.lft_id
id
ternpc.cft id

cnd
nav2c.pft
Cnd
pactc.pft
cnd
hold2c.pft
ilsl.ljt
*
ilsl.ljt
ilsl.lft
rab21.ljt
*
rab21.lit
rab21.l;t
seg21.ljt
*
seg21.ljt
seg21.lft
pactc.cjt
pactc.pft
cnd
pactc.pft
pactc.cjt
texmpc.cft
seg21.cjt
seg21.lft
seg21.ljt
*
seg21.ljt
seg21.lft
seg21.cjt
termpc.cft
ilsl.cjt
ilsl.lft
ilsl.ljt
&
ilsl.ljt
ilsl.lft
ilsl.cjt
tennpC.cft

id
cn~id
id
cnd_id
id
cnd_id
ilsl.lft_id
id
edg_id
id
rab21.lft_id

&_id
id
seg21.lft_id

~_id
id
termpc.cft_id
id
id
cnd_id
pactc.pft_id
id
termpc.cft_id
id
seg21.lft_id

&id
id
seg21.lft_id
id
termpc.cft_id
id
ilsl.lft_id

~_id

i?
ilsl.lft_id
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TILING

D.1. GENERAL

D.1.l ScoDe. This appendix provides information and
discussion concerning tiling for a VPF database. The information
contained in this standard shall be used by the Militaxy
Departments, Office of the Secretary of Defense, Organizations of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Defense Agencies of the
Department of Defense (collectively known as DoD Components) in
preparing and accessing digital geographic data required or
specified to be in vector product format.

.

this

D.2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

This section is not applicable to this appendix.
—

D.3. DEFINITIONS

D.3.1 ar)D* . For purposes of
appendix, the definitions of section 3 of the main document

shall apply.

D.40. GENERAL INFORMATION

D.40.1 ~. Global scale databases inevitably consist
of large amounts of data. In processing geographic data, entire
files often need to be managed in memoq, imposing a definite
limit on database size. Tiling is the method used to break up
geographic data into spatial units small enough to fit within the
limitations of the desired hardware platform and media. VPF
libraries are partitioned into a tile structure defined in a
particular product specification and TILEREF coverage. The naming
convention is based on the geographic reference system GEOREF.
The actual tile size is a product-specific question dependent upon
the minimum hardware configuration and distribution media. The
following paragraphs describe how VPF implements tiling to

- subdivide a database.

D.40.2 to~oloaic~ mr~tlve.~
0..

. One shortcoming of
past tiling implementations occurs when primitives are split up
into different files, which also removes the topological
connectivity of the feature. If a lake feature’s primitive is
split into two separate tiles, the topological connection between
the primitives of the lake is lost. They will still appear
together when both tiles are drawn on the screen, but any analysis
that tries to follow the original connectivity of the lakeshore
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will have to do a lot of extra processing and searching. It would
thus be advantageous for the primitives of the tiled lake
shoreline to refer to each other. There is a need for primitives
that cross tile boundaries to refer both to the tile boundaxy
itself (in order to maintain tile topology) and to its cross-tile
continuation in order to si~lify retrieval of the original
feature. VPF meets this need by referring to edges using a
triplet id that contains an internal reference to a boundary or
edge within the current tile; when appropriate, the triplet id
also contains an external reference to an edge in a neighboring
tile.

D.40.3 ~. Tiling introduces a constraint on
feature classes as well as primitives. Tiling is a low-level
implementation issue related to hardware and storage limitations,
and should have no effect upon conceptual structures like feature
classes. Unfortunately, when primitives are broken up into
separate tables for tiling, their corresponding attributes are
broken up as well. VPF resolves this by maintaining the a~tribute
tables and feature class tables unbroken and structuring them so
that they can be processed sequentially rather than all at once,
thus obviating the need to break them up to meet hardware limits.
These tables are stored within a coverage, and the actual file
subdivisions representing the tiles appear as directories
underneath the coverage. The problem concerns connecting a
primitive, now stored in one of many smaller files, to its
attributes, now stored in a single large file. This is done in
accord with standard relational design rules by adding a column
for each feature class onto the primitive file, containing the row
id from the master table that has the attributes for that
primitive. If five feature classes are derived from the primitive
topological layer, then five extra columns will be added to that
primitive table. Adding another column for each feature class
could make for a vexy large table since there are 468 FACC feature
classes. Not all feature classes apply to all three primitive
dimensions or to all products, or to all coverages, but for
vertically or thematically integrated data the number could still
easily approach 100. The reason for a pointer back to the feature
is merely for performance issues. Please refer to feature class

‘ construction issues in APPENDIX C.

VPF handles tiling and data partition problems at the primitive
level by means of the triplet id to maintain cross-tile topology
and the extra feature class columns on the primitive to maintain
links to the more logically consistent single attribute table.
There is also the need to maintain the tiles themselves and to “
store reference data about the tiles, their size, scheme, and so

. forth. This is accomplished with the tile reference coverage.
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D.40.4 Tile ref~ence cov=aae . The “tilereference coverage

is a polygon coverage representing only the tiles. No other data
besides tile boundaries and tile labels is used. This is stored
as a separate coverage at the libraxy level and acts as a graphic
index to the tiling scheme, showing all of the tiles and only
those tiles in the library, their names, and their relation to
each other. The area feature table of this coverage plays a vezy
important role. Since it can store attributes ,about each tile, it
can be used to hold data density figures, tile data volume,
summary contents for each feature class, and other metadata to
assist in managing the database at a coarse tile-by-tile level.
The tile size, actual tile layout, and handling of text that
crosses tile borders are not addressed in this standard since they
are all product-specific questions.

#
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DATA QUALITY

El. GENERAL

E.1.l $COD~. This
discussion, and examples

appendix provides information,
concerning data quality issues in a VPF

database. The information contained in this standard shall be
used by the Military Departments, Office of the Secreta~ of
Defense, Organizations of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the
Defense Agencies of the Department of Defense (collectively known
as DoD Components) in preparing and accessing digital geographic
data required or specified to be in vector product format.

E.2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

This section is not applicable to this appendix.

E.3. DEFINITIONS
—

E.3.1 ~ used s an~ . For purposes of
this appendix, the definitions of section 3 of the main document
shall apply.

E.4. GENERAL INFOFWATION

E.4.1 . This appendix describes basic
strategies for storing data quality (DQ) information within VPF
databases. The following subsections discuss general data quality
concepts, implementation of the data quality table, and data
quality coverages within VPF.

E.4.2 ~. The multilevel structure (i.e.,
primitive, feature class, coverage, libra~, and database) of a
VPF database affects the strategies used to store DQ information.
DQ information is often available at varying levels of
specificity, from individual feature attributes to expressions of
quality germane to an entire database. Therefore, it is necessa~

, for the VPF data producer to determine the appropriate level in
the hierarchy for the various types of DQ information present.
When developing an &lementation strategy, the data producer
should also review the available DQ information within the context
of coverage (thematic) associations as well as spatial extent, as
these will influence the use of standard data quality tables
and/or the development of separate data quality coverages.

When DQ information is stored at multiple levels in a VPF
database, lower level information always takes precedence over
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that at higher levels. Data producers should account for this
when compiling DQ information to be stored in VPF. For example, a
data producer may make a general statement at the libraxy level
that a coverage has been derived from a range of sources, and
specify at the primitive level what a given feature’s exact
origins are. Alternatively, some variations may be organized by
simple spatial divisions, such as source map boundaries. In such
a case, feature level source information would be highly
repetitious, and a data quality coverage might be most effective.

E.4.3 DIJtv ta121f2S. The data quality table (TABLE
47) is a device for storing standard and nonstandard types of DQ
information. Standard information is explicitly defined within
the DQ table. Nonstandard information is that which is not
accounted for in the DQ table and must be stored outside the
standard fields. The DQ table can be implemented on the database,
libraxy, or coverage level, depending upon the uniformity of the
affected data with respect to known DQ characteristics. K=
characteristics are source, positional accuracy, attribute
accuracy, logical consistency, completeness, resolution, and
lineage. All of these characteristics can be documented within
standard DQ table fields, with the exception of lineage.

E.4.3.1 ~. Lineage information must be stored within
the DQ table narrative file, which should be given the name
‘LINEAGE.DOC.“ The lineage file is an important component of the
DQ documentation system, since the data producer must inevitably
make key decisions affecting the data’s fitness for use that
cannot be described in standard fields. Lineage information may
also change significantly from coverage to coverage, even when all
of the data is derived from a single source. At a minimum, the
lineage file should contain information on processing tolerances,
interpretation rules applied to source materials, and basic
production and quality assurance procedures. All lineage
information available through the source should also be
incorporated here.

E.4.3.2 ~. men im?lementiw DQ tables,
z the user must determine at what level within the VPF hierarchy the

DQ table(s) should be established. This will vary depending upon
the specific nature of the DQ information. For example, entire
libraries originating from a single source may be best served with
a single table at that level, augmented by a series of data
producer-defined tables implemented at the coverage level to
document more specific information. The DQ table can also be
implemented on multiple levels simultaneously, with general
(broad) information provided at the higher levels, and
progressively more detailed information specified at the lower
levels. At a minimum, some form of DQ information should be
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present at the database or libraxy levels to provide an overview
of characteristics and to describe the techniques used to store DQ
information within the database as a whole. With respect to VPF
tables in general, the data producer is not restricted to the
standard DQ table. The table can be augmented as needed with
producer-defined related files within the hierarchy.

E.4.4 v cover- . Data quality coverages
delineate spatial variations in DQ information across a database
or a library by assigning unique quality characteristics to areas.
Within this context, the database and library levels must be
viewed as having distinct spatial extents to which attributes can
be assigned, while data quality coverages are created to document
spatial variations on a more detailed level. DQ coverages are
very useful as visual reference data that allow data producers to
capture anomalous data behavior within the context of known
spatial variations. They are, by definition, level 3 topology
coverages. They can be physically stored at any level (above the
feature level) within the VPF hierarchy, independent of the level
of information being represented. The manner in which the DQ
information is structured within the coverage will be dependent
upon the relationships between spatial variations, data sources,
and lineage information. Edges, as well as areas, can also be
attributized within DQ coverages, for example, to document the
interaction of disparate data sets that are not well reconciled.
A more specific example is where contour lines from different data
sources meet along a common edge and fail to match positionally.
In this case. the data producer could document this discrepancy as
an attribute of the seam (edge) between the adjacent sources”

Unlike tabular DQ information, the data producer should refrain
from creating ‘nestedM DQ coverages at multiple levels, as these
can greatly complicate the interpretation of the information.
Rather, the user is encouraged to aglopta more integrated
approach, where general information is carried on lower level
polygons in addition to level-specific information.

E.4.4.1 ~ . VPF provides a variety of
* mechanisms for storing DQ information within coverages, including

attribute tables, standard data quality tables, and optional user-
defined relational tables. The mechanisms employed vary depending
primarily upon the types of information being stored, rather than
the VPF level at which it will reside. DQ coverage attribute
tables offer the highest degree of flexibility in storing DQ
information, since users can design their own table formats and
specifically code those components that vary spatially across the
data set. Standard DQ tables (TABLE 46) are particularly useful
for data sets where characteristics change radically (with respect
to source) from one area to another. In this application, data
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quality tables are stored as multiple records, with each complete
~ table record corresponding to a face. Within this context, it
may be particularly appropriate for data producers to implement
subsets or supersets of the standard DQ table. Additional
relational tables are useful in normalizing complex data, a
technique that is particularly helpful when addressing
thematically based variations in DQ information (section E.4.~.2.2
of this appendix) . Finally, text information is useful for
describing phenomena without well-defined spatial extents or for
annotating special conditions that do not occur with sufficient
frequency to justify creating attribute fields to describe them.

E.4.4.2 ~. The following sections provide
examples of how DQ coverages may be designed under a variety of
conditions. The user is encouraged to adopt these approaches when
appropriate and to modify them when necessary. Whenever possible,
the producer should use coverage level descriptive tables to
document the strategy employed in designing and developing DQ
coverages for a database.

—

E.4.4.2.1
.ed realons and common att@utes . The most

simple DQ coverage is one where spatial variation of DQ
information is shared by all coverages within a library, and DQ
attributes are well defined. Recognizing that some nonstandard DQ
information may be associated with certain regions, simple
relational tables with fields keyed to coverage identifiers can be
constructed (FIGURE 49). Line feature attributes may also be
stored in a separate table.
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DATA QUALITY COVEWGE ~

~::s;.-,’-.:”y””,y::,.-:: .-..,
—

4<-.. -.> .x*-A. &.2.<.- . . . . . +, ... .

~: . . . . .. .._. ,.,. .”>:_ .F..i. . . .

7

Faces within a
DQ coverage

Id Fac id Date Source Reliability

- 1 2 6/78 ONC Good
2 3 7/83 ONC Fair

4

DQ . COM

ld DQ.AFT_ID Coverage Comments

- 1 2 HYNET Some contours Related table

are missing for other
coverage comments

FIGURE 49. Data oualltv coveraae desian-1 .

E.4.4.2.2 . Section E.4.4.2.1
describes the basic constructs for describing characteristics of
any data set with conunonspatial components to the reliability
information. However, in some cases, the data producer may wish
to describe characteristics within a single coverage, where

0 quality information has spatial extents that vaxy from coverage to
coverage. FIGURE 50 describes a scenario for organizing
information under these conditions. The basic approach is to
develop a single integrated coverage where the smallest faces are
the product of the intersection of the various coverage-based
data. Coverages organized in this manner are relatively easy to
maintain, particularly for selective updating where new faces
affect more than one primary data coverage. An alternative
approach would be to maintain a series of separate coverages.
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E.4.5 . VPF provides a number of options for
encoding data quality information. The information itself can be
encoded at any level within the VPF structure depending upon its
basic thematic and spatial characteristics. VPF data producers
are encouraged to make use of the data quality table whenever
possible. In instances where DQ characteristics vary spatially,
the use of data quality coverages is strongly recommended.
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Landuse Elevation Drainage
dataquality data quality data quality
coverage coverage coverage

mlzlu
I Werlay procedure I

I

wALL

J
y
2
3
4
5
6
7

—

LAND.AFT ID

DQ_ALL .CFT

FL~ .AFT ID! DRN.AFT ID

3
2
2
2
2
3
3

3 2
3 2
2 2
2 3
3 3
3 3
2 3

I 1
T

LAND.AFT DRN.AFT

Id Fac_id Date Source Reliability Id Fac_id Date Source Reliability

1 2 7/78 ONC Fair 1 4 8/81 Photo High

2 3 6/78 ONC Good 2 5 6/78 ONC Good

f

ELEV.AFT

Id Fac_id Date Source Reliability

1 6 8/80 JNc Good
2 7 9/78 ONC Good
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SPATIAL INDEXING

F.1. GENERAL

F.1.l &koDe. This appendix provides information and
discussion concerning spatial indexes in a VPF database. The
information contained in this standard shall be used by the
Militaxy Departments, Office of the Secretary of Defense,
Organizations of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Defense
Agencies of the Department of Defense (collectively known as DoD
Components) in preparing and accessing digital geographic data
required or specified to be in vector product format.

F.2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

This section is not applicable to this appendix.

F.3. DEFINITIONS

For purposes of this appendix, the definitions of section 3
of the main document shall apply.

F.4. GENERAL INFORMATION

F.4.1 troductl~. . Spatial queries are queries in which
the user points at a specific position on a display device
containing a graphic representation of the data and asks (for
example) ‘What is this line?” In order to answer the spatial
query, any software that conducts a spatial query on a VPF
database must search the edge primitive table for an exact match
with “this line.” Without a spatial
have to search every vertex of every
correct response.

The purpose of a spatial index is to
software can retrieve a specific set

index, the software would
edge sequentially for the

improve the speed with which
of row ids from a primitive

table. If the database contains spatial indexes, the software,
‘ when given a spatial query like, “What are the features within

this bounding region?’ can quickly retrieve the primitives that
match the query. For each primitive (face, edge, entity node,
connected node, and text), there can exist a spatial index file:
FSI, ESI, NSI, CSI, or TSI (see section 5.4.2).

F.4.2 o.Osltlon . The spatial
index is the second of four categories of spatial decomposition of
a VPF database. The other three are the tile directory, the
minimum bounding rectangle of the edge and face primitives, and
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APPENDIX

coordinates. Jill four
are described below.

3’iledirecto~ . Tiles

F

categories of spatial

in an implementation of VPF., . .
maintain spatially distributed prirutlves m separate alreccorles.
Thus, software developed for a tiled VPF database can search for
data in only the relevant tile after the appropriate tile has been
identified.

F.4.2.2 ~~Datlal Index. The second step in a typical
software quexy is to use the appropriate index file (if one has
been created within the database design). It is recommended that
spatial index files associated with the primitives be created for
every product implementation of VPF. Spatial indexes are
discussed further below.

F.4.2.3 ~a ~le (MBR). VPF requires that
face and edge primitives have associated bounding rectangle table
files–FBR and EBR. These tables allow the rapid retrieval of the
primitives’ spatial extent and are used by the software after the
spatial index routine generates the primitive ids for the current
spatial query. The bounding rectangle coordinates are typically
used by the software to check the validity of the primitive ids in
satisfying the query.

F.4.2.4 ~v~ coo~ . It is necessaxy for software
to exhaustively check nodes and text primitives for satisfaction
of a spatial query, since these primitives do not have associated
minimum bounding rectangles. The coordinate of the primitive is
thus used to ensure the accurate retrieval of primitive ids output
from the spatial index.

F.4.3 . The spatial index file
internal structure in VPF is based on an adaptive grid binary
tree. This method is powerful because it can handle all types of
spatial queries (point, line, and area) . The input primitives are
broken down into a grid-based binary tree. At each cell (of the
tree) there is a list of primitive MBRs and a list Of the

‘ primitive ids that are found at this level of the tree.

The tree is created by storing primitive ids at a cell of the
tree. “Bucket size” is the number used to determine when to split
a cell and is defined by the product specification. A typical
bucket size is eight (8). If the cell fills to the bucket size,
then the cell is split into right and left children of the cell.
The primitive ids are then distributed down into either child
depending on the primitive MBRs. Only if a primitive MBR
.

the boundary between a parent’s children cells, will
the primitive id remain in the parent cell. Since primitives
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cannot be split between two cells, the number of primitives stored
in a cell may exceed the bucket size. The process of splitting
cells and distributingprimitives based on each primitive’s mbr and
the bucket size continues until no cell requires splitting or the
subdivision process reaches 255, the coordinate integer limit (see
F.4.3.2). Product Specifications may limit the number cells in
the grid-based binary tree for performance reasons (see F.4.4.1)

“When examined spatially, the spatial index divides a tile into
subelanents (the cells of the tree); FIGURE 51. Each split
results in dividing the parent cell into half. The first split is
into right and left halves; the next split is into “topand bottom
halves; then right and left halves again; and so on.

The actual format of the spatial index file consists of the
following:

a. A header containing the number of primitives, the
minimum bounding rectangle of the entire spatial extent of-the
tree, and the number of cells in the tree. Note that the MBR of
the entire spatial extent of the tree will coincide with the tile
boundaxy in level three coverages for face spatial indices (fsi)
edge spatial indices (esi), and connected node spatial indices
(csi). However, there is no reason to force the tile boundary as
the spatial extent of the grid-based binary tree for entity node
spatial indices (nsi) or for coverages with topology levels less
than three. In fact, using the primitives MBR as the spatial
extent of the tree rather than the tile boundary provides for a
more efficient spatial index.

b. A bin array of the tree. Each bin contains two items.
A beginning location (offset from the end of the BIN Array Record)
for the cell’s data and the number of primitives in the cell. Al1
intermediate cells are listed, even if empty. The offset for an
empty cell equals zero. The last entry in the bin array record is
always a populated cell. The final level of the tree is not
forced to be balanced by creating empty cells.

● c. Data records for each primitive in the tree. There is
one record for each primitive in the tree. Each record contains
four l-byte integers defining the M5R for a primitive and that ‘
primitive’s ID.

F.4.3.1 Tree . tloa.
. For any cell, the cell from which

it was generated is the integer value obtained by dividing by two.
Thus, cell 3 points back to cell 1 [INT(3/2)], as does cell 2.
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New cells created by splitting are numbered by multiplying the
current cell m two and adding one for the second new cell. Thus,
cell 2 becomes cells 4 and 5, and cell 3 becomes cells 6 and 7.

F.4.3.2 ~ coor~te Svstean. The coordinate
system for the spatial index is based upon l-byte integers, so a
primitive’s MBR must be converted to the spatial index coordinate
system. All coordinates are relative to the lower left corner of
the tile and range from O to 255.

—
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/ Cell 1 \

316

—

3

Cell 15 Cell 14 Cell 13 Cell 12 Cell 11 Cell 10 Cell 9 Cell 8

FIGURE 51. Index cell deco~oslt loU,. .
Snat la
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F.4.4 lPS of s .
listing of the minimum (XI, YI) and maxim~ (x2,
the MBRs of 19 face primitives. The coordinate

TABLE 69 is a
Y2) coordinates
values in TABLE

. . .Ives An a tile. Universe 1~
.

Pxilldtive
Ma
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

xl (~eg)

Null
-5.00
-5.00
-5.00
-5.00
-4.80
-3.28
-0.71
-0.57
-4.60
-4.71
-4.80
-5.00
-4.71
-4.68
-1.03
-1.59
-1.99
-5.00

Y1 (dog) ~

Null
54.63
52.00
54.91
54.76
54.06
54.05
53.54
53.68
53.13
53.24
52.75
50.53
51.63
51.16
50.78
50.58
50.69
50.16

%2 (dog)

Null
-3.57
-2.74
-4.99
-4.99
-4.31
-3.17

0
-0.53
-4.05
-4.56
-4.78
-2.35
-4.68
-4.65
-0.95
-1.08
-1.96
-4.99

Y2 (dog)

Null
55.00
55.00
54.94
54.77
54.42
54.15
53.74
53.69
53.43
53.33
52.77
51.82
51.65
51.20
50.84
50.77
50.70
50.17

are all in degrees. The primitives are all located within a 5-
5-degree tile that has an MBR of (-5, 50), (O, 55). The MBR
coordinates can be converted to the spatial index coordinate
system ~ using the following equations:

(1) for minimum (xl ,

integer truncation of

#
(2) for maximum (x2 ,

r

yl )

[

(Coordinate - minimum)

(Maximum - minimum)

Y2 )

r(Coordinate - minimum)

Linteger truncation of L(Maximum - minimum)

1X 255

1 ]X 255 +1

of
66

by

If equation (2) results in a value of 256, the value must be set
to 255.
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Our example thus becomes:

(Latitude - 50) ~ 255
Y1 = (55 -50)

and

x=
1

‘LOn~;t~d;)+ 5) X 255

The results of this conversion are listed in TABLE 70.

TABLE 70. ~ and maximum. sDat3al Index coor~ .

Primitive
ida
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

xl

o
0
0
0
10
87

218
225
20
14
9
0

14
16

202
173
153

0

Y1
236
102
250
242
207
206
180
187
159
165
140
27
83
59
39
29
35
8

X2
74
116

1
1

36
94

255
228
49
23
12

136
17
18

207
200
155

1

Y2

255 -
255
252
244
226
212
191
189
175
170
142
93
85
62
43
40
36
9

NOTE: Since face 1 (universe face) is a topological artifact (i.e. no
outer ring), the MBR in normalized coordinates-cannot be calculated.
Therefore face 1 is not included in the bin data record portion of the
index. Further, no fsi is built for a face table containing only the
universe face.

#

If the MBRs of each primitive are plotted, they appear as shown in
FIGURE 52. In FIGURE 53, dividing lines have been added to FIGURE
52 to show that primitive 13 is present in both the left and right
halves of the tile, and that primitive 3 is present in both the
top and bottom halves of the tile.
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255—

845
224—

192—

Q11160

012
128—

96—
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32—
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32 64 96 128 160 192 224 255
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FIGURE 52. tion of MRRs In tlJ&. .
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o 32 64 96 128 160 192 224 255

64

%

15

FIGURE 53. ~ters . . .
.

F.4.4.1 1- of tree cr~tiou . The bucket size for this
‘ example is set at eight. If a parent cell contains nine or more

primitives that can be propagated to the next level, the parent
splits into two children. The first split of the tile puts
primitives 8, 9, 16, 17, and 18 into cell 2 and places primitive 3
into cell 3 (FIGURE 54). Primitive 13 must be held in cell 1
(FIGURE 55) because neither of the split cells contains the entire
MER for primitive 13.
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Cell 3 (before the split into cells 6 and 7) contains twelve
primitives: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, and 19. Since
.

255-

224—

192—

160—

128—

96—

64—

32—

o—

32 64 96 128 160 192 224 255
1 I I ,

\

—

Cell 3 Cell 2

FIGURE 54. First ce11 s~li~.

‘ this exceeds the defined bucket size, cell 3 is split (FIGURE 54).
The MBR of primitive 3 will cross the boundary of-cells 6 and 7.
Therefore it must remain in cell 3. Eleven primitives remain.
Based on each primitive’s MBR, the contents of the new cells are:
primitives 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, and 12 in cell 6 and primitives
14, 15, and 19 in cell 7. Note that no primitives are allocated
to cells 4 and 5, since all five primitives on the right half of
the tile could be held in cell 2. The five primitives do not
‘over-flow’ the defined bucket size. All of the primitives in
this ~le have now been allocated to the tree.
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In theory, the process of splitting cells and distributing
primitives based on each primitive’s mbr and the bucket size
continues until no cell requires splitting or the subdivision
process reaches the bottom level of the grid-based binary tree
(where each cell is 1x1 in normalized coordinates). This i~lies
a grid-based binary tree with 17 levels and 131,071 cells (217 -
1). As noted in E.4.3, however, Product Specifications may limit
the number of cells allowed in the grid-based binary tree for
performance reasons.

The ’spatial index that results for this example is shown in TABLE
71.

Cell 1
‘1-55” ~.
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96
I

128 160 192 224 2

m.....6
Cell 6

Cell 7

Cell 4

(empty)

Cell 5

(empty)

5

FIGURE 56. Second cell s~llt
. .
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TABLE 71. le of sDatl~ .

Header:

Number of primitives: 18
MBR : -5.00, 50.00, 0.00, 55.00
Number of cells: 7

Bin &ray Record:

Cell Offset Primitive
(information not in count

actual spatial index)
1 0 1
2 8 5
3 48 1
4 0 0
5 0 0
6 56 8
7 120 3

Bin Data Record:

Record
I

Offset
I I I I I Primitive

Number Address xl Y1 X2 Y2 ids
Cell 1

1 I o I o 1 26 I 136 1 94 I 13
Cell 2

2 8 I 153 I 35 155 36 18
3 16 173 29 200 40 17
4 24 I 202 39 207 43 16
5 32 226 187 228 189 9
6 40 I 218 180 255 191 8

Cell 3
7 I 48 I o I 102 I 116 I 255 I 3

Cell 6
8 56 87 206 94 212 7
9 64 10 206 36 226 6
10 72 0 242 1 244 5
11 80 0 250 1 253 4

# 12 88 0 236 74 255 2
13 96 20 159 49 176 10
14 104 14 165 23 170 11
15 112 9 140 12 I 142 12

Cell 7
16 120 0 8 1 9 19
17 128 16 59 18 62 15
18 136 14 83 17 85 14
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F.4.5 ou~ . A spatial index can support a spatial
que~ in several ways. For node primitives, software may require
the point to be within a specified distance of a pixel designated
during the query process, or within a box generated during the
que~ process. For an edge primitive, the software may specify
that candidate edges are to be within some specified perpendicular
distance of the quexy pixel or have MBRs that intersect a query
box . For a face primitive, the software may define the candidate
edges as having MBRs that intersect a query box, be fully
contained within the query MBR, or be determined by solving the
‘point-in-polygon” puzzle. In any case, the spatial index forms
the starting point for the database search. It works as follows:

a. The user designates a ~e~ point (Pixel).

b. The software converts the query point into the spatial
index coordinate system ((0,0) to (255,255)).

c. The software tests all features within the top level
cell, if any, to determine if these features qualify for the query
response.

d. The software calculates the next smaller cell
containing the query point.

e. The software repeats the test (if necessav) and
continues to decrease cell size until no more records exist.

F.4.6

a.
determines

b.
cell 1 and

c.

le tree .

The user designates a query point and the software
the normalized coordinates at (192, 32).

Beginning at the root of the tree, the software goes to
finds face 13.

The soitware checks the MBR of face 13 to determine if
* it includes the quexy point.

d. Since face 13 does not include the query point the
software calculates the children of cell 1, which are cells 2 and
3. Cell 3 cannot contain the quexy point, so cell 2 is examined.
Faces 8, 9, 16, 17, and 18 are found.

e. The software checks the MBR of these faces to determine
if they include the query point.

f. The software reports the quexy result which is face 17.
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CODING FOR METADATA TABLES

G.1. GENEWL

G.1.l -. The following codes-are used i.n the VPF
metadata tables found at the library and database levels. In
particular, these coding schemes must be used in the geographic
reference table (TABLE 37) to ensure the proper interpretation of
the coordinate system in a VPF library.

G.2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

This section is not applicable to this appendix.

G.3. CODING SCHEMES

TABLE 72. V~rti~al datum cod~s .

———. 1 ------~ -----

000 Unknown
002 High water
003 Higher high water
004 Indian spring low water
005 Low water
006 Lower low water
007 Mean high water
008 Mean high water neaps
009 Mean high water springs
010 Mean higher high water
011 Mean low water
012 Mean low water neaps
013 Mean low water springs
014 Mean lower low water
015 Mean sea level
016 Mean tide level
017 Neap tide
018 Spring tide
019 Mean lower low water springs
020 Lowest astronomical tide
021 Chart datum
022 Highest astronomical tide
999 Other
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TABLE 73. Wa for tits of me~ .

Code Description
CM Centimeters
DEG Degrees of Arc
DM Decimeters
FF Fathoms and Feet
FM Fathoms
FT Feet
IN Inches
KM Kilometers
M Meters
MA Minutes of Arc
MI Statute Miles
ML Mils
MM Millimeters
NM Nautical Miles
SEC Seconds of Arc
UM Micrometers
YD Yards

TABLE 74. -a for el~ .

—

Ellipsoid
1 Modified Airy AAM
2 Airy AAY
3 Australian National AUN
4 Bessel 1841 BES
5 Clarke 1858 CLE
6 Clarke 1880 CLJ
7 Clarke 1866 CLK
8 Everest EVE
9 Modified Everest EVM

10 Modified Fischer 1960 FAM
11 Fisoher FIS
12 Geodetic Reference System 1967 GRE
13 Geodetic Reference System 1980 GRS
14 Helmert 1906 HEL
15 Hough HOU
16 Indonesian 1974 IDN
17 International INT
18 Krassovsky KRA
19 South American1969 SAM
20 Walbeck WAL
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21 World Geodetic Syste
22 World Geodetic System 196(

!m 1960 ]WGA
; IWGB I

1 ..— —

23 World Geodetic System 1972 WGC
24 World Geodetic System 1984 WGE
TABLE 74. Ma for - Centinued.

TABLE 75. -a fOr
.

aeodet~r dat~ .

GeoddcDatMns
1 lAdmdan r
2 Adindan (Ethiopia)
3 Adindan (Sudan)
4 Adindan (Mali)
5 Adindan (Senegal)
6 Adindan (Mean value: Ethiopia and Sudan)
7 Afgooye (Somalia)
8 Ain el Abd 1970 (Bahrain Island)
9 Anna 1 Astro (Cocos Islands)
10 Am 1950
11 Arc 1950 (Botswana)
12 Arc 195o (Lesotho)
13 Arc 195o (Malawi)
14 Arc 1950 (Swaziland)
15 Arc 1950 (Zaire)
16 Arc 1950 (Zambia)
17 Arc 1950 (Zimbabwe)
18 Arc 1950 (Mean value: Botswana, Lesotho,

Malawi, Swaziland, Zaire, Zambia, and
Zimbabwe)

19 Arc 1960 (Kenya)
20 Arc1960(Tanzania)
21 Arc1960(Mean value: Kenya, Tanzania)
22 Ascension Island 1958 (Ascension Island)
23 Astro Station 1952 (Marcus Island)
24 Astro Beacon ‘P (Iwo Jima island)
25 Average Terrestrial System (Atlantic Datum) 1997
26 AustralianGeod.1966(Australia and Tasmania

Is.)
27 Auatraliin Geod. 1984 (Australia and Tasmania

IS.)
28 Djakarta (Batavia) (Sumatm Island, Indonesia)
29 Bermuda 1957 (Bermuda Islands)
30 Bogota Observatory (Colombia)
31 Bukit Rimpah (Bangka 8 Belitum Islands,

Indonesia)
32 Bukti Rimpah
33 Canton Astro 1966 (Phoenix Islands)

ADIA
ADIB
AD!C
ADID .
ADIM
AFG
AIN
ANO
ARF
ARFA
ARFB
ARFC
ARFD
ARFE
ARFF
ARFG
ARFM

ARSA
ARSB
ARSM
ASC
ASQ
ATF
ATS
AUA

AUG

BAT
BER
BOO
BOR

BUR
CAO
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34 lCapeCanaveral[Mean value: Florida and

35
36
37

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

49
50

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

60

61
61a
62

63
64
65
66

Bahama lslands)-
Campo Inchauspe (Argentina)
cape (south Africa)
Came) Area Astro (Carrm McMurdo Area,
,Antaitiia) - -
Carthage (Tunisia)
Chua Astro (Paraguay)
Chatham 1971 (Chatham
~Chua Astro
~@rrego Alegre (Brazil)
Guyana CSG67

Island, New Zealand)

GU-X 1 Astro (Guadacanal Island)
Easter Island 1967 (Easter Island)
European 79
Wake-Eniwetok 1960 (Marshall Islands)
European 1979 (Mean value: Austria, Finland,
Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, and
Switzerland)
European 1950 (Mean value)
European 1950 (Western Europe: Austria,
Denmark, France, Federal Republic of Germany
Netherlands, and Switzerland)
European 1950 (Greece)
European 1950 (Norway and Finland)
European 1950 (Portugal and Spain)
European 1950 (Cyprus)
European 1950 (Egypt)
European 1950 (Iran)
European 1950 (Sardinia)
European 1950 (Sicity)
European 1950 (England, Channel Islands,
Ireland, Northern Ireland, Scotland, Shetland
Islands, and Wales)
European 1950 (Mean value: Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, France, Federal Republic of
Germany, Gibraltar, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
Swit.zerJand)
Oman (Oman)
French NTF
Obsetvatorio 1966 (Como and Fbres Islands,
Azores)
GAN Datum (Addu Atoll, Republic of Maldives)
German
Geodetic Datum 1949 (New Zealand)
Ghana

-

CAI
CAP
CAZ

CGE
CHG
CHI
CHU
COA
CSG
DOB
EAS
ENB
ENW
EUQ

EUR
EURA

EURB
EURC
EURO
EURE
EURF
EURH
EURI
EURJ
EURK

EURM

FAH
FDA
FLO

GAA
GDA
GEO
GHA

TABLE 75. ~ for aeodetir dat~ - Centinued.
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d

67 DOS 19680230 (Gizo Island, New Georgia~
Islands)

68 SW Base (Faial, Graciosa, Pico, Sao Jorge, and GRA
Temeira Island, Azores)

69 Genung Segara (Kalimantan Island, Indonesia) GSE
70 G.Senndung GSF
71 Guam 1963 GUA
72 Guadaloupe Ste. Anne GUD
73 Herat North (Afghanistan) HEN
74 Herrnannskogel HER
75 Prov. S. Chilea.i (S. Chile, 53 S.) HIT
76 Hjorsey 1955 (Iceland) HJO
77 Hong Kong 1963 (Hong Kong) HKD
78 Hu-tzu-shan
79 Bellevue (IGN) (Efate and Erromango Islands) IBE
80 Italian IDA
81 Indian lND
82 Indian ~hailand and Vietnam) INDA
83 Indian (Bangladesh, India, and Nepal) INDB
84 Ireland 1965 IRE
85 Ireland 1965 (Ireland and Northern Ireland) IRL
86 ISTS 073 Astro 1969 (Diego Garcia) 1ST
87 Johnston Island 1961 (Johnston Island) JOH
88 Kandawala (Sri Lanka) KAN
89 Kertau 1948 (West Malaysia and Singapore) KEA
90 Kerguelen Island 1949 (Kerguelen Island) KEG
91 L.C. 5 Astro 1961 (Cayrnan Brat Island) LCF
92 Liberia 1964 (Liberia) LIB
93 Local Astro. LOC
94 Luzon LUZ
95 Luzon (Philippines except Mindanao Island) LUZA
96 Luzon (Mindanao Island) LUZB
97 Martinique Fort-Desaix MAR
98 Maroo Astro (Salvage Islands) MAA
99 Massawa(Eritrea,Ethiopia) MAS

100 Mayotte Combani MAY
101 Merchwh MER
102 Memhich (Morooco) MER
103 Midway Astro 1961 (Midway Island) MID
104 Mahe 1971 (Mahe Island) MIK
105 Minna (N~geria) MIN
106 Rome 1940 (Sardinia Island) MOD
107 Montjong Lowe MOL

—

TABLE 75. f’odinafor aeodetic ~ - Continued.
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6

ulsland, Fiji Islands)
109
110
111
112
113

114
115
116
117
118
119
120

121

122
123

124
125
126

127
128

129

130
131
132

133
134
135
136
137
138

139

140
141

Nahrwan (Masirah Island, Ornan)
Nahmmn (United Arab Emirates)
Nahnvan (Saudi Arabia)
Naparima (BWI Trinidad and Tobago)
North Amerioan 1983 (Mean Value: Alaska,
Canada, CONUS, Mexico, and Central Ameriia)
North American 1927 (Mean value)
North American 1927 (Eastern US)
North American 1927 (Western US)
North American 1927 (Mean value: CON US)
North American 1927 (Alaska)
North American 1927 (Mean value: Canada)
North American 1927 (Alberta and British
Columbia)
North American 1927 (Newfoundland, New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Quebec)
North American 1927 (Manitoba and Ontario)
North American 1927 (Northwest Territories and
Saskatchewan)
North American 1927 (Yukon)
North American 1927 (Mexico)
North American 1927 (Central America - Belize,
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras,
and Nicaragua)
North American 1927 (Canal Zone)
North American 1927 (Caribbean, Babados,
Caicos Islands, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Grant
Cayman, Jamaica, Leeward Islands, and Turks
Islands)
North American 1927 (Bahamas, except San
Safvador Island)
North American 1927 (San Salvador Island)
North Ameriian 1927 (Cuba)
North American 1927 (Hayes Peninsula,
Greenland)
North American 1983
Nigeria
Old Egyptian (Egypt)
Ordnanoe Survey of Great Briiain
Oral. Survey G.B. 1936 (England)
Oral. Survey G.B. 1936 (England, Isle of Man,
and Wales)
Oral. Survey G.B. 1936 (Scotland and Shetland
Islands)
Oral. Suwey G.B. 1936 (Wales)
Oral. Survey G.B. 1936 (Mean value: England,
lisle of Ma~, Scotland, Shetland, and Waies)~

w
NAHA
NAHB
NAHC
NAP
NAR

NAS
NASA
NASB
NASC
NASD
NASE
NASF

NASG

NASH
NASI

NASJ
NASL
NASN

NASO
NASP

NASQ

NASR
NAST
NASU

NAX
NIG
OEG
OGB
OGBA
OGBB

OGBC

OGBD
OGBM

TABLE 75. -a for aeodetic dak~ - Continued.
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142 Old Hawaiian OHA
143 Old Hawaiian (Hawaii) OHAA
144 old Hawaiii (Kauai) OHAB
145 Old Hawaiian (Maui) OHAC
146 Old Hawaiiin (Oahu) OHAD
147 Old Hawaiian (Mean value) OHAM
148 Pitoaim Astro 1967 (Pficaim Island) PIT
149 Pioo de Ias Nieves (Canary Islands) PLN
150 SE Base (Porto Sante) (Porto Santo & Madeira Pos

Islands)
151 Provisional South American 1956 PRP
152 Prov. S. Amer. 1956 (Northern Chile near 19 PRPA

degrees south)
153 Prov. S. Amer. 1956 (Southern Chile near 43 PRPC

degrees south)
154 Prov. S. Amer. 1956 (Columbia) PRPD
155 Prov. S. Amer. 1956 (Ecuador) PRPE
156 Prov. S. Amer. 1956 (Guyana) PRPF
157 Prov. S. Amer. 1956 (Peru) PRPG
158 Prov. S. Amer. 1956 (Venezuela) PRPH
159 Prov. S. Amer. 1956 (Mean value: Bolivia, Chile, PRPM

Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana, Peru, & Venezuela)
160 Puerto Rioo (Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands) PUR
161 Qatar National (Qatar) QAT
162 Qomoq (South Greenland) Quo
163 Reunion 1947 REU
164 Santo (DOS) 1965 (Espirito Santo Island) SAE
165 South American 1969 (Argentina) SANA
166 South American 1969 (Bolivia) SANB
167 South American 1969 (Brazil) SANC
168 South Amerioan 1969 (Chile) SAND
169 South American 1969 (Columbia) SANE
170 South American 1969 (Ecuador) SANF
171 South American 1969 (Guyana) SANG
172 South Ameriin 1969 (Paraguay) SANH
173 South Amerioan 1969 (Peru) SANI
174 South American 1969 (Trinidad and Tobago] SANK
175 South American 1969 (Venezuela) SANL
176 South American 1969 (Mean value: Argentina. SANM

Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Columbw, Ecuador, Guyana,
Paraguay, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago, and
Venezuela)

177 Sao Braz (Sao Miguel, Santa Maria Islands, SAO
bores)

178 Sapper Hill 1943 (East Falkland Islands) SAP
179 Schwatzeck (Namibia) SCK

—

TABLE 75. ~odina for ueodetic datw - Continued.
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181
182
183
184
185
186

187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199

Sierra Leone 1960
South Asia (Southeast Asia, Singapore)
St. Pierre et Miquelon 50
Tananarive Obsv. 1925
Tristan Astro 1968 (Tristan da Cunha)
Tirnbali 1948 (Brunei and East Malaysia -
Sarawak and Sabah)
Tokyo (Mean value)
Tokyo (Japan)
Tokyo (Korea)
Tokyo (Okinawa)
Tokyo (Mean value: Japan, Korea, and Okinawa)
Astro Tern is. 1961 (Tern Island, Hawaii)
Undetermined (processed as if WGS 84)
Voirol
World Geodetic System 1960
World Geodetic System 1966
World Geodetic System 1972
World Geodetic System 1984
Yacare (Uruguay)

200 [Zanderii (Surinam)

-
SIB
SOA
STP
TAN
TDc
TIL

TOK
TOYA
TOYB
TOYC
TOYM
TRN
UND
Vol
WGA
WGB
WGC
WGE
YAC
I ZAN

TABLE 75. wa for aeodetic datm - Continued.

TABLE 76. -a for ~oiecti~ .

ICODE f PARAMETERS

Aibers Equal
Area

Azimuthal Equal
Area
Azimuthal Equal
Distant
IGnornonic

1Hotine Obtique
IMe~tor
!(Rectified Skew
brthomo hic

F

Larnbert
Conformal Conic

~Lambert Equal

AC

AK

AL

GN

RB

LE

LJ

1
Central
Meridian

Longitude of
Tangency
Longitude of
Tangency
Longitude of
Tangency
Longitude of
Proj. Origin

Central
Meridian

Central
Meridian

2
Std. Parallel
Nearer to
Equator
Latitude of
Tangency
Latitude of
Tangency
Latitude of
Tangency
Latitude of
Proj. Origin

3
Std. Parallel
Farther flom
Equator
.

.

-

kimuth of
Skew X-Axis
at Proj. Origif

A

Parallel of
Origin

.

.

.

ScaleFactor
at Proj. Origin

m

Std. Parallel Std Parallel Parallel of
Nearer to Farther from Origin
Equator Equator
.

I
. I.
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NAME CODE PARAMETERS
1 2 3 4

Mercator MC Central Latitude of Parallel of -
Meridian

Oblique Oc Longitude of Latitude of Azimuth of -
Mercator Reference Reference Great Circle

Point on Point on at Reference

Orthographic OD Longitude of Latitude of - .

Polar Stereo- PG Central Latitude of - .
graphic Meridian True Scale
Polyc9nic PH Central - . -

Meridian
Transverse TC Central Central Scale Parallel of -
Mercator Meridian Factor Origin
Oblique SD Longitude of Latitude of Scale factor -
Stereographic Origin Origin at Origin
Relative RC X-Scale Y-Scale
Coordinates Factor Factor

TABLE 76. ~odina for nrolections.
- Continued.

.
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SAMPLE VPF DATABASE

H.1. SCOPE

1.1 -. This document provides a sample text description
of a VPF database. The information contained in this standard
shall be used by the Militaxy Departments, office of the Secretaw
of Defense, Organizations of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the
Defense Agencies of the Department of Defense (collectively known
as DOD Components) in preparing and accessing digital geographic
data required or specified to be in vector product format.

H.2. APLICABLE DOCUMENTS

This section is not applicable to this appendix.

H.3. EXAMPLES

The following pages document a sample VPF database. The
general form includes a printout of the VPF header for each file,
followed by the actual data. In some cases the data is truncated
or formatted with more than one record per line, but in general it
can be read by referring to header instructions. The data
structure contains numerous levels of data with many files at each
level. Selected files at various levels are provided in the
following tables to illustrate the format and contents. No
examples of indexes are provided.

The example tables are converted for ease of human interpretation
by use of a software utility. Because of the conversion, the
example tables are not completely VPF compliant.
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T~LE 77- ~.

Table Definitii:
‘Name: <ID> <Row Identified Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: P
Name: <VPF_VERSION> <VPF version numbe~ Type: T Count: 10 KeyType: N
Name: <DATABASE_NAME> ~irecto~ name of this database> Type: T Count: 8 KeyType: N
Name: <DATABASE_DESC> ~escription of this database> Type: T Count: 100 KeyType: N
Name: <MEDIA_STANDARD> <Media Standard (ie: CDROM)> Type: T Count: 20 KeyType: N
Name: <ORIGINATOR> <Producer of this database> Type: T Count: 50 KeyType: N
Name: <ADDRESSEE> dddress of the produce- Type: T Count: 100 KeyType: N
Name: <MEDIA_VOLUMES> <Number of Volumes in this database> Type: T Count: 1

KeyType: N
Name: <SEO_NUMBERS> <The Sequential Number(s) in this database> Type: T Count: 1
KeyType: N
Name: <NUM_DATA_SETS> <Number of Data Sets> Type: T Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: <SECURITY_CfASS> <Security Classifiition> Type: T Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: <DOWNGRADING> <Downgrading> Type: T Count: 3 KeyType: N
Name: <DOWNGRADE_DATE> <Date> Type: D Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: <RELEASABILHY> <Releasability restrictions of data> Type: T Count: 20 KeyType: N
Name: <OTHER_STD_NAME> <Description of other data standards used> Type: T Count: 50
KeyType: N
Name: <OTHER_STD_DATE> <Date> Type: D Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: <OTHER_STD_VER> <Version number of other standard> Type: T Count: 10

KeyType: N
Name: <TRANSMlllAL_lD> cUnique Transmittal ldentifiem Type: T Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: <EDITION_NUMBER> <Edition Number of this database> Type: T Count: 10

KeyType: N
Name: <EDITION_DATE> @ate of edition> Type: D Count: 1 KeyType: N

ID: 1
VPF_VERSION: TBD
DATABASE_NAME: DNC
DATABASE_DESC: Digital Nautical Chart database based on General, Harbor, Approach & Coastal
charts
MEDIA_STANDARD: ISO 9660
ORIGINATOR: DEFENSE MAPPING AGENCY attn: ATISS
ADDRESSEE: HEADQUARTERS, DEFENSE MAPPING AGENCY AlTN: ATISS 8613 LEE
HIGHWAY, FAIRFAX, VA 22031-2137
MEDfA_VOLUMES: 1
SEQ_NUMBERS: 1

“ NUM_DATA_SETS: 1
SECURflY_CLASS: U
DOWNGRADING: NO
DOWNGRADE_DATE: 00/00/0000 00:00:00
RELEASABILITY: DoD
OTHER_STD_NAME: NA
OTHER_STD_DATE: fXYOWOOOO00:00:00
OTHER_STD_VER: NA
TRANSMlllAL_lD: 1
EDITION_NUMBER: 1
~EOiTION DATE: 1200/1992 00:00:00
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rable Definition:
~arne:<ID> <Row Identifier> Type: I Count: 1 Key’M?e: N
Uaxne:<LIBRARY_NAME> <Library name> Type: T Count: 8 KeyType: P
Uame: =IN> .cWesternmost longitude> Type: F Count: 1 KeyType: N
Uame: <YMIN> <Southernmost latitude> Type: F Count: 1 KeyType: N
~ame: 4LMA%W <Easternmost longitude> me: F Count: 1 KeyType: N
Vane: <YMAX> .dlorthernmost latitude> Type: F Count: 1 Key’W’pe: N

ID LIBRARY.NAME XMIN YMIN
----- ------ ------ ---------- ---- ------ ---------- ----------

1 AXX08280 -76.449997 36.367001 -75.483002 37.400002 —

2 HXX08280 -76.453003 36.849998 -75.903999 37.141998
3 COASTAL -76.050003 34.500000 -72.449997 41.583000
4 GENE- -76.682999 34.583000 -70.000000 44.159000
5 HXX07640 -74.286003 40.394001 -73.635002 40.896999
6 BROWSE -180.000000 -90.000000 180.000000 90.000000

TABLE 79. SOV==P Attribute Table (-RAT, J,ibvan) .

Table Definition:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:

ID
-----

1
2

0 3
4
5
6
7
8
9 DQY Data Quality 3

<ID> <Row ID> Type: I Count: 1 Key’IWe: N
<COVERAGE_NANE> <Coverage name> Type: T Count: 8 KeyType: P
<DESCRIPTION> <Coverage description> Type: T Count: 50 KeyType: N
<LEVEL> <Topology level> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: N

COVERAGE_NAME
-------------

CuL
ECR

IwY
LIM
NAv
OBS
POR

DESCRIPTION LEVEL
------------------- ------------------------ ----------

Cultural Landmarks 3
Earth Cover 3
Hydrography 3
Inland Waterways 3
Limits 3
Aids to Navigation 2
Obstructions 3
Port Facilities 2
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TABLE 80. !3eoartic R~ference Table
. (GRNFRAL .

Table Definition:
Name: <!0> <Row lb Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: P
Name: <DATA_WPE> <Data Type> Type: T Count: 3 KeyType: N
Name: <UNITS> <Unit- Type: T Count: 3 KeyType: N
Name: <ELLIPSOID_NAM~ <Ellipsoid> Type: T Count: 15 KeyType: N
Name: <ELLIPSOID_DETAlb <Ellipsoid Details> Type: T Count: 50 KeyType: N
Name: <VERT_DATUM_NAME> <Datum Vertical Reference> Type: T Count: 15 KeyType: N
Name: <VERT_DATUM_CODE> <Vertical Datum Category> Type: T Count: 3 KeyType: N
Name: <SOUND_DATUM_NAME> <Sounding Datum> Type: T Count: 15 KeyType: N
Name: <SOUND_DATUM_CODE> <Vertical Datum Category> Type: T Count: 3 KeyType: N
Name: <GEO_DATUM_NAME> <Datum GeodeticName> Type: T Count: 15 KeyType: N
Name: <GEO_DATUM_CODE> <Datum Geodetic Code> Type: T Count: 3 KeyType: N
Name: <PROJECTION_NAME> <Projection Name> Type: T Count: 20 KeyType: N -

ID: 1
DATA_TYPE: GEO
UNITS: DEG
ELLIPSOID_NAME: WGS84
ELLIPSOID_DETAIL: A=6378137,B=6356752M
VERT_DATUM_NAME: MEAN SEA LEVEL
VERT_DATUM_CODE: 015
SOUND_DATUM_NAME: MEAN LOWER LOW
SOUNE)-DATUM_CODE: 014
GEO_DATUM_NAME: WGS84
GEO_DATUM_CODE: WGE
PROJECTION_NAME: DECIMAL DEGREES
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TABLE 81. ~er Table (G-T, Ti~ .

Table Definition:
Name: cID> <Row ID> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: P
Narrw <PR ODUCT_~PG <Product Type> Type: T Count: 12 KeyType: N
Name: <LIBRARY-NAM= <Name Type: T Count: 12 KeyType: N
Name: 41 ESCRlPT10N> <Description of the library> Type: T Count: 100 KeyType: N
Name: ~ATA_STRUCT_CODG <Data Structure Code> Type: T Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: <SCAk <Denominator of representative fraction> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: <SOURCE_SERIES> <Sene~ Type: T Count: 15 KeyType: N
Name: <SOURCE_lD> <ID of the source reference> Type: T Count: 30 KeyType: N
Name: <SOURCE_EDITION> <Edition number of the source> Type: T Count: 20 KeyType: N
Name: <SOURCE_NAM6 <Name of library source> Type: T Count: 100 KeyType: N
Name: <SOURCE_DATE> +ource Date> Type: D Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: <SECURITY_CIASS> <Security Classif~tion> Type: T Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: <DOWNGRADING> cDowngrading> Type: T Comt: 3 KeyType: N
Name: <DOWNGRADING_DATE> <Date> Type: D Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: <RELEASABILITY> <Releasability> Type: T Count: 20 KeyType: N

ID: 1
PRODUCT_TYPE: DNC
LIBRARY_NAME: GENERAL
DESCRIPTION: This library contains digital nautical chart data extracted from NOS chart 13003
DATA_STRUCT_CODE: 8
SCALE: 1200000
SOURCE_SERIES: HAG
SOURCE_lD: NOS 13003
SOURCE_EDITION: 39
SOURCE_NAME: Cape Sable to Cape Hatteras
SOURCE_DATE: 05/25/1 991 00:00:00
SECURl~_CIASS: U
DOWNGRADING: NO
DOWNGRADING_DATE: 00/00/0000 00:00:00
RELEASABILl~: DoD

8
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TABLE 82. me Fe-e Table (JTRREF cover& .

[Table Definition:

IName: <ID> <Row Identifier> Type:
Name: <EDG_ID> <Edge primitive ID>

ID
-----

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

● 32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

EDG_ID
-----

73
248
253
170
24
63
345
100
7
9
25
112
245
62
31
37
53
152
177
220
247
312
301
15
72
95
164
57
205
199
266
35
19
24
303
47
128
126
49
207
333
228
235

ID
-----

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

s 61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

I Count: 1 KeyType: P
Type: I Count: 1 Keyme: N
EDG_ID
----- .

37
115
77
93
412
385
176
190
235
47
53
96
103
119
134
220
260
52
14
20
345
531
487
200
209
114
53
67
153
49
228
137
277
19
344
171
173
62
172
92
98
83
44
126
152

ID
.----

89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
i33

EDG_ID
-----

175
122
229
165
73
96
195
184
72
283
353
428
127
411
96
79
52
104
25
109
27
33
54
221
244
153
111
27
73
206
37
127
39
233
155
32
52
66
62
23
162
199
165
43
172
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TABLE 83. Area Featu e Tar ble (TILEREF COveraae).

?able
lame:
lame:
h.me:

:D
-----

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Definition:
<ID> <Row Identifier> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: P
~ILE_NAME> <Tile Name> Type: T Count: 12 KeyType: N
<FAC_ID><FaceprimitiveID> me: T Count:1 Key-e: N

TILE_NAME FAC_ID
-------.---- --------

GKNA 2
3

HKDA 4
5

HJAN 6
HJDN 7

8
HJAK 9
HJDK 10
GJNG 11
HJAG 12
HJDG 13

14
HJAD 15

15 HJDD 26

TABLE 84. Coveraae Attribute Table (BROWSE librarvl..

Table
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:

ID
-----

,

Definition:
<ID> <ROW Identifier> Type: I Count: 1 Key~e: N
<COVERAGE_NAME> <Coverage name> Type: T Count: 8 Keywpe: P
cDESCRIPTION> <Coverage description> Type: T Count: 50 KeyType: N
dEVE’L> <Topology level> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType:N

COVERAGE_NAME DESCRIPTION LEVEL
------------- --------- --------------------------- -------------- -----

I 1 COA Coastlines/countries 3
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TABLE 85. Geo~c Reference Table (J3R0~SE lfiraw) .

Table
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name :
Name :
N
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:

ID: 1

Definition:
<ID> *OW Identifier> Type: I Count: 1 Key~pe: P
@ATA_TYPE> ~ta me> Type: T Count: 3 Xey~e: N
<UNITS> <Units> Type: T Count: 3 KeyType: N
<ELLIPSOID> <Ellipsoid> Type: T Count: 15 KeyType: N
<ELLIPSOID_DETAIL> cEllipsoid Details> Type: T Count: 50 KeyType: N
d7ERT_DATU1._REF> <Datum Vertical Reference> Type: T Count: 15 KeyType:

<VERT_DATUM_CODE> <Vertical Datum Code> Type: T Count: 3 XeyType: N
<SOUND_DATUW -Sounding Datum= Type:T Count: 15 KeyType: N
<SOUND_DATUM_CODE> <Vertical Datum Code> Type: T Count: 3 KeyType: N
<GEO_DATUM_UQ.fE> <Datum Geodetic Name> me: T Count: 15 KeyType: N
<GEO_DATUM_CODE> <Datum Geodetic Code> Type: T Count: 3 KeyType: N
<PROJECTION_NAME> <Projection Name> Type: T Count: 20 Key~e: N

DATA_TYPE: GEO
UNITS: DE
ELLIPSOID: WGS 84
ELLIPSOID_DETAIL: WGE 6378137,B.6356752 Meters
VERT_DATUM_REF: KEAN SEA LEVEL
VERT_DA~CODE: 015
SOUND_DATUM: MEAN SEA LEVEL
SOUND_DA~CODE: 015
GEO_DATUM_NAME: WGS 84
GEO_DA~CODE: WGE
PROJECTION NAMl?:
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TABLE 86. ~arv He@~ e (BROWSE .

Table Definition:
Name: <ID> <Row Identifie- Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: P
Name: <PRODUCT.TYPE> <Product Type> Type: T Count: 12 KeyType: N
Name: <LIBRARY_NAMG <Name> Type: T Count: 12 KeyType: N
Name: ~ESCRIPTION> <Description of the library> Type: T Count: 100 KeyType: N
Name: dlATA_STRUCT_CODG~ ata Structure Cede> Type: T Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: <SCALE> <Denominator of the representative fraction> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: +OURCE_SERIES> <Seri~ Type: T Count: 15 KeyType: N
Name: ~OURCE_lD> <Identifier of the source reference> Type: T Count: 30 KeyType: N
Name: <SOURCE_ED!TION> <Edition number of the source> Type: T Count: 20KeyType: N
Name: <SOURCE_NAME> <Name of Iiirary source> Type: T Count: 100 KeyType: N
Name <SOURCE_DATE> <Source Date> Type: D Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: <SECURITY_CLASS> <Security Classifiition> Type: T Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name <DOWNGRADING> <Downgrading> Type: T Count: 3 KeyType: N
Name: <DOWNGRADING_DATE> <Date> Type: D Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: <RELEASABILITY> <Releasability> Type: T Count: 20KeyType: N

ID: 1
PRODUCT_TYPE: DNC
LIBRARY_NAME: BROWSE
DESCRIPTION: The BROWSE library contains data which supports overview displays at a global
soale
DATA_STRUCT_CODE: 8
SCALE: 31000000
SOURCE_SERIES: ORG COMPILATION
SOURCE_lD: NIA
SOURCE_EDITION: ONE
SOURCE_NAME: ORIGINAL COMPILATION
SOURCE_DATE: 00/00/1 99200:00:00
SECURflY_CIASS: U
DOWNGRADING: NO
DOWNGRADING_DATE: 00/00/0000 00:00:00
RELEASABILITY: DoD

TABLE 87. .

Table Definition:
Nanw dD> <Row ID> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: P
Name: <FEATURE_CLASS> <Name of Feature Class> Type: T Count: 8 KeyType: N
Nanw <TABLE1> +irst Tabfe> Type: T Count: 12 KeyType: N
Name: <TABLEl_KEY> <Column Name in First Table> Type: T Count: 24 KeyType: N
Name: <TABLE2> <Secxmd Table> Type: T Count: 12 KeyType: N
Name: <TABLE2_KEY> <CoJumn Name in Second Table> Type: T Count: 24 KeyType: N

ID: 1
FEATURE_CLASS : LIMBNDYA
TABLE1 : LIMBNDYA .AFT
TABLEl_KEY : ID
TABLE2 : LIMBNDYA .AJT
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r~u32_KxY : LIMBNDYA .~_ID

ID: 2
FEATURE_CLASS: LIMBNDYA
rABLEl: LIMBNDYA .AJT
rABLEl_KEY: FAC.ID
rABLE2: FAC
rABLE2_KEY: ID

ID: 3
FEATURE_CLASS : LINBNDYA
X’ARLE1: FAC
TAJ3LEl_KEY: ID
TABLE2: LINBNDYA .AJT
TABLE2_KIX: FAC_ID

ID: 4
FEATURE_CWS : LIMBNDYA
TABLE1: LINBNDYA .AJT
TABLEl_KEY : LIMBNDYA .AFT_ID
TABLE2 : LIMBNDYA .AFT
TABLE23EY : ID

ID: 5
FEATURE_CLASS : LIMBNDYA
TAEILE1: LIMBNDYA .AFT
TABLEl_KEY : ID
TABLE2 : LIMBNDYA .NJT
TABLE2_XEY : FEATURE_ID

ID: 6
FEATURE.CLASS : LIMBNDYA
TABLE1 : LI~NDYA .NJT
TABLEl_KEY : RAT_ID
TABLE2 : NoTES .RAT
TABLE2_KEY : ID

ID: 7
FEATUFIE_CLASS: LINBNDYA
TABLE1 : NOTES .RAT
TABLEl_lIEY: ID
TABLE2 : LIMENDYA .NJT
TABLE2JEY : RAT_ID

ID: 8
FEATURE_CLASS : LIMENDYA
TABLE1: LIMBNDYA .NJT
TumEl_KEY: FEA-_ID
TABLE2: LIMBNDYA. AFT
TABLE2_KEY : ID

TABLE 87. F-ture class s~MIKLM?lP (l,IM coveraae )- Cent inued.
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ID: 9
~TURE_CIJ=S: LIMBNDn
TABLE1: LIMBNDYL. LFT
TABLEl_KEY: ID
TABLE2 : LIMBNDYL .LJT
TABLE2~ : LIMBNDYL .LFT_ID
ID: 10
FEATURE_CL?U= : LIMBNDYL
TABLE1 : LIMBNDYL .LJT
TABLEl_KEY : EDG_ID
TABLE2 : EDG
TABLE2_KEY : ID

ID: 11
FEATURE_CLASS : LIMBNDYL
T~T~ l : ~

TABLEl_KEY : ID
TABLE2 : LIMBNDYL .LJT
TABLE2_KEY : EIK_ID

ID: 12
FEATURE_CLASS : LIMBNDYL
TABLE1 : LIMBNDYL .LJT
TABLEl_KEY : LIMBNDYL .LFT_ID
TABLE2 : LIMBNDYL .LFT
TABLE2_KEY : ID

ID: 13
FEATURE_CLASS : LIMBNDYL
TABLE1 : LINBNDYL .LFT
TABLEl_KEY : ID
TABLE2 : LIMBNDYL .NJT
TABLE2_KEY : FEATURE_ID

ID: 14
FEATURE_CLASS : LINBNDYL
TABLE1 : LIMBNDYL .NJT
TABLEl_KEY : RAT_ID
TABLE2 : NOTES .RAT
TABLE2_KEY : ID

ID: 15
FEATURE_CLAsS : LIMBNDYL
TABLE1 : NOTES .RAT
TABLEl_KEY : ID
TABLE2 : LIMBNDYL .NJT
TABLE2_KEY : RAT_ID

1
TABLE 87. - cent inued.
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ID: 16
FEATURE_CLASS: LINBNDYL
TABLE1: LI?4BNDYL.NJT
TABLEl_KEY : FEATURE.ID
TABLE2: LIMBNDYL .LFT
I-I-..-*l-ae-, . .R

TA3LE 87. e class s- Table (LIM cowraael - Continued.

Table Definition:
Name: 40> <Row ID> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: P
Name: <F_CODG <FACC Code> Type: T Count: 5 KeyType: N VDT: <CHAR.VDT> TDX:

<LIMBNDA1 .ATI>
Name: &OD> <Certainty of Delineation> Type: S Count: 1 KeyType: N VDT: 4NT.VDT3
Name: <HOC> <Hydrographic Origin Category> Type: S Count: 1 KeyType: N VDT: 4NT.VDT>
Name: <MAC> <Maritime Area Category> Type: S Count: 1 KeyType: N VDT: -dNT.VDT>
Name: <NAM> <Name> Type: T Count: 70 KeyType: N
Name: 4PS> <Operational Status> Type: S Count: 1 KeyType: N VDT: 4JT.VDT>
Name: <PBV> <Pilot Boarding Vehicle> Type: S Count: 1 KeyType: N VDT: 4NT.VDT>
Name: <PRG <Produot Category> Type: S Count: 1 KeyType: N VDT: 4NT.VDT>
Name: <LEG <Usage> Type: S Count: 1 KeyType: N VDT .cINT.VDT>

ID: 1
F_CODE : FC036
COD : -32767
HOC : -32767
MAC: 43
NAN: NIA
OPS : -32767
PBV: -32767
PRO : 0
USE: 999

ID: 2
F_CODE: FC036
COD: -32767
HOC: -32767
WC: 43
NAM: N/A
3PS: -32767
PBV: -32767
PRO: 0
USE: 999
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ID: 3
F_CODE: FC021
COD: 1
HOC: 4
MAc: 30
NAM: DUMPING AREA CAUTION
OPS: 1
PBV: O
PRO: 33
USE : -32767

ID: 4
F_CODE: FC021
COD: 1
HOC: 4
MAc: 30
NAM: EXPLOSIVES DUMPING AREA
OPS: 1
PBV: O
PRO: 33
USE : -32767

ID: 5
F_CODE: FC021
COD: 1
HOC: 4
NAc: 30
NAM: EXPLOSIVES DUNPING AREA
OPS: 1
PBV: O
PRO: 33
USE : -32767

ID: 6
F_CODE: FC021
COD: 1
HOC: 4
KAc: 30
NAM: EXPLOSIVES DUMPING AREA
OPS: 2

‘ PBV: O
PRO: 33
USE : -32767

TABLE 88. ~ - continued.
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ID: 7
F_CODE: FC021
COD: 1
HOC: 4
MAc: 30
NAM: EXPLOSIVES DUMPING AREA
OPS: 1
PBV: o
PRO: 33
USE : -32767

ID: 8
F_CODE: FC021
COD: 1
HOC: 4
NAc: 30
NAM: EXPLOSIVES DUMPING AREA
OPS: 1
PBV: o
PRO: 33
USE : -32767

ID: 9
F_CODE: FC021
COD: 1
HOC: 4
MAc: 30
NAN: EXPLOSIVES DUMPING AREA
OPS: 1
PBV: O
PRO: 33
USE : -32767

ID: 10
F_CODE: FC021
COD: 1
HOC: 4
MAc: 999
NAM: DUW SITE

* OPS: 1
PBV: O
PRO: 130
USE : -32767

TABLE 88. Area Fxure Table (J,IMBNIYA.AFT) - Continued.
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ID: 11
F_CODE: FC021
COD: 1
HOC: 4
MAc: 999
NAM: DUMP SITE
OPS: 2
PBV: 0
PRO: 130
‘USE: -32767

ID: 12
F_CODE: FC021
COD: 1
HOC: 4
MAc: 999
NAM: DUMP SITE
OPS: 1
PBV: O
PRO: 130
USE : -32767

ID: 13
F_CODE: FC021
COD: 1
HOC: 4
MAc: 999
NAM: DUMP SITE
OPS: 2
PBV: O
PRO: 130
USE : -32767

ID: 14
F_CODE: FC021
COD: 1
HOC: 4
MAc: 999
NAM: DUMP SITE
OPS: 1
PBV: o
PRO: 130
USE : -32767

T~LE 88. ~ - continued.
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ID: 15
F_CODE: FC021
COD: 1
HOC: 4
MAc: 30
NAM: DUMP SITE
OPS: 2
PBV: O
PRO: 13
USE : -32767

ID: 16
F_CODE: FC021
COD: 1
HOC: 4
MAc: 999
NAM: DUMP SITE
OPS: 2
PBV: O
PRO: 130
USE : -32767

ID: 17
F_CODE: FC021
COD: 1
HOC: 4
MAc: 999
NAM: DUMP SITE
OPS: 1
PBV: O
PRO: 130
USE: -32767

ID: 18
F_CODE: FC021
COD: 1
HOC: 4
MAc: 999
NAM: DUMP SITE
OPS: 1
PBV: o
PRO: 130
USE : -32767

TABLE 88. ~ - continued.
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ID: 19
F_CODE: FC021
COD: 1
Hoc: 4
MAc: 30
NAM: DUMP SITE
OPS: 2
PBV: O
PRO: 130
USE: -32767

ID: 20
F_CODE: FC021
COD: 1
HOC: 4
MAc: 30
NAM: DUMP SITE
OPS: 2
PBV: O
PRO: 13
USE: -32767

ID: 21
F_CODE: FC021
COD: 1
HOC: 4
MAc: 999
NAM: DUMF SITE
OPS: 2
PBV: o
PRO: 130
USE : -32767

TABLE 88. Area Feature Tab le (LT].!SIQ~YA‘AF’~)- Continued..-.—-------
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TABLE 89. ea Join Table (LIMJ3NDYA.AJT) .

‘able Definition:
Jame: 40> <Row ID> Type: 1Count: 1 KeyType: P
Jame: <TILE_lCb <Tile Referenoe ID> Type: S Count: 1 KeyType: N TDX: <LIMBNDA1 .JTl>
Jame: <FAC_lD> <Primitive ID> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType:N TDX: <LIMBNDA2.JTI>
&me: <LIMBNDYA.A~_lD> <Feature Table ID> Type: 1Count: 1 KeyType: N TDX:

dlMBNDA3.JTl>

‘D TILE.ID FAC_ID LIMBNDYA .AFT_ID
.------- ---------- ------ ------ ---

1 7 2 10
2 7 3 11
3 9 2 13
4 9 3 14
5 9 4 15
6 9 5 16
7 9 6 17
8 10 2 12
9 10 3 1

10 10 4 2
11 10 5 3
12 10 6 4
13 12 2 18
14 12 3 5
15 12 4 19
16 12 5 6
17 12 6 20
18 12 7 21
19 12 8 7
20 12 9 8
21 12 10 9
22 13 2 18
23 13 3. 6

.
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TABLE 90. Notes Join Table (LIMBNDYA, NJT~ .

Table Definition:
Name: <ID> <Row ID> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: P
Name: &EATURE_ID> <Feature ID> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: -d?AT_ID><Related Attribute ID> Type: I Count: 1 KeyW’pe: N

ID FEATURE_ID W+T_ID
----- ---------- ------

1 1 1
2 2 1
3 15 2
4 18 2
5 19 2
6 20 2
“ -. .

TABLE 91. Notes Related Attriht~ ~IIM coveraae ).

Table Definition:
Name: <ID> <Row ID> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: P
Name: <TEXT> <Feature Notes> Type: T Count: ● KeyType: N

IID: 1
TEXT: NOTE C AREA TO BE AVOIDED All vessels carrying cargoes of oil or
hazardous materials and all other vessels of more than 1,000 gross tons should
avoid the area (MSC IMO XLIII/18) .

ID: 2
TEXT: NOTE S Regulations for Ocean Dumping Sites are contained in 40 CFR,
Parts 220-229. Additional information concerning the regulations and
requirements for use of the sites may be obtained from Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). See U.S. Coast Pilots appendix for addresses of EPA, offices.
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TABLE 92.
#.

ter Value D~tl On Table (LIM covers .

Table Definition:
Name: 4D><RowlD> Type: lCount:l KeyType:P
Name: <TABLG <Feature Claas Table Name> Type: T Count: 12 KeyType: N
Name: cAITRIBUTE> dttribute Name> Type: T Count: 10 KeyType: N
Name: <VALUE> 4tribute Value> Type: T Count:5 KeyType: N
Name: <DESCRIPTION> 4Wibute Value Description> Type: T Count: 50 KeyType: N

ID: 1
TABLE : LIMBNDYA .AFT
ATTRIBUTE : F_CODE
VALUE: FC021
DESCRIPTION: Maritime Limit Boundary

ID: 2
TABLE : LIMBNDYA .AFT
ATTRIBUTE : F_CODE
VALUE: Fc036
DESCRIPTION: Restricted Area

ID: 3
TABLE: MARITIMA .AFT
ATTRIBUTE : F_CODE
VALUE: FC031
DESCRIPTION: Maritime Area

ID: 4
TABLE: ROUTEA .AFT
ATTRIBUTE : F_CODE
VALVE: Fc165
DESCRIPTION: Route (Maritime

ID: 5
TAMS : SEPARTNA .AFT
ATTRIBUTE: F_CODE
VALUE: FC041
DESCRIPTION: Traffic Separation Scheme

ID: 6
TABLE: LIMBNDYL .LFT
k’M’RIBUTE: F_CODE
VALUE: FC021
DESCRIPTION: Maritime Limit Boundary

ID: 7
TABLE : LIMBNDYL .LFT
ATTRIBUTE: F_CODE
VALUE: FC036
DESCRIPTION: Restricted Area

TSS
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ID: 8
TABLE: MARITIME. LFT
ATTRIBUTE : F.CODE
VALUE : FC031
DESCRIPTION: Maritime Area

ID: 9
TABLE : ROUTEL .LFT
ATTRIBUTE: F_CODE
VALUE: FC165
DESCRIPTION: Route (Maritime)

ID: 10
TABLE: SEPARTNL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: F_CODE
VALUE: FC041
DESCRIPTION: Traffic Separation Sdwrne (Tss,

ID: 11
TABLE: LIMBNDYP.PFT
ATTRIBUTE: F_CODE
VALUE: FC021
DESCRIPTION: Maritime Limit Boundary

ID: 12
TABLE: LIMBNDYP.PFT
ATTRIBUTE: F_CODE
VALUE: Fc036
DESCRIPTION: Restricted Area

ID: 13
TABLE: MARITIMP.PFT
ATTRIBUTE: F_CODE
VALUE: FC031
DESCRIPTION: Maritime Area

ID: 14
TABLE: ROUTEP.PFT
ATTRIBUTE: F_CODE
VALUE: Fc165
DESCRIPTION: Route (Maritime)

ID: 15
TABLE: SEPARIWP.PFT
ATTRIBUTE: F_CODE
VALUE: FC041
DESCRIPTION: Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS)

TABLE 92. character Value Description Table (LIM coveraae) -Continued.
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TAELE 93.
. .

eaer vE&le r)esrr~~n Table (1,~ coveraae ).

Table Definition:
Name: <ID> <Row ID> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: P
Name: <TABLG <Feature Cleaa Table Name> Type: T Count: 12 KeyType: N
Name: dllRIBUTE> Attribute Name> Type: T Count: 10 KeyType: N
Name: <VALUG 4Wibute Value> Type: S Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: <DESCRIPTION> ~ttribute Value Description> Type: T Count: 50 KeyType: N

ID: 1
TABLE : LIMBNDYA .AFT
A’M’RIBUTE: COD
VALUE : 1
DESCRIPTION: Limits and Info Known

ID: 2
TABLE : LIMBNDYA .AFT
ATTRIBUTE : COD
VALUE : 2
DESCRIPTION: Limits and Info Unknown

ID: 3
TABLE: LIMBNDYA .AFT
ATTRIBUTE : HOC
VALUE : 4
DESCRIPTION: Man-made

ID: 4
TABLE: LIFfENDYA.AFT
ATTRIBUTE : HOC
VALUE: 5
DESCRIPTION: Natural

ID: 5
TABLE: LIMBNDYA .AFT
ATTRIBUTE : MAC
VALUE: 15
DESCRIPTION: Anchoring Prohibit ed

ID: 6
TABLE: LIMBNDYA.AFT
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 20
DESCRIPTION: Submarine cable Area

ID: 7
I’ABLE: LIMBNDYA.AFT
kTTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 21
DESCRIPTION: Pipeline Area
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[D: 8
rABLE: LIMBNDYA. AFT
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
mlAJE: 22
ASCRIPTION: Fishing Prohibited

[D: 9
I’ABLE:LIMBNDYA.AF’I’
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
LTALUE:23
DESCRIPTION: Cable and Pipeline Area

ID: 10
l’ABLE:LIM8NDYA.AFT
kT1’RIBUTE:MAC
W&UE: 26
DESCRIPTION: Unsurveyed Area

ID: 11
TABLE: LIMBNDYA.AFT
Fi’M’RIBUTE:MAC
VALUE: 30
DESCRIPTION: Dumping Ground for Hazardous Materials

ID: 12
TABLE: LI~NDYA.A.FT
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 31
DESCRIPTION: Incineration Area

ID: 13
TABLE: LIMBNDYA.AFT
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 32
DESCRIPTION: Oil Field

ID: 14
TABLE: LIMBNDYA.AFT
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 33
DESCRIPTION: Gas Field

ID: 15
TABLE: LIK8NDYA.AFT
AlTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 37
DESCRIPTION: Safety Zone

TABLE 93. teaer Valw Ikscrlptlon
,.

Tabl_ (~ covera~ - Continued.
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ID: 16
TABLE: LIMBNDYA .AFT
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 43
DESCRIPTION: Areas to be avoided

ID: 17
TABLE: LIMBNDYA. AFT
?J’M’RIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 48
DESCRIPTION: Pilot Boarding Area

ID: 18
l’ABLE: LIFEWDYA .AFT
4’ITRIBUTE: MAC
JALUE: 999
DESCRIPTION: Other

[D: 19
I’ABLE: LIMBNDYA .AFT
41TRIBUTE: OPS
ULUE : 1
DESCRIPTION: Operational

[D: 20
HIBLE: LIMBNDYA .AFT
iTTRIBUTE: OPS
mLuE : 2
DESCRIPTION: Non-Operational

ID: 21
I’ABLE: LIMBNDYA .AFT
4TTRIBUTE: PBV
?ALUE: 1
DESCRIPTION: By boat

[D: 22
rABLE: LIMBNDYA .AFT
4’lTRIBUTE: PBV
TALUE: 2
E3CRIPTION: By helicopter

[D: 23
rABLE: LIMBNDYA .AFT
kTTRIBUTE: PRO
rALuE: 0
ASCRIPTION: Unknown

TABLE 93. Value llescrl~tlon
.,

eaer Table (l,IM coveraue) - Cent inued.
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ID: 24
TABLE : LIMBNDYA .AFT
ATTRIBUTE : PRO
VALUE : 3
DESCRIPTION: Ammunition

ID: 25
TABLE: LIMBNDYA. AFT
ATTRIBUTE: PRO
VALUE: 13
DESCRIPTION: Chemical

ID: 26
TABLE: LIMBNDYA.AFT
ATTRIBUTE: PRO
VALUE: 33
DESCRIPTION: Explosives

ID: 27
TABLE: LIMBNDYA.AFT
AlTRIBUTE: PRO
VALUE: 38
DESCRIPTION: Gas

ID: 28
TABLE: LIMBNDYA.AFT
ATTRIBUTE: PRO
VALUE: 39
DESCRIPTION: Gasoline

ID: 29
TABLE: LINBNDYA.AFT
ATTRIBUTE: PRO
VALUE: 67
DESCRIPTION: Oil

ID: 30
TABLE: LIMBNDYA.AFT
ATTRIBUTE: PRO
V.kLUE:82
DESCRIPTION: Radioactive Material

ID: 31
TABLE: LIMBNDYA.AFT
ATTRIBUTE: PRO
VALUE: 116
DESCRIPTION: Water

TABLE 93. VEilUf2IkSCrlDtlOn!,
r Tabl~ (l,IMcovera~ - Continued.
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ID: 32
TABLE : LIMBNDYA .AFT
ATTRIBUTE: PRO
VALUE: 130
DESCRIPTION: None

ID: 33
TABLE: LIMBNDYA. APT
A’M’RIBUTE:USE
VALUE: 51
DESCRIPTION: Telegraph

ID: 34
TABLE: LIMBNDYA. AFT
ATTRIBUTE: USE
VALUE: 52
DESCRIPTION: Telephone

ID: 35
TAELE: LIMBNDYA.AFT
ATTRIBUTE: USE
VALUE: 53
DESCRIPTION: Power

ID: 36
l’ABLE:LIMENDYA.AF’T
ATTRIBUTE: USE
VALUE: 999
DESCRIPTION: Other

ID: 37
l’ABLE:MARITINA.AFT
ATTRIBUTE: ATN
lAIJJE:1
DESCRIPTION: Marked

[D: 38
I’ABLE:MARITIMA.AP’r
WTRIBUTE: ATN
?ALUE: 2
DESCRIPTION: Unmarked

ID: 39
TABLE: MARITIMA.AFT
ATTRIBUTE: COD
VALUE: 1
DESCRIPTION: Limits and Info Known

TABLE 93. Table (UM coveraae) - Continued.
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TABLE 93.
.,

eaer Value DeScwtlm Table W coverati - Continued.
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ID: 48
TABLE: MARITIMA .AFT
IA’ITRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE : 5
DESCRIPTION: Prohibited Shipping Area / Entry Prohibited

ID: 49
TABLE: MARITIME. AFT
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 9
DESCRIPTION: Work in Progress Area

ID: 50
TABLE: MARITIMA.AFT
ATTRIBUTE: M A C

V A LUE: 40
DESCRIPTION: Roundabout Zone (TSS)

ID: 51
TABLE: MARITIMA.AFT
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 41
DESCRIPTION: Inshore Traffic Zone (TSS)

ID: 52
TABLE: MARITIMA.AFT
KTTRIBUTE: MAS
VALUE: 1
DESCRIPTION: Maintained

ID: 53
I’ABLE:MARITIMA.APT
VITRIBUTE: MAS
?ALVE: 2
DESCRIPTION: Not Maintained

[D: S4
l’ABLE:MARITIMA.AFT
WI’RIBTJTE:TSP
7ALUE: 3
X2SCRIPTION: Separation Zone Area

ID: 55
TABLE: MARITIMA.AFT
ATTRIBUTE: WPC
VALUE: 1
DESCRIPTION: I.andReclamation

TABLE 93. Value J)escrl~tlon
.,

es-r Tab le (LIM coveraae) - Continued.
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. . - Continued.
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ID: 64
TABLE: LIMBNDYL. LFT
ATTRIBUTE: COD
VALUE: 1
DESCRIPTION: Limits and Info Known

ID: 65
TABLE: LIMBNDYL. LFT
ATTRIBUTE: COD
VALUE: 2
DESCRIPTION: Limits and Info Unknown

ID: 66
TABLE: LINBNDYL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: HOC
VALUE: 4
DESCRIPTION: Man-made

ID: 67
TABLE: LIMBNDYL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: HOC
VALUE: 5
DESCRIPTION: Natural

ID: 68
‘1’ABLE:LIMBNDYL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 20
DESCRIPTION: Submarine Cable Area

ID: 69
HiBLE: LIMBNDYL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
W+LUE: 21
DESCRIPTION: Pipeline Area

ID: 70
I’ABLE:LIMBNDYL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
?ALuE: 23
DESCRIPTION: Cable and Pipeline Area

ID: 71
TABLE: LIMBNDYL.LFT
,ATTRIBU’lT:MAC
VALUE: 26
DESCRIPTION: Unsurveyed Area

- TAELE 93. - Continued.
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ID: 72
!I’ABLE: LIMBNDYL .LFT
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 30
DESCRIPTION: Dumping Ground for Hazardous Materials

ID: 73
TABLE: LIMBNDYL.LFT
AlTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 31
DESCRIPTION: Incineration Area

ID: 74
TABLE: LIMBNDYL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 32
DESCRIPTION: Oil Field

ID: 75
TABLE: LIMBNDYL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 33
DESCRIPTION: Gas Field

ID: 76
TABLE: LIMBNDYL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 48
DESCRIPTION: Pilot Boarding Area

ID: 77
TABLE: LIMBNDYL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 999
DESCRIPTION: Other

ID: 78
TABLE: LIKBNDYL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: MEL
VALUE: 6
DESCRIPTION: Territorial Waters-Limit of Sovereignty

ID: 79
TABLE: LIMBNDYL.LPT
ATTRIBUTE: MBL
VALUE: 7
DESCRIPTION: Territorial Waters Baseline

TABLE 93. DescrQtlon
. .
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ID: 80
rABLE: LIKBNDYL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: OPS
VALUE: 1
DESCRIPTION: Operational

ID: 81
X’ABLE:LIMBNDYL.LFT
L’I’TRIBUTE:OPS
VALUE: 2
DESCRIPTION: Non-Operational

ID: 82
TABLE: LIMBNDYL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: PBV
VALUE: 1
DESCRIPTION: By boat

ID: 83
TABLE: LIMBNDYL.LFT
A’TTRIBU’IZ:PBV
VALUE: 2
DESCRIPTION: By helicopter

ID: 84
TABLE: LINBNDYL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: PRO
VALUE: O
DESCRIPTION: Unknown

ID: 85
TABLE: LIMBNDYL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: PRO
VALUE: 3
DESCRIPTION: Ammunition

ID: 86
TABLE: LIMBNDYL.LFT
ATI’RIBUTB:PRO
VALUE: 13
DESCRIPTION: Chemical

ID: 87
TABLE: LIMBNDYL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: PRO
VALUE: 33
DESCRIPTION: Explosives

TABLE 93. tea-r Valu~ Descrl~tlon
.,
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ID: 96
TABLE: LIMBNDYL .LFT
ATTRIBUTE : USE
VALUE: 53
DESCRIPTION: Power

ID: 97
TABLE: LIMBNDYL .LFT
ATTRIBUTE : USE
VALUE: 999
DESCRIPTION: Other

ID: 98
TABLE: MARITIML .LFT
ATTRIBUTE: ATN
VALUE: 1
DESCRIPTION: Marked

ID: 99
TABLE: MARITIML .LFT
ATTRIBUTE: ATN
VALUE: 2
DESCRIPTION: Unmarked

ID: 100
rABLE: MARITIML .LFT
hTTRIBU’TE: COD
JALUE: 1
3ESCRIP’TION:Limits and Info Known

[D: 101
l’ABLE:MARITIML .LFT
4TTRIBUTE: COD
nLuE : 2
DESCRIPTION: Limits and Info Unknown

[D: 102
PABLE: MARITIME. LFT
~T’X’RIBUTE: DAT
ULLUE: 26
ASCRIPTION: Information as of

:D: 103
‘ABLE: MARITIME. LFT
kTTRIBUTE: EXS
‘AWE: 1
U2SCRIPTION: Definite

TABLE 93. er Value Descrlptlon
. .
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ID: 104
TABLE: KARITIML .LFT
ATTRIBUTE: EXS
VALUE: 3
DESCRIPTION: Reported

ID: 105
TABLE: M.ARITIML.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: IAS
VALUE: 1
DESCRIPTION: Approved

ID: 106
TABLE: MARITIME. LFT
A’M’RIBUTE:IAS
VALUE: 2
DESCRIPTION: Not Approved

ID: 107
TABLE: MARITINL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 2
DESCRIPTION: Dredged Channel / Dredged Area

ID: 108
TABLE: MARITINL.LPT
A’ITRIBUTE:MAC
VALUE: 4
DESCRIPTION: Mine Danger Area

ID: 109
TABLE: MARITIML.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 5
DESCRIPTION: Prohibited Shipping Area / Entxy Prohibited

ID: 110
TABLE: MARITIML.LM’
AlTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 9
DESCRIPTION: Work in Progress Area

ID: 111
TABLE: MARITIML.LFT
AlTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 40
DESCRIPTION: Roundabout Zone (TSS)

T~LE 93. Va.11~ coveri3ae\
,.

er - continued.
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[D: 112
W3LE : MARITIML .LFT
$TTRIBUTE: MAC
7ALUE: 41
INSCRIPTION: Inshore Traffic Zone (TSS)

[D: 113
PABLE: MARITIME. LFT
1’ITRIBUTE:MAS
UUJJ12:1
DESCRIPTION: Maintained

[D: 114
I’ABLE:MARITIME. LFT
klTRIBUTE: MAS
JALUE: 2
DESCRIPTION: Not Maintained

ID: 115
TABLE: MARITIME. LFT
A’M’RIBUTE:TSP
VALUE: 2
DESCRIPTION: Outer Boundary

ID: 116
l’ABLE:MARITIME. LFT
Al’TRIBUTE:WPC
VALUE: 2
DESCRIPTION: Construction of Structures

ID: 117
TABLE: ROUTEL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: ATN
VALUE: 1
DESCRIPTION: Marked

ID: 118
TABLE: ROUTEL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: ATN
VALUE: 2
DESCRIPTION: Unmarked

ID: 119
TABLE: ROUTEL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: EXS
VALUE: 22
DESCRIPTION: One-Way

TABLE 93. 17escrlDt~
.,
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D: 120
IABLE, ROUTEL.LFT
TTRIBUTE: 32=
‘ALUE:23
description: TVo-way

D: 121
‘ABLE:ROUTEL.LFT
,TTRIBUTE: HDI
‘ALUE: 9
DESCRIPTION: Depth Known by Other Than Wire

:D: 122
‘ABLE: ROUTEL.LF’r
kTTRIBUTE: HDI
viLuE: 12
DESCRIPTION: Depth Unknown

[D: 123
PABLE: ROUTEL.LFT
iTTRIBUTE: RT’T
TALUE: 2
DESCRIPTION: Recommended track for other than deepdraft vessels

[D: 124
rABLE: ROUTEL.LFT
~T1’RIBUTE:RTT
rALuE: 3
INSCRIPTION: Recommended track for deep draft vessels

[D: 125
rABLE: ROUTEL.LFT
i’ITRIBUTE:RTT
7ALUE: 5
ASCRIPTION: Transit Route

[D: 126
rABLE: SEPARTNL.LFT
!-HT’RIBUTE:IAS
i?ALuE:1
DESCRIPTION: Approved

ID: 127
TABLE: SEPARTNL.LFT
ATTRIBUTE: IAS
VALUE: 2
DESCRIPTION: Not Approved

TABLE 93.
. .
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ID: 128
TABLE: SEPARTNL .LFT
ATTRIBUTE: TSP
VALUE: 2
DESCRIPTION: Outer Boundary

ID: 129
TABLE: SEPARTNL .LFT
ATTRIBUTE: TSP
VALUE: 4
DESCRIPTION: Separation Zone Line

ID: 130
r=u: LIMBNDYP.PFT
KTTRIBUTE: MAC
!rALuE:15
DESCRIPTION: Anchoring Prohibited

[D: 131
I’ABLE:LIMBNDYP.PFT
4TTRIBUTE: NAC
7ALUE: 22
DESCRIPTION: Fishing Prohibited

[D: 132
PABLE: LIMBNDYP.PFT
~TTRIBUTE: MAC
7ALUE: 37
DESCRIPTION: Safety Zone

[D: 133
VLBLE: LIMBNDYP.PFT
LTTRIBUTE: MAC
ram: 43
DESCRIPTION: Area to be Avoided

:D: 134
rABLE: LIMBNDYP.PFT
4’M’RIBUTE:MAc
?ALUE: 48
DESCRIPTION: Pilot Boarding Area

ID: 135
TABLE: LIMBNDYP.PFT
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 999
DESCRIPTION: Other

TABLE 93. Value Descrlntlon
,.
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ID: 144
TABLE: MARITIMP .PFT
ATTRIBUTE: MAC
VALUE: 5
DESCRIPTION: Prohibited Shipping Area / Entry Prohibited

ID: 145
I’ABLE:MARITIME. PFT
MT’RIBU’E: MAC
VALUE: 40
DESCRIPTION: Roundabout Zone (TSS)

ID: 146
I’ABLE:MARITIMP.PFT
ATTRIBUTE: MAS
VALUE: 1
DESCRIPTION: Maintained

ID: 147
TABLE: MARITIMP.PFT
ATTRIBUTE: TSP
VALUE: 1
DESCRIPTION: Arrow

ID: 148
l’ABLE:MARITIMP.PFT
ATI’RIBUTE:TSP
VALUE: 5
DESCRIPTION: Separation Zone Point

ID: 149
I’ABLE:ROUTEP.PFT
AlTRIBUTE: R’IT”
VALUE: 13
DESCRIPTION: Recommended Direction of Traffic Flow

ID: 150
rABLE: SEPARTNP.PFT
VITRIBUTE: IAS
VALUE: 1
DESCRIPTION: Approved

ID: 151
TABLE: SEPARTNP.PFT
ATTRIBUTE: IAS
VALUE: 2
DESCRIPTION: Not Approved

TABLE 93. teaer Value Descr\~tlon
.,
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ID: 152
TABLE : SEPARTNP .PFT
ATTRIBUTE : TSP
VALUE : 1

TABLE 94. Feature Class Attribute Table (LIM coveraae) .
Table Definition:
Name: dD><RowlD> Type: lCount:l KeyType:P
Name: <FCL4SS> <Feature Class Name> Type: TCount:8KeyType:U
Name: <TYPE> <Feature Ciass Type> Type: TCount:l KeyType:N
Name: cDESCR> <Feature Class Description> Type: T Count: “ KeyType: N

ID: 1
FCLASS : LIMBNDYA
TYPE: A
DESCR: Limit Boundary

ID: 2
FCL2&S: MARITIMA
TYPE: A
DESCR: Maritime Areas

ID: 3
FCLASS: ROUTEA
TYPE: A
DESCR: Route Areas

ID: 4
FCLASS: SEPARTNA
TYPE: A

Areas

DESCR: Separation Areas

ID: 5
FCLASS : LIMBNDYL
TYPE : L
DESCR: Limit Boundary Lines

ID: 6
FCLASS : MARITIML
TYPE: L
DESCR: Maritime Lines
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[D: 7
?cLASS: ROUTEL
l’YPE: L
>ESCR: Route Lines ID: 8
FCLASS: SEPARTNL
IYPE: L
3ESCR: Separation Lines

ID: 9
FcLASS: LIMBNDYP
I’YPE:P
DESCR: Limit Boundary Points

ID: 10
FCLASS: MARITIMP
TYPE: P
DESCR: Maritime Points

ID: 11
FCLASS: ROUTEP
TYPE: P
DESCR: Route Points

ID: 12
FCLASS: SEPARTNP
TYPE: P
DESCR: Separation Points

—

TABLE 94. Feature class AttdMt- Table (J,IMcoveraae~ - Continued.
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TABLE 95. ~.

‘able Definition:
lame: <ID> <Row ID> Type: 1 Count: 1 KeyType: P
lame: <PRIM_lD> <Primitive ID> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: N
lame: <TILEID> <Tile Referenoe ID> Type: S Count: 1 KeyType: N TDX: <FACFIT1 .Hl>
&me: <FC_lD> <Feature Class ID> Type: 1Count: 1 KeyType: N TDX: <FACFlT2.Fh
lame: &EATURE_lD> <Feature ID> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: N

‘D PRIM_ID TILE_ID FC.ID FEATURE_ID
----- ------- ------- ----- ----------

1 2 7 1 10
2 3 7 1 11
3 2 9 1 13
4 3 9 1 14
5 4 9 1 15
6 5 9 1 16
7 6 9 1 17
8 2 10 1 12
9 3 10 1 1
10 4 10 1 2
11 5 10 1 3
12 6 10 1 4
13 2 12 1 18
14 3 12 1 5
15 4 12 1 19
16 5 12 1 6
17 6 12 1 20
18 7 12 1 21
19 8 12 1 7
20 9 12 1 8
21 10 12 1 9
22 2 13 1 18
23 3 13 1 6
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TABLE 96. ~tv Node T-e (FCR coveraae. tile GJND ).

Table Definition:
Name: <lD><Rowlb Type: lCount:l KeyType:P
Name: <CONTAINING_FACE> <Foreign Key to Face Table> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: <FIRST_EDGE> <Foreign Key to Edge Table (null)> Type: X Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: <COORDINATE> 4oordinate of Node> Type: C Count: 1 KeyType: N

ID CONTAINING_FACE FIRST_EDGE
----- ------------- -- -------.--

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

COORDINATE
------------------------

(-75.621017,
(-75.613991,
(-75.624588,
(-75.614906,
(-75.578033,
(-75.566589,
(-75.493271,
(-75.487999,
(-75.482750,
(-76.656609,
(-76.047752,
(-76.035400,
(-76.067184,
(-76.587822,
(-76.395523,
(-76.548210,
(-75.808258,
(-76.412537,
(-76.015900,
(-76.028259,
(-76.406387,
(-76.275963,
(-76.302475,
(-76.431297,
(-76.610695,
(-76.620407,
(-76.603661,
(-76.611610,
(-76.542885,
(-76.533180,
(-76.544762,

35.913723)
35.901527)
35.897240)
35.886475)
35.816120)
35.806774)
35.668743)
35.659386)
35.639961)
35.381500)
35.377773)
35.374870)
35.368416)
35.366974)
35.340000)
35.328655)
35.177292)
35.077507)
35.073334)
35.071178)
35,065910)
34.999775)
34.985313)
34.819256)
34.717709)
34.713360)
34.706787)
34.703884)
34.663757)
34.662289)
34.620064)
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TABLE 97. .

rable Definition:
Name:
~ame:
Wne:
Name:

[D
-----

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
3-I
38

<ID> <Row ID> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: P
<CONTAlNlNG_FAC6 <Null oolum~ Type: X Count: 1 Key Type: N
<FlRST_EDG6 <Foriegn Key to Edge table> Type: 1Count: 1 KeyType: N
<COORDINATE> <Node x and y location> Type: C Count: 1 KeyType: N

CONTAINING_FACE FIKST_EIYGE COORDINATE
-------- ------- ---------- ---_-- -------------- ----

1
1
2
3
4
5
8
7
9
12
10
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
22
23
24
26
27
28
29
34
20
31
35
32
37
36
38
39
40
41
42
50

(-76.682999,
(-75.724709,
(-75.695251,
(-75.688568,
(-75.658348,
(-75.000000,
(-75.939995,
(-76.682999,
(-75.642799,
(-75.562187,
(-75.586731,
(-76.682999,
(-76.682999,
(-76.682999,
(-76.068169,
(-76.410057,
(-76.682999,
(-76.364342,
(-76.275993,
(-75.699867,
(-76.682999,
(-76.530022,
(-76.682999,
(-75.999313,
(-76.044540,
(-76.080490,
(-76.428391,
(-76.036873,
(-76.067741,
(-76.682999,
(-76.129501,
(-76.153053,
(-76.258011,
(-76.263695,
(-76.682999,
(-76.207153,
(-76.319107,
(-76.332199,

36.000000)
36.000000)
36.000000)
36.000000)
36.000000)
36.000000)
35.970375)
35.938274)
35.837349)
35.801792)
35.799744)
35.502422)
35.492249)
35.415573)
35.405346)
35.346630)
35.341675)
35.335648)
35.313805)
35.218925)
35.162468)
35.148819)
35.144127)
35.078228)
35.066784)
35.066425)
35.065540)
35.062855]
35.045845)
35.028908)
35.002449)
34.992039)
34.977470)
34.969795)
34.950218)
34.942383)
34.850117)
34.845810)
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39 43 (-76.682999, 34.767570)
40 44 (-76.489479, 34.751442)
41 46 (-76.608307, 34.682129)
42 .47 (-76.535240, 34.678097)
43 48 (-76.590057, 34.675552)
44 49 (-76.536140, 34.637466)
45 51 (-75.000000, 34.583000)

#
TABLE 97. Connected Node Table (ECR coveraae, tile GJND ) - Continued.

TABLE 98. .

Table
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:

ID: 1
3TART_

Definition:
<ID> <ROW ID> Type: I Count: 1 Key~pe: P
-G3TART_NODE> <Start/Left Node> me: I Count: 1 KeyType: N _
<END_NODE> <End/Right Node> ~pe: I Count: 1 KeyType: N
<RIGHT_FACE> <Right Face> Type: K Count: 1 KeyType: N
<LEFT_FACE> <Left Face> Type: K Count: 1 KeyType: N
~IGHT_EDGE> <Right Edge from End Node> Type: K Count: 1 Key~pe: N
<LEFT_EIXE> <Left Edge from Start Node> Wpe: K Count: 1 KeyType: N
<COORDINATES> <Coordinates of Edge> me: C Count: * KeyType: N

NODE: 1
END_NODE: 2
?IGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: 0)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 1, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_EZEE: (id: 6, tile: O, exid: 0)
LEFT_~E: (id: 7, tile: O, exid: ())
COORDINATES: (-76.682999,36.000000)

(-75.724709,36.000000)

ID: 2
START_NODE: 2
END_NODE: 3
RIGHT_FACE:
LEFT_FACE:
RIGHT_EDGE:
LEFT_EDGE:
COORDINATES

(id: 3, tile: O, exid: O)
id: 1, tile: O, exid: O)
(id: 6, tile: O, exid: O)
id: 1, tile: O, exid: O)
(-75.724709,36.000000)
(-75.695251,36.000000)
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‘ID:3
START_NODE: 3
I@D_NODE: 4
~RIGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
‘LEFT_FACE: (id: 1, tile: O, exid: O)
iRIGHT_~E: (id: 11, tile:. O, exid: O)
LEF’_EDGE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-75.695251,36.000000)

(-75.688568,36.000000)

ID: 4
START_NODE: 4
END_NODE: 5
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 4, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 1, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_EDGE: (id: 11, tile: O, exid: O)
~LEFT_EDGE: (id: 3, tile: 11, exid: 111)
COORDINATES: (-75.688568,36.000000)

(-75.658348,36.000000)

ID: 5
START_NODE: 5
END_NODE: 6
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 1, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_EDGE: (id: 51, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_EDGE: (id: 4, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-75.658348,36.000000)

(-75.000000,36.000000)

ID: 6
START_NODE: 2
END_NODE: 3
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 3, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_ED2E: (id: 3, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT-E: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
,COORDINATES: (-75.724709,36.000000)

● I
(-75.720421,35.998920)
(-75.708244,35.997810)
(-75.695366,35.998447)
(-75.695251,36.000000)

TABLE 98. - Continued.
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[D: 7
;TART_NODE: 8
~_NODE : 1
lightface: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
-_FACE: (id: 1, tile: O, exid: O)
{IGHT_EDGE: (id: 1, tile: O, exid: O)
JEFT_EDGE: (id: 13, tile: O, exid: O)
X)ORDINATES: (-76.682999,3.5.938274)

(-76.682999,36.000000)

[D: 8
YIXRT_NODE: 7
IND_NODE: 7
tIGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
JEF’I_FACE:(id: 6, tile: O, exid: O)
~IGHT_EDGE: (id: 8, tile: O, exid: O)
=_EDGE: (id: 8, tile: O, exid: O)
DORDINATES: (-75.939995,35.970375)

(-75.944977,35.965706)
(-75.944931,35.958733)
(-75.932671,35.944256)
(-75.923332,35.938480)
(-75.920464,35.937912)
(-75.914749,35.940262)
(-75.900513,35.952526)
(-75.874092,35.963680)
(-75.869843,35.970669)
(-75.869881,35.977058)
(-75.874199,35.981689
(-75.884941,35.978550
(-75.905510,35.968105
(-75.905693,35.980392
(-75.912689,35.977261
(-75.937126,35.970387
(-75.939995,35.970375

D: 9
lTART_NODE: 9
ZQD_NODE: 9
QGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: o)
IEFT_FACE: (id: 7, tile: O, exid: O)
JGHT_EDGE: (id: 9, tile: O, exid: O)
EFT_EDGE: (id: 9, tile: O, exid: O)
‘~RDINATES: (-75.642799,35.837349)

(-75.635651,35.837963)
(-75.629250,35.845554)
(-75.631470,35.857182)
(-75.637970,35.866467)
(-75.640160,35.873440)

TABLE 98. 13dae Table (17CR tile
.

coveraae, GLTND) Centinued.
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(-75.639450,35.874603]
(-75.624344,35.861866)
(-75.620049,35.862469)
(-75.618668,35.871201)
(-75.636726,35.897301)
(-75.641075,35.906006)
(-75.642517,35.907745)
(-75.642548,35.911816)
(-75.646141,35.914707)
(-75.650429,35.913525)
(-75.665421,35.907066)
(-75.669014,35.908794)
(-75.665535,35.925671)
(-75.682037,35.931995)
(-75.697807,35.935417)
(-75.706429,35.939453)
(-75.724350,35.943443
(-75.729347,35.941681
(-75.734314,35.934685
(-75.730690,35.927727
(-75.709114,35.910954
(-75.705460,35.899338
(-75.683838,35.874416)
(-75.649979,35.840229)
(-75.642799,35.837349)

[D: 10
;TART_NODE: 11
ZND_NODE: 11
tIGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
XFT_FACE: (id: 8, tile: O, exid: O)
tIGHT_EDGE: (id: 10, tile: O, exid: O)
JEFT_EDGE: (id: 10, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-75.586731,35.799744)

(-75.583893,35.803833)
(-75.586777,35.807312)
(-75.590363,35.807880)
(-75.595352,35.804367)
(-75.592461,35.799721)
(-75.586731,35.799744)

[D: 11
3TART_NODE: 5
END_NODE: 4
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 4, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_EDGE: (id: 4, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_EDGE: (id: 5, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-75.658348,36.000000)
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(-75.639351,35.974602)
(-75.617714,35.947960)
(-75.605423,35.928829)
(-75.592400,35.906208)
(-75.585144,35.890537)
(-75.569221,35.862099)
(-75.560524,35.845261)
(-75.548248,35.827267)
(-75.536285,35.802868)
(-75.535164,35.795300)
(-75.538742,35.794704)
(-75.555267,35.804531)
(-75.572556,35.821926)
(-75.589157,35.843975)
(-75.602203,35.870106)
(-75.605957,35.898594)
(-75.613922,35.914261)
(-75.616814,35.918316)
(-75.619713,35.924702)
(-75.639893,35.946705)
(-75.668686,35.972153)
(-75.683083,35.985458)
(-75.685280,35.993580)
(-75.688568,36.000000)

[D: 12
;TART_NODE:10
ZNl_NODE:10
?lGHT_FACE:(id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
~EFT_FACE:(id: 9, tile: O, exid: O)
lIGHT_EWE: (id: 12, tile: O, exid: O)
~EFT_ElX3E:(id: 12, tile: O, exid:
X30RDINATES: (-75.562187,35.801792

(-75.560860,35.796886
(-75.554840,35.793606
(-75.553482,35.799603
(-75.558167,35.802879
(-75.562187,35.801792

[D: 13
3TART_NODE: 12
ZND_NODE: 8
?IGHT_FACE: (id: 5, tile: O, exid:

o)

o)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 1, tile: O, exid: O)
lIGHT_EDGE: (id: 21, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_EDGE: (id: 14, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-76.682999,35.502422)

(-76.682999,35.938274)
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LD: 14
;TART_NODE: 13
~_NODE: 12
lightface: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
.E~_FACE: (id: 1, tile: O, exid: O)
~IGHT_EDGE: (id: 21, tile: O, exid: O)
.EFI_EDGE: (id: 15, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-76.682999,35.492249)

(-76.682999,35.502422)

[D: 15
;TART_NODE: 14
2ND_NODE: 13
lightface: (id: 11, tile: O, exid:
J2FT_FACE: (id: 1, tile: O, exid: 0,
{IGHT_EDGE: (id: 17, tile: O, exid:
JilFT_EDGE:(id: 19, tile: O, exid: I
COORDINATES: (-76.682999,35.415573)

(-76.682999,35.492249)

[D: 16
;T~T_NODE: 15
ZND_NODE: 15

o)

o)
)

lightface: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: C)
JEFT_FACE: (id: 12, tile: O, exid: O)
lIGHT_EDGE: (id: 16, tile: O, exid: O)
.EFTEDGE: (id: 16, tile: O, exid: O)
>OOtiINATES: (-76.068169,35.405346

(-76.072853,35.405354
(-76.076889,35.401524
(-76.077568,35.397141
(-76.068855,35.397129
(-76.065498,35.400959
(-76.068169,35.405346)

[D: 17
;TART_NODE: 14
ZNDJIODE: 13
lightface: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
L~FT_FACE: (id: 11, tile: O, exid: O)
?IGHT_EDGE: (id: 14, tile: O, exid: O)
=_EDGE: (id: 15, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-76.682999,35.415573)

(-76.670822,35.411346)
(-76.665825,35.414295)
(-76.659416,35.419586)
(-76.661835,35.429855)
(-76.642517,35.431107)
(-76.626129,35.426941)
(-76.642906,35.423721)
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(-76.650978,35.417900)
(-76.654526,35.413204)
(-76.653061,35.407356)
(-76.629387,35.399265)
(-76.594269,35.391804)
(-76.579208,35.387768)
(-76.566322,3,5.387825)
(-76.569962,35.397175)
(-76.583244,35.410530)
(-76.592659,35.428043)
(-76.594193,35.444416)
(-76.592133,35.459045)
(-76.593575,35.460796)
(-76.591209,35.476643)
(-76.599129,35.484207)
(-76.610603,35.487667)
(-76.617775,35.490559)
(-76.623543,35.496380)
(-76.626457,35.504551)
(-76.633652,35.510365)
(-76.647247,35.509724)
(-76.682999,35.492249)

ID: 18
START_NODE: 16
END_NODE: 16
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
~LEFT_FACE: (id: 13, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_EDGE: (id: 18, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_EDGE: (id: 18, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-76.410057,35.346630)

(-76.407204,35.347225)
(-76.405052,35.347237)
(-76.403633,35.349586)
(-76.406517,35.352501)
(-76.410080,35.349556)

I
(-76.410057,35.346630)

ID: 19
START_NODE: 17
END_NoDE: 14
RIGIiT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 1, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT-E: (id: 17, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_EDGE: (id: 24, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-76.682999,35.341675)

(-76.682999,35.415573)
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[D: 20
START_NODE: 18
ZND_NODE: 18
?IGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
XFT_FACE: (id: 15, tile: O, exid: O)
?IGHT_EDGE: (id: 20, tile: O, exid
JZFT’_EDGE:(id: 20, tile: O, exid:
COORDINATES: (-76.364342,35.335648

(-76.356384,35.342133
(-76.347641,35.343422
(-76.343666,35.346016

o)
o)

(-76.347427,35.348064)
(-76.361725,35.344784)
(-76.366707,35.343445)
(-76.368309,35.339550)
(-76.364342,35.335648)

[D: 21
;TART_NODE: 8
ZND_NODE: 12
lightface: (id: 5, tile: O, exid: O)
LEF’I_FACE:(id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
?IGHT_EDGE: (id: 13, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_EDGE: (id: 7, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-76.682999,35.938274)

(-76.680702,35.938282)
(-76.672821,35.937153)
(-76.627007,35.937347)
(-76.546051,35.949108)
(-76.516014,35.954464)
(-76.450256,35.970428)
(-76.431114,35.977680)
(-76.413971,35.984726)
(-76.403954,35.985348)
(-76.401794,35.983032)
(-76.394600,35.977833)
(-76.385918,35.962181)
(-76.384354,35.941269)
(-76.395035,35.931339)
(-76.394302,35.929600)
(-76.381592,35.928154)
(-76.370705,35.933765)
(-76.351418,35.939659)
(-76.338524,35.938549)
(-76.322739,35.932808)
(-76.316986,35.928761)
(-76.296204,35.924194)
(-76.290482,35.925964)
(-76.281868,35.921932)
(-76.280502,35.920109)
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(-76.273056,35.918949
(-76.266708,35.917652
(-76.263535,35.915066
(-76.258942,35.905788
(-76.256393,35.913120
(-76.257973,35.916348)
(-76.262718,35.923450)
(-76.278603,35.924118)
(-76.287331,35.928646)
(-76.296844,35.935108)
(-76.320702,35.942856)
(-76.319290,35.946346)
(-76.312080,35.953541)
(-76.295761,35.964298)
(-76.267691,35.977203)
(-76.235031,35.987797)
(-76.215721,35.991364)
(-76.173508,35.995605)
(-76.140572,35.993420)
(-76.124107,35.993488)
(-76.108345,35.991230)
(-76.081856,35.991924)
(-76.055344,35.986805)
(-76.038841,35.981064)
(-76.025162,35.968918)
(-76.021523,35.958477)
(-76.022903,35.950336)
(-76.029320,35.946819)
(-76.042213,35.947929)
(-76.057327,35.960068)
(-76.064438,35.953068)
(-76.065819,35.944340)

(-76.060745,35.934483)
(-76.064262,35.920841)
(-76.051422,35.931618)
(-76.046425,35.933380)
(-76.039230,35.923851)
(-76.027107,35.935783)
(-76.019951,35.935818)
(-76.014191,35.930027)
(-76.016281,35.920715)
(-76.020515,35.911976)
(-76.028328,35.900894)
(-76.036110,35.886906)
(-76.039619,35.875256)
(-76.056755,35.868202)
(-76.070358,35.864399)
(-76.083260,35.867256)
(-76.088264,35.865490)
(-76.087532,35.862579)
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(-76.068146,35.853352)
(-76.063812,35.850716)
(-76.063004,35.836170)
(-76.066551,35.830338)
(-76.066498,35.822769)
(-76.060730,35.815224)
(-76.057083,35.804760)
(-76.053307,3,5.772743)
(-76.054718,35.769241)
(-76.059723,35.768059)
(-76.064034,35.770954)
(-76.080490,35.769135)
(-76.089104,35.772594)
(-76.090523,35.771423)
(-76.086914,35.763027)
(-76.069740,35.763683)
(-76.056808,35.756165)
(-76.053223,35.758762)
(-76.045288,35.749477)
(-76.042381,35.741329)
(-76.042343,35.736084)
(-76.049522,35.738968)
(-76.055916,35.731365)
(-76.058014,35.723198)
(-76.060310,35.703644)
(-76.054344,35.708641)
(-76.045769,35.711006)
(-76.040733,35.706367)
(-76.038475,35.688297)
(-76.041298,35.681873)
(-76.063499,35.683529)
(-76.077812,35.683472)
(-76.092064,35.684433)
(-76.102165,35.685116)
(-76.113632,35.686821)
(-76.121544,35.693783)
(-76.123383,35.700771)
(-76.130898,35.700741)
(-76.139496,35.702454)
(-76.152412,35.707062)
(-76.171791,35.700291)
(-76.167732,35.697243)
(-76.154388,35.702190)
(-76.147354,35.700089)
(-76.140884,35.692837)
(-76.126717,35.693707)
(-76.122925,35.684444)
(-76.105965,35.675667)
(-76.102814,35.674034)
(-76.087067,35.674099)
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(-76.078461,35.671803)
(-76.072739,35.672409)
(-76.057701,35.672474)
(-76.039009,35.658554)
(-76.026176,35.667355)
(-76.016998,35.688972)
(-76.004295,35.717594)
(-76.000862,35.741505)
(-75.993118,35.763092)
(-75.990326,35.775341)
(-75.990601,35.820179)
(-75.986420,35.838818)
(-75.990799,35.851604)
(-75.994469,35.866138)
(-75.985901,35.869663)
(-75.989586,35.887100)
(-75.987450,35.888851)
(-75.983902,35.894104)
(-75.969772,35.896393)
(-75.955872,35.905689)
(-75.943993,35.923927)
(-75.924049,35.923176)
(-75.918289,35.917969)
(-75.922951,35.909512)
(-75.903908,35.906979)
(-75.897423,35.900612)
(-75.897362,35.890724)
(-75.894493,35.889572)
(-75.885216,35.894264)
(-75.875183,35.892559)
(-75.865799,35.879803)
(-75.863647,35.879814)
(-75.861519,35.882149)
(-75.866592,35.892597)
(-75.884521,35.898338)
(-75.912788,35.927261)
(-75.912804,35.930172)
(-75.906837,35.935127)
(-75.889656,35.935200)
(-75.871796,35.924557)
(-75.861069,35.92634,6)
(-75.856697,35.930103)
(-75.848106,35.930141)
(-75.845947,35.927826)
(-75.834465,35.923805)
(-75.819466,35.928516)
(-75.841705,35.936562)
(-75.858192,35.940563)
(-75.872513,35.940502)
(-75.876823,35.943390)

.
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(-75.874695,35.946888)
(-75.866127,35.949825)
(-75.862564,35.952168)
(-75.856911,35.964977)
(-75.859856,35.977745)
(-75.859879,35.981812)
(-75.819695,35.966293)
(-75.795181,35.937920)
(-75.781502,35.924606)
(-75.773499,35.903706)
(-75.767731,35.897331)
(-75.755501,35.886913)
(-75.752541,35.871223)
(-75.741631,35.843338)
(-75.731552,35.834068)
(-75.732933,35.826496)
(-75.723534,35.811398)
(-75.721306,35.798599)
(-75.726250,35.787514)
(-75.730453,35.772934)
(-75.728981,35.765369)
(-75.729591,35.747887)
(-75.720909,35.733356)
(-75.718018,35.729286)
(-75.714363,35.716480)
(-75.711357,35.693752)
(-75.717041,35.686150)
(-75.728462,35.680851)
(-75.740631,35.680801)
(-75.741402,35.689545)
(-75.747894,35.697685)
(-75.762238,35.702286)
(-75.774376,35.696987)
(-75.780746,35.685299)
(-75.777840,35.678314)
(-75.769249,35.678352)
(-75.763504,35.674873)
(775.762741,35.667877)
(-75.760559,35.661472)
(-75.756218,35.654488)
(-75.744705,35.645203)
(-75.734573,35.626572)
(-75.746445,35.617653)
(-75.745224,35.613106)
(-75.752037,35.605358
(-75.765900,35.599594
(-75.770912,35.599571
(-75.781937,35.595455
(-75.782295,35.587849
(-75.780853,35.585518
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(-75.780800,35.577927)
(-75.783646,35.574413)
(-75.800819,35.573170)
(-75.809387,35.569630)
(-75.840866,35.567162)
(-75.840179,35.571255)
(-75.832184,35.574593)
(-75.813461,35.579788)
(-75.816650,35.587116)
(-75.818825,35.590614)
(-75.822411,35.592350)
(-75.842407,35.584675)
(-75.856720,35.583447)
(-75.862465,35.586342)
(-75.870430,35.602070)
(-75.874115,35.618401)
(-75.868401,35.620758)
(-75.864861,35.627777)
(-75.872032,35.628914)
(-75.883514,35.633533)
(-75.887077,35.631187)
(-75.885620,35.627689)
(-75.882690,35.616032)
(-75.886192,35.603172)
(-75.898705,35.596203)
(-75.895416,35.589706)
(-75.883919,35.583332)
(-75.884598,35.577492)
(-75.895279,35.568104)
(-75.913132,35.560436)
(-75.919540,35.555153)
(-75.920212,35.548141)
(-75.910904,35.548180)
(-75.913033,35.544666)
(-75.923027,35.539948)
(-75.942322,35.534611)
(-75.950890,35.S30483)
(-75.952980,35.521126)
(-75.957977,35.518768)
(-75.969467,35.525146)
(-75.971603,35.523972)
(-75.972992,35.516953)
(-75.986603,35.518063)
(-75.989449,35.514545)
(-75.976532,35.509338)
(-75.963608,35.503548)
(-75.960709,35.497715)
(-75.964256,35.492439)
(-75.983551,35.486511)
(-75.997101,35.478271)
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(-76.002045,35.467728)
(-75.998375,35.453121)
(-76.000496,35.449017)
(-76.013351,35.443115)
(-76.019768,35.438992)
(-76.014626,35.417366)
(-76.018196,35.416767)
(-76.025322,3,5.411472)
(-76.032478,35.410858)
(-76.036079,35.413769)
(-76.037544,35.420197)
(-76.034698,35.423134)
(-76.035431,35.425472)
(-76.046898,35.427765)
(-76.054794,35.430656)
(-76.061279,35.437649)
(-76.064140,35.437637)
(-76.069092,35.428253)
(-76.061920,35.425945)
(-76.059746,35.421276)
(-76.066879,35.417732)
(-76.071159,35.414791)
(-76.078270,35.407150)
(-76.081100,35.401875)
(-76.083908,35.392498)
(-76.078163,35.389011)
(-76.073868,35.389030)
(-76.067406,35.386127)
(-76.065956,35.383209)
(-76.068100,35.382614)
(-76.080185,35.369099)
(-76.092354,35.368462)
(-76.110199,35.360775)
(-76.128792,35.357769)
(-76.135971,35.360081)
(-76.140976,35.359474)
(-76.140938,35.353031)
(-76.136620,35.350124)
(-76.145172,35.343060)
(-76.146561,35.336025)
(-76.134010,35.332073)
(-76.147255,35.332508)
(-76.160133,35.331284)
(-76.165161,35.334190)
(-76.165947,35.345901)
(-76.176697,35.347610)
(-76.183151,35.349926)
(-76.191010,35.346966)
(-76.201744,35.346336)
(-76.211067,35.348637)
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(-76.221794,35.348007)
(-76.231110,35.349140)
(-76.236877,35.355556)
(-76.238350,35.362576)
(-76.241257,35.369591)
(-76.247719,35.373077)
(-76.253479,35.377735)
(-76.238235,35.393951)
(-76.256386,35.385334)
(-76.261375,35.381802)
(-76.259163,35.371273)
(-76.253357,35.357830)
(-76.257614,35.351368)
(-76.269035,35.346054)
(-76.285530,35.351254)
(-76.299133,35.352367)
(-76.305595,35.355267)
(-76.306328,35.358192)
(-76.304207,35.361713)
(-76.294907,35.362926)
(-76.284142,35.358871)
(-76.282028,35.364151)
(-76.285637,35.368820)
(-76.291359,35.368793)
(-76.306442,35.376343)
(-76.313629,35.381580)
(-76.313683,35.389191)
(-76.316574,35.393860)
(-76.329468,35.395561)
(-76.335213,35.399048)
(-76.339539,35.403713)
(-76.346039,35.413048)
(-76.348892,35.411282)
(-76.344536,35.401352)
(-76.340919,35.395512)
(-76.344444,35.386131)
(-76.344376,35.375011)
(-76.341484,35.370338)
(-76.342186,35.367996)
(-76.338531,35.356300)
(-76.342056,35.353809)
(-76.351410,35.354488)
(-76.357864,35.356804)
(-76.375061,35.359657)
(-76.385788,35.357857)
(-76.388634,35.354332)
(-76.392921,35.353142)
(-76.400887,35.368332)
(-76.415230,35.370487)
(-76.407394,35.376961)
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(-76.395927,35.377132)
(-76.362930,35.365566)
(-76.355072,35.368233)
(-76.362328,35.384888)
(-76.370941,35.387779)
(-76.382393,35.387142)
(-76.388878,35.395309)
(-76.392242,35.407963)
(-76.389397,35.410900)
(-76.378586,35.409641)
(-76.380058,35.422894)
(-76.384392,35.429375)
(-76.388382,35.431007)
(-76.394867,35.437416)
(-76.403763,35.448704)
(-76.407722,35.451958)
(-76.415726,35.454288)
(-76.416420,35.450191)
(-76.413513,35.443184)
(-76.406998,35.430927)
(-76.414124,35.425632)
(-76.418427,35.426785)
(-76.421989,35.424431)
(-76.422668,35.417992)
(-76.437584,35.398617)
(-76.446846,35.392139)
(-76.452568,35.390945)
(-76.457603,35.395607)
(-76.449028,35.419506)
(-76.457657,35.403801)
(-76.462997,35.399387)
(-76.474861,35.407238)
(-76.480576,35.406044)
(-76.481270,35.402531)
(-76.479103,35.399612)
(-76.473305,35.387932)
(-76.467499,35.373905)
(-76.471764,35.369205)
(-76.478203,35.369179)
(-76.491135,35.376148)
(-76.501938,35.387810)
(-76.502693,35.389969)
(-76.501480,35.404362)
(-76.506180,35.398605)
(-76.509743,35.396252)
(-76.515465,35.395058)
(-76.526962,35.402618)
(-76.532738,35.410198)
(-76.532784,35.417805)
(-76.527100,35.425438)
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(-76.511360,35.426674)
(-76.514244,35.430172)
(-76.544350,35.435894)
(-76.558731,35.446945)
(-76.558754,35.451042)
(-76.555222,35.458076)
(-76.545944,35.463379)
(-76.528038,35.481503)
(-76.533043,3”5.480896)
(-76.539925,35.476368)
(-76.548828,35.466873)
(-76.555283,35.468014)
(-76.566780,35.475571)
(-76.570442,35.488415)
(-76.579796,35.497143)
(-76.586281,35.504131)
(-76.586304,35.507053)
(-76.584160,35.508232)
(-76.583458,35.510574)
(-76.577003,35.508846)
(-76.551231,35.508369)
(-76.532600,35.505527)
(-76.526161,35.506138)
(-76.508972,35.504456)
(-76.498955,35.504498)
(-76.495522,35.491478)
(-76.493652,35.502529)
(-76.485672,35.508205)
(-76.470726,35.511036)
(-76.471558,35.519051)
(-76.470650,35.523590)
(-76.470261,35.540676)
(-76.456680,35.552605)
(-76.452026,35.556698)
(-76.462791,35.561325)
(-76.483360,35.576248)
(-76.487640,35.573311)
(-76.484039,35.570408)
(-76.478294,35.566929)
(-76.477493,35.552330)
(-76.483177,35.546463)
(-76.516296,35.531307)
(-76.523445,35.530109)
(-76.527756,35.531841)
(-76.549255,35.536427)
(-76.560699,35.534626)
(-76.581314,35.538815)
(-76.622818,35.536884)
(-76.649872,35.550690)
(-76.653488,35.555931)
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(-76.658516,35.558830)
(-76.662079,35.556480)
(-76.662758,35.550049)
(-76.648781,35.539513)
(-76.640869,35.533123)
(-76.636513,35.523205)
(-76.643150,35.521759)
(-76.658859,35.514679)
(-76.680359,35.502712)
(-76.682999,35.502422)

D: 22
TART_NODE: 19
ND_NODE: 19
IGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
EFT_FACE: (id: 16, tile: O, exid: 0)
IGHT_EDGE: (id: 22, tile: O, exid: O)
EFT_EDGE: (id: 22, tile: O, exid: O)
ORDINATES: (-76.275993,35.313805)

(-76.270271,35.315002)
(-76.273918,35.326115)
(-76.281143,35.336044)
(-76.284721,35.336613)
(-76.288292,35.334843)
(-76.288223,35.323715)
(-76.281006,35.314369)
(-76.275993,35.313805)

D: 23
TART_NODE: 20
ND_NODE: 20
IGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: 0, exid: 0)
EFT_FACE: (id: 10, tile: O, exid: O)
IGHT_EDGE: (id: 23, tile: O, exid: O)
EFT_EDGE: (id: 23, tile: O, exid: O)
ORDINATES: (-75.699867,35.218925)

(-75.709816,35.2071S0)
(-75.721237,35.202408)
(-75.730530,35.200024)
(-75.732666,35.197666)
(-75.730133,35.192982)
(-75.716919,35.197731)
(-75.691925,35.207813)
(-75.655479,35.219112)
(-75.631912,35.227421)
(-75.619041,35.229824)
(-75.604042,35.235165)
(-75.S81856,35.237015)
(-75.570412,35.237652)
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(-75.531021,35.234886)
(-75.516724,35.238464)
(-75.513176,35.243172)
(-75.513214,35.249622)
(-75.514671,35.253719)
(-75.513367,35.274830)
(-75.509354,35.321724)
(-75.502342,35.345768)
(-75.494598,35.366295)
(-75.485451,35.392677)
(-75.484467,35.465809)
(-75.480995,3S.483952)
(-75.474701,35.507359)
(-75.474739,35.514374)
(-75.469147,35.535431)
(-75.468491,35.545948)
(-75.467102,35.552963)
(-75.467148,35.559975)
(-75.464432,35.583927)
(-75.463051,35.592106)
(-75.464554,35.603775)
(-75.463928,35.618370)
(-75.466125,35.626534)
(-75.476334,35.656830)
(-75.478554,35.669071)
(-75.485146,35.692955)
(-75.486710,35.714520)
(-75.491798,35.727905)
(-75.494720,35.737801)
(-75.508469,35.761047)
(-75.512802,35.766853)
(-75.518532,35.767998)
(-75.527107,35.765629)
(-75.516533,35.754513)
(-75.515762,35.746105)
(-75.514015,35.731308)
(-75.511055,35.725407)
(-75.513138,35.705082)
(-75.508751,35.690525)
{-75.499390,35.681812)
(-75.486443,35.671371)
(-75.477356,35.648838)
(-75.474129,35.614998)
(-75.476585,35.607220)
(-75.475494,35.584446)
(-75.473923,35.564537)
(-75.475883,35.550694)
(-75.487473,35.520222)
(-75.487061,35.485718)
(-75.494286,35.456532)
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(-75.495110,35.444851)
(-75.492180,35.426365)
(-75.505630,35.371490)
(-75.520287,35.352718)
(-75.520050,35.314064) ‘
(-75.517700,35.280670)
(-75.519081,35.273045)
(-75.524788,35.270092)
{-75.532669,3”5.271233)
(-75.534088,35.268295)
(-75.562714,35.267586)
(-75.573448,35.266953)
(-75.592072,35.268635)
(-75.599915,35.263912)
(-75.602051,35.261559)
(-75.611320,35.255657’
(-75.629829,35.238575
(-75.645515,35.228539
(-75.668365,35.219055
(-75.681992,35.223103
(-75.684883,35.227783
(-75.692039,35.226585
(-75.699867,35.218925

D: 24
TART_NODE: 21
ND_NODE: 17
:IGHT_FACE: (id: 14, tile: O, exid: O)
JZFT_FACE: (id: 1, tile: O, exid: O)
.IGHT+EDGE: (id: 25, tile: O, exid: O)
EFTJDGE: (id: 27, tile: O, exid: O)
‘ORDINATES: (-76.682999,35.162468)

(-76.682999,35.341675)

D: 25
:TART_NODE: 21
ND_NODE: 17
UGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
SFT_FACE: (id: 14, tile: O, exid: O)
UGHT_EDGE: (id: 19, tile: O, exid: O)
AEFT_EDGE: (id: 24, tile: O, exid: O)
X30RDINATES: (-76.682999,35.162468)

(-76.680435,35.162270)
(-76.676865,35.163460)
(-76.671875,35.167004)
(-76.667625,35.175240)
(-76.657654,35.183498)
(-76.654800,35.184097)
(-76.640457,35.180637)
(-76.628288,35.180687)
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(-76.616158,35.187191)
(-76.601913,35.198402)
(-76.594063,35.203129)
(-76.587631,35.204330)
(-76.586212,35.207268)
(-76.595566,35.214855)
(-76.599159,35.216599)
(-76.598457,35.218948)
(-76.593452,35.219555)
(-76.584831,35.214901)
(-76.574043,35.207321)
(-76.572601,35.205566)
(-76.551804,35.198612)
(-76.543930,35.198647)
(-76.533844,35.188126)
(-76.528107,35.186390)
(-76.525993,35.192268)
(-76.526741,35.197544)
(-76.517487,35.206387)
(-76.519653,35.209309)
(-76.523956,35.211048)
(-76.533989,35.212769)
(-76.546921,35.219753)
(-76.561256,35.223213)
(-76.569115,35.219658)
(-76.570557,35.221413)
(-76.566643,35.226414)
(-76.574928,35.234882)
(-76.579247,35.237797)
(-76.580688,35.240139)
(-76.574249,35.240749)
(-76.567810,35.240780)
(-76.547760,35.239689)
(-76.500389,35.219364)
(-76.492523,35.220570)
(-76.494713,35.227596)
(-76.499023,35.231098)
(-76.510506,35.235741)
(-76.521278,35.241562)
(-76.526329,35.247990)
(-76.524910,35.249752)
(-76.510551,35.242779)
(-76.506493,35.249775)
(-76.497704,35.251820)
(-76.490089,35.260395)
(-76.487984,35.266853)
(-76.479195,35.265778)
(-76.472023,35.264046)
(-76.468460,35.265820)
(-76.471344,35.269329)
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(-76.468536,35.279305)
(-76.472168,35.287495)
(-76.476486,35.291580)
(-76.481491,35.289799)
(-76.484322,3S.285099)
(-76.486465,35.283916)
(-76.486435,35.279228)
(-76.492882,3.5.279785)
(-76.498634,35.284451)
(-76.501564,3S.295574)
(-76.498779,35.307892)
(-76.494507,35.312008)
(-76.484489,35.312054)
(-76.480919,35.314411)
(-76.481651,35.316753
(-76.498138,35.320198
(-76.528923,35.320656
(-76.531769,35.317711
(-76.532448,35.311852
(-76.525970,35.305431
(-76.535271,35.304810
(-76.539543,35.301273)
(-76.539482,35.291313)
(-76.541611,35.288376)
(-76.543129,35.301846)
(-76.553200,35.310005)
(-76.551788,35.314114)
(-76.546791,35.316479)
(-76.549683,35.319981)
(-76.553268,35.321724)
(-76.576195,35.324554)
(-76.576225,35.329826)
(-76.604881,35.332634)
(-76.612022,35.330261)
(-76.616272,35.323215)
(-76.616196,35.310326)
(-76.621887,35.304443)
(-76.619713,35.299763)
(-76.598007,35.298771)
(-76.599556,35.296967)
(-76.612267,35.295685)
(-76.618637,35.289841)
(-76.624603,35.280991)
(-76.643211,35.279739)
(-76.656090,35.278515) “
(-76.658241,35.279091)
(-76.657532,35.280853)
(-76.633224,35.285057)
(-76.626099,35.290363)
(-76.627563,35.296215)
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(-76.629730,35.299725)
(-76.643013,35.305931)
(-76.639297,35.306919)
(-76.631935,35.309086)
(-76.632744,35.323730)
(-76.641350,35,327209)
(-76.653519,35.325989)
(-76.652809,35.327747)
(-76.631409,3”5.340427)
(-76.632874,35.344814)
(-76.650078,35.348843)
(-76.659370,35.347046)
(-76.666504,35.342918)
(-76.671509,35.341724)
(-76.682999,35.341675)

ID: 26
START_NODE: 22
END_NODE: 22
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 19, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_EDGE: (id: 26, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_ED2E: (id: 26, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-76.530022,35.148819)

(-76.527184,35.152355)
(-76.531509,35.157619)
(-76.535088,35.157604)
(-76.537216,35.154072)
(-76.532883,35.148808)
(-76.530022,35.148819)

ID: 27
START_NODE: 23
ENI_NODE: 21
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 1, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_EDGE: (id: 25, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_EDGE: (id: 33, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-76.682999,35.144127) “

(-76.682999,35.162468)

ID: 28
START_NODE: 24
END_NODE: 24
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 17, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_EDGE: (id: 28, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_EDGE: (id: 28, tile: O, exid: O)
Coordinates: (-75.999313,35.078228)

(-75.971886,35.100964)

—
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(-75.949059,35.113396)
(-75.930496,35.121696)
(-75.878342,35.138943)
(-75.861183,35.143127)
(-75.839767,35.152023)
(-75.826920,35.158535)
(-75.769783,35.179905)
(-75.761215,3,5.184635)
(-75.762672,35.188152)
(-75.772690,35.186935)
(-75.793404,35.179806)
(-75.841972,35.161991)
(-75.874130,35.152466)
(-75.899124,35.142380)
(-75.948433,35.129253)
(-75.969147,35.121532)
(-75.978462,35.122665)
(-75.982033,35.121479)
(-75.990593,35.116741)
(-75.991272,35.110279)
(-75.989067,35.1OO891)
(-75.998299,35.088512)
(-76.002548,35.080860)
(-75.999313,35.078228)

ID: 29
START_NODE: 25
END_NODE: 25
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 23, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_EDGE: (id: 29, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_EDGE: (id: 29, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-76.044540,35.066784)

(-76.043846,35.070896)
(-76.048866,35.072052)
(-76.051003,35.070866)
(-76.049553,35.067936)

I (-76.044540,35.066784)

ID: 30
START_NODE: 27

‘ END_NODE: 27
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 21, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_~E: (id: 30, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_EDGE: (id: 30, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-76.428391,35.065540)

(-76.428429,35.071419)
(-76.432747,35.075512)
(-76.436325,35.075497)
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(-76.438469,35.074314)
(-76.436279,35.068447)
(-76.430534,35.065533)
(-76.428391,35.065540)

D: 31
l’ART_NODE:28
VD_NODE: 28
IGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: “O, exid: O)
EFT_FACE: (id: 24, tile: O, exid: O)
IGHTJDGE: (id: 31, tile: O, exid: O)
EFT_EDGE: (id: 31, tile: O, exid: O)
30RDINATES: (-76.036873,35.062855)

(-76.038879,35.063412)
(-76.040894,35.062313)
(-76.038895,35.059555!
(-76.044266,35.055164)
(-76.053650,35.054626)
(-76.059021,35.050232)
(-76.058357,35.048031)
(-76.052322,35.048023)
(-76.040916,35.054058)
(-76.033531,35.059551)
(-76.036873,35.062855)

D: 32
rART_NODE: 30
!J’D_NODE:23
IGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
EFT_FACE: (id: 18, tile: O, exid: O)
IGHT_EDGE: (id: 27, tile: O, exid: O)
EFT_EDGE: (id: 33, tile: O, exid: O)
30RDINATES: (-76.682999,35.028908)

(-76.677475,35.028931)
(-76.658$’28,35.040180)
(-76.643272,35.054939)
(-76.617546,35.062691)
(-76.601845,35.070396)
(-76.595436,35.076298)
(-76.592644,35.086887)
(-76.597694,35.093327)
(-76.601440,35.093193)
(-76.608597,35.092575)
(-76.629959,35.085712)
(-76.636879,35.088188)
(-76.609871,35.095039)
(-76.596283,35.096859)
(-76.590561,35.098061)
(-76.579109,35.098694)
(-76.562683,35.104637)
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(-76.545647,35.128204)
(-76.543571,35.140541)
(-76.540024,35.145252)
(-76.542198,35.149357)
(-76.543655,35.154045)
(-76.554443,35.162804)
(-76.560944,35.170994)
(-76.572884,35.168732)
(-76.585312,3’5.176758)
(-76.589592,35.173809)
(-76.589523,35.163246)
(-76.580879,35.153889)
(-76.575859,35.152149)
(-76.574448,35.138985)
(-76.578018,35.137794)
(-76.580132,35.148022)
(-76.586586,35.150928)
(-76.593758,35.152660)
(-76.600952,35.154068)
(-76.611702,35.160801)
(-76.627449,35.159561)
(-76.638580,35.154453)
(-76.641792,35.160355)
(-76.646805,35.159744)
(-76.654694,35.167076)
(-76.660416,35.165878)
(-76.671585,35.154408)
(-76.682999,35.144127)

ID: 33
START_NODE: 30
END_NODE: 23
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 18, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 1, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_EDGE: (id: 32, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFTJDGE: (id: 40, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-76.682999,35.028908)

(-76.682999,35.144127)

ID: 34
START_NODE: 26

‘ END_NODE: 26
RIGHTLFACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 22, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_~E: (id: 34, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_EDGE: (id: 34, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-76.080490,35.066425)

(-76.104668,35.040462)
(-76.120331,35.025696)
(-76.123154,35.019806)
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(-76.120995,35.018051)
(-76.115288,35.020428)
(-76.109612,35.029270)
(-76.093224,35.041687)
(-76.089676,35.047577)
(-76.067574,35.061779)
(-76.058327,35.071220)
(-76.061928,35.074734)
(-76.066940,35.074711)
(-76.080490,35.066425)

ID: 35
START_NODE: 29
END_NODE: 29
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 25, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_EDGE: (id: 35, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_EDGE: (id: 35, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-76.067741,35.045845)

(-76.075790,35.043102)
(-76.090569,35.029366)
(-76.108025,35.016731)
(-76.116081,35.010136)
(-76.114075,35.007931)
(-76.105347,35.015625)
(-76.083862,35.029358)
(-76.069107,35.035938)
(-76.063728,35.042534)
(-76.067741,35.045845)

ID: 36
START_NODE: 32
END_NODE: 32
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 26, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_EDGE: (id: 36, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_EDGE: (id: 36, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-76.153053,34.992039)

(-76.148071,34.996765)
(-76.140251,35.006207)
(-76.140976,35.007381)
(-76.145271,35.007362)
(-76.152390,35.000862)
(-76.156639,34.992611)
(-76.153053,34.992039)

ID: 37
START_NODE: 31
ENDJIODE: 31
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
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.EFI’_FACE:(id: 28, tile: O, exid: O)
UGHTJDGE: (id: 37, tile: O, exid: O)
.EFT_EZGE: (id: 37, tile: O, exid: O)
x)ORDINATES: (-76.129501,35.002449)

(-76.140251,34.992554)
(-76.155693,34.979908)
(-76.151680,34.978249)
(-76.146309,34.982098)
(-76.141602,34.988148)
(-76.134888,34.992542)
(-76.128166,35.000793)
(-76.129501,35.002449)

[D: 38
;TART_NODE: 33
IND_NODE: 33
UGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid:
m_FAcE: (id: 29, tile: O, exid:
UGHT_EDGE: (id: 38, tile: O, exid
.EF’T_EDGE:(id: 38, tile: O, exid:
COORDINATES: (-76.258011,34.977470

(-76.251602,34.982792
(-76.251640,34.989262

o)
o)
o)
o)

(-76.258133,34.996883)
(-76.262421,34.996861)
(-76.265266,34.993912)
(-76.266655,34.985672)
(-76.263031,34.978626)
(-76.261589,34.977451)
(-76.258011,34.977470)

[D: 39
;TART_NODE: 34
IND_NODE: 34
UGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
JZFI’_FACE:(id: 27, tile: O, exid: O)
UGHT_EDGE: (id: 39, tile: O, exid: O)
~EFT_EDGE: (id: 39, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-76.263695,34.969795)

(-76.261551,34.970985)
{-76.273766,34.977989)
{-76.281067,34.985764)
(-76.283165,34.993248)
(-76.294685,35.004372)
(-76.299667,34.999645)
(-76.296768,34.993778)
(-76.282333,34.974716)
(-76.27.1568,34.970352)
(-76.263695,34.969795)
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ID: 40
START_NODE: 35
END_NODE: 30
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 1, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_EDGE: (id: 32, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_EDGE: (id: 43, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-76.682999,34.950218)

(-76.682999,35.028908)

ID: 41
START_NODE: 36
END_NODE: 36
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 30, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_EDGE: (id: 41, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_EDGE: (id: 41, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-76.207153,34.942383)

(-76.183647,34.960724)
(-76.169411,34.974911)
(-76.170868,34.978432)
(-76.175880,34.978413)
(-76.185867,34.972485)
(-76.207939,34.952972)
(-76.212181,34.944717)
(-76.210022,34.942371)
(-76.207153,34.942383)

ID: 42
START_NODE: 37
END_NODE: 37
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 31, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_EDGE: (id: 42, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_EDGE: (id: 42, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-76.319107,34.850117)

(-76.284920,34.878540)
(-76.266380,34.889809)
(-76.264961,34.892174)
(-76.235756,34.915852)
(-76.226486,34.922367)
(-76.225800,34.927666)
(-76.229385,34.927650)
(-76.242943,34.920528)
(-76.280693,34.889160)
(-76.316330,34.863682)
(-76.324158,34.855988)
J-76.321976,34.850693)
(-76.319107,34.850117)
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ID: 43
START_NODE: 39
END_NODE: 35
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 20, tile: o, exid: o)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 1, tile: o. exid: o)
RIGHT_EDGE: (id: 45, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_EDGE: (id: 52, tile: O, exid: O)
coordinates: (-76.682999,3.4.767570)

(-76.682999,34.950218)

ID: 44
START_NODE: 40
END_NODE: 40
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 33, tile: o, exid: o)
RIGHT_EDGE: (id: 44, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_EDGE: (id: 44, tile: O, exid: o)
coordinates: (-76.489479,34.751442)

(-76.488068,34.754986)
(-76.489510,34.756752)
(-76.489525,34.759113)
(-76.495956,34.757317)
(-76.495934,34.753185)
(-76.493774,34.751427)
(-76.489479,34.751442)

ID: 45
STARTJJODE: 39
END_NODE: 35
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: o, exid: o)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 20, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_EIKE: (id: 40, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_EDGE: (id: 43, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-76.682999,34.767570)

(-76.677368,34.764057)
(-76.672287,34.752281)
(-76.670746,34.735176)
(-76.671440,34.731636)
(-76.667831,34.726929)
(-76.665634,34.718678)

# (-76.672050,34.714218)
(-76.671318,34.711567)
(-76.659851,34.708668)
(-76.654099,34.704556)
(-76.638336,34.702263)
(-76.636177,34.701092)
(-76.629738,34.701710)
(-76.627617,34.705261)
(-76.627655,34.711754)
(-76.631279,34.718819)
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(-76.631310,34.724720)
(-76.622841,34.744232)
(-76.620865,34.772556)
(-76.625259,34.789047)
(-76.625298,34.795536)
(-76.621025,34.798500)
(-76.611679,34.792053)
(-76.605652,34.784924)
(-76.605148,3’4.777340)
(-76.603676,34.771446)
(-76.583794,34.765846)
(-76.578621,34.771553)
(-76.570404,34.785519)
(-76.569206,34.779842)
(-76.568398,34.774342)
(-76.577721,34.763687)
(-76.587784,34.758339)
(-76.595657,34.747887)
(-76.598442,34.734894)
(-76.596970,34.727818)
(-76.589783,34.723721)
(-76.573318,34.722607)
(-76.566170,34.724998)
(-76.559715,34.722668)
(-76.548973,34.722710)
(-76.547539,34.721539)
(-76.540390,34.722748)
(-76.533966,34.726315)
(-76.532120,34.722080)
(-76.526054,34.720448)
(-76.514603,34.720497)
(-76.506218,34.726311)
(-76.506958,34.730442)
(-76.512733,34.738678)
(-76.511177,34.746475)
(-76.518387,34.754704)
(-76.511963,34.757092)
(-76.506233,34.757114)
(-76.503387,34.760078)
(-76.505745,34.767025)
(-76.513336,34.772194)
(-76.507965,34.782169)
(-76.513512,34.788719)
(-76.505699,34.787197)
(-76.499985,34.788990)
(-76.498581,34.794304)
(-76.489838,34.802578)
(-76.485703,34.794949)
(-76.488525,34.787861)
(-76.496338,34.778389)
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(-76.498459,34.773075)
(-76.492676,34.764252)
(-76.486938,34.762505)
(-76.481934,34.763119)
(-76.478355,34.764313)
(-76.471970,34.773777)
(-76.464157,34.783836)
(-76.457130,3.4.805092)
(-76.456467,34.813351)
(-76.461502,34.817455)
(-76.460098,34.822174)
(-76.455803,34.822193)
(-76.450768,34.818680)
(-76.443604,34.816940)
(-76.437187,34.822273)
(-76.435074,34.827587)
(-76.430084,34.830555)
(-76.422897,34.826458)
(-76.421951,34.825706)
(-76.419846,34.833378)
(-76.421341,34.843391)
(-76.418495,34.845760)
(-76.417816,34.852833)
(-76.419319,34.864021)
(-76.413658,34.875240)
(-76.413704,34.882896)
(-76.406082,34.886627)
(-76.403198,34.883698)
(-76.402420,34.872505)
(-76.404533,34.867195)
(-76.401627,34.860138)
(-76.395164,34.856632)
(-76.388725,34.857838
(-76.377342,34.869080
(-76.345886,34.876282
(-76.335190,34.883396
(-76.332359,34.888706
(-76.316681,34.900257
(-76.330330,34.907562
(-76.342651,34.906929)
(-76.347702,34.912796)
(-76.343277,34.917515)
(-76.340599,34.922245)
(-76.341881,34.923996)
(-76.359062,34.923336)
(-76.361938,34.926266)
(-76.357666,34.929817)
(-76.343369,34.932823)
(-76.341362,34.933479)
(-76.325943,34.928543)
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(-76.312988,34.918003)
(-76.305367,34.924191)
(-76.303261,34.931854)
(-76.287323,34.934528)
(-76.287369,34.941593)
(-76.285255,34.947487)
(-76.285301,34.955135)
(-76.298988,34.969204)
(-76.311981,34.986794)
(-76.318474,34.994415)
(-76.320671,35.002640)
(-76.315346,35.003231)
(-76.306534,34.996529)
(-76.304390,34.997124)
(-76.306412,35.004204)
(-76.312180,35.011234)
(-76.346649,35.029320)
(-76.356697,35.033394)
(-76.363136,35.032188)
(-76.362167,35.029179)
(-76.335289,35.016987)
(-76.330238,35.009953)
(-76.330223,35.007599)
(-76.333084,35.007000)
(-76.348885,35.015755)
(-76.354607,35.015732)
(-76.357445,35.010426)
(-76.350945,35.001633)
(-76.327896,34.978199)
(-76.323524,34.965862)
(-76.329674,34.956322)
(-76.337509,34.962757)
(-76.355927,34.964104)
(-76.362930,34.971581)
(-76.371513,34.970367)
(-76.385139,34.974426)
(-76.390144,34.973232)
(-76.387962,34.967941)
(-76.383629,34.960903)
(-76.383598,34.956783)
(-76.392151,34.950272)
(-76.390640,34.937332)
(-76.402084,34.935516)
(-76.406403,34.939030)
(-76.404297,34.946102)
(-76.405762,34.951981)
(-76.405800,34.957863)
(-76.407959,34.960209)
(-76.412964,34.959011)
(-76.423660,34.952492)

—
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(-76.434357,34.945385)
(-76.440811,34.946533)
(-76.453331,34.939377)
(-76.450050,34.935310)
(-76.452194,34.934715)
(-76.447884,34.932377)
(-76.444954,34.922382)
(-76.451073,34,921135)
(-76.455399,34.925827
(-76.4S6863,34.931709
(-76.464081,34.941685
(-76.464859,34.951099
(-76.472786,34.960484
(-76.466690,34.964077
(-76.463112,34.964684
(-76.450218,34.963562
(-76.437340,34.964794
(-76.433815,34.974220
(-76.428833,34.978359
(-76.431076,34.993645
(-76.432518,34.995403
(-76.441284,34.996361
(-76.444244,35.002426
(-76.441917,35.010658
(-76.432686,35.023045
(-76.423256,35.025822)
(-76.429977,35.029011)
(-76.434792,35.033463)
(-76.430389,35.049927)
(-76.431129,35.054039)
(-76.441177,35.058109)
(-76.466339,35.075634)
(-76.469948,35.079731)
(-76.476379,35.077942)
(-76.478096,35.073994]
(-76.481888,35.068508)
(-76.484741,35.066143)
(-76.478981,35.060291)
(-76.469666,35.059742)
(-76.467499,35.056225)
(-76.459587,35.050381)
(-76.453865,35.050404)
(-76.450264,35.046894)
(-76.460274,35.045677)
(-76.464584,35.047424)
(-76.466698,35.042709)
(-76.462021,35.025864)
(-76.471962,35.032776)
(-76.480659,35.046616)
(-76.486526,35.048683)
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(-76:490799,35.045139)
(-76.493607,35.035721)
(-76.496437,35.029827)
(-76.493523,35.022198)
(-76.485008,35.015472)
(-76.498466,35.012962)
(-76.491188,34.990448)
(-76.480400,34.982258)
(-76.478920,34.975208)
(-76.490913,34.963299)
(-76.488937,34.973988)
(-76.488258,34.980461)
(-76.492828,34.982552)
(-76.510872,34.976868)
(-76.508324,34.983906)
(-76.499786,34.992180)
(-76.502678,34.996872)
(-76.509155,35.002728)
(-76.510620,35,008015)
(-76.519943,35.010326)
(-76.544258,35.006107)
(-76.565689,34.999546)
(-76.579941,34.988899)
(-76.578415,34.973610)
(-76.571190,34.961872)
(-76.556786,34.947811)
(-76.547440,34.941376)
(-76.544487,34.926083)
(-76.545189,34.924316)
(-76.528046,34.900944)
(-76.535095,34.905655)
(-76.550423,34.918095)
(-76.549545,34.934891)
(-76.556755,34.943100)
(-76.572556,34.951275)
(-76.591171,34.951782)
(-76.592758,34.977669)
(-76.602119,34.985863)
(-76.612869,34.988762)
(-76.633476,34.986118)
(-76.637756,34.984333)
(-76.649925,34.983692)
(-76.667061,34.976562)
(-76.680031,34.966709)
(-76.677132,34.961422)
(-76.659119,34.942665)
(-76.646912,34.936245)
(-76.644737,34.931545)
(-76.656868,34.925018)
(-76.658264,34.919712)
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(-76.656052,34.908535)
(-76.658905,34.906757)
(-76.667511,34.909664)
(-76.664787,34.932636)
(-76.664825,34.939114)
(-76.671310,34.946148)
(-76.678497,34.950237)
(-76.682999,34.950218)

D: 46
TART_NODE: 41
ND_NO13E:41
IGHKFACE: (id: 2, tile: 0, =id: 0)
EFT_FACE: (id: 35, tile: O, exid: O)
IGHT_EEGE: (id: 46, tile: O, exid: O)
EFT_EDGE: (id: 46, tile: O, exid: O)
ORDINATES: (-76.608307,34.682129)

(-76.604324,34.685398)
(-76.604317,34.689983)
(-76.608284,34.691299)
(-76.613846,34.689999)
(-76.618622,34.685417)
(-76.615448,34.683449)
(-76.613861,34.682793)
(-76.608307,34.682129)

D)

D: 47
TART_NODE: 42
!ND_NODE:42
,IGHT_FACE: (id: 34, tile: O, exid: O)
JWT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
,IGHT_EDGE: (id: 47, tile: O, exid: O)
,EFT_EDGE: (id: 47, tile: O, exid:
‘ORDINATES: (-76.535240,34.678097

(-76 550316,34.685978
(-76.571739,34.691906
(-76.582062,34.695850
(-76.589195,34.701099
(-76.593956,34.702415
(-76.592354,34.706997)
(-76.589172,34.709614)
(-76.580444,34.706982)
(-76.573288,34.708282)
(-76.570908,34.708279)
(-76.569328,34.703037)
(-76.570137,34.698452)
(-76.565376,34.696480)
(-76.561409,34.696476)
(-76.557434,34.697781)
(-76.557419,34.701054)
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(-76.555824,34.704983)
(-76.548668,34.706284)
(-76.525635,34.706905)
(-76.523262,34.703629)
(-76.520889,34.699692)
(-76.522484,34.695766)
(-76.529640,34.695122)
(-76.539169,3.4.694477)
(-76.544731,34.693176)
(-76.541565,34.689896)
(-76.534424,34.687920)
(-76.530457,34.685951)
(-76.528870,34.683983)
(-76.528885,34.680706)
(-76.531265,34.679401)
(-76.535240,34.678097)

D: 48
TART_NODE: 43
Nl_NODE: 43
IGHT_FACE: (id: 37, tile: O, exid: O)
tEFT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
IGHT_EDGE: (id: 48, tile: O, exid: O)
,EFT_ED3E: (id: 48, tile: O, exid: O)
ORDINATES: (-76.590057,34.675552)

(-76.595604,34.678181)
(-76.594009,34.681454)
(-76.590034,34.684067)
(-76.586067,34.682751)
(-76.S83687,34.679474)
(-76.583702,34.674889)
(-76.590057,34.675552)

D: 49
TART_NODE: 44
NJD_NODE:44
IGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
EFT_FACE: (id: 36, tile: O, exid: O)
IGHT_EDGE: (id: 49, tile: O, exid: O)
EFT_EDGE: (id: 49, tile: O, exid: O)
ORDINATES: (-76.536140,34.637466)

(-76.531372,34.638115)
(-76.531357,34.644669)
(-76.531334,34.653187)
(-76.534508,34.654503)
(-76.536118,34.647953)
(-76.539291,34.649269)
(-76.S46425,34.654522)
(-76.557541,34.656502)
(-76.566261,34.662411)

TABLE 98. - Continued.
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(-76.571815,34.665043)
(-76.580544,34.667019)
(-76.591652,34.670967)
(-76.605934,34.676884)
(-76.618637,34.680832)
(-76.636887,34.688721)
(-76.648010,34.687428)
(-76.647224,3.4.682838)
(-76.639290,34.678894)
(-76.614685,34.673622)
(-76.600395,34.670322)
(-76.585320,34.664406)
(-76.575005,34.659805)
(-76.565475,34.657825)
(-76.557541,34.653881)
(-76.548035,34.644688)
(-76.542496,34.638130)
(-76.536140,34.637466)

:D: 50
~TART_NODE: 38
2iD_NODE: 38
UGHT_FACE: (id: 32, tile: O, exid: O)
,EFT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
QGHT_EDGE: (id: 50, tile: O, exid: O)
,EF’I_EDGE:(id: 50, tile: O, exid: O)
KKXIDINATES: (-76.332199,34.845810)

(-76.331497,34.848461)
(-76.325768,34.848488)
(-76.323601,34.844372)
(-76.338539,34.828987)
(-76.353485,34.815365)
(-76.364174,34.806477)
(-76.376984,34.794041)
(-76.391205,34.778057)
(-76.411842,34.757915)
(-76.436028,34.733032)
(-76.455246,34.714657)
(-76.497162,34.661934)
(-76.518440,34.629944)
(-76.531189,34.606251)
(-76.533333,34.605652)
(-76.534767,34.606236)
(-76.548363,34.605587)
(-76.548370,34.606770)
(-76.554108,34.6O9112)
(-76.555550,34.610874)
(-76.554863,34.615017)
(-76.544121,34.615063)
(-76.538422,34.619221)

TABLE 98. Fdae Table (l?CRcover~ae, tile GJN7L - Continued.
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(-76.538452,34.624542)
(-76.505081,34.669579)
(-76.498688,34.677280)
(-76.487343,34.695629)
(-76.468178,34.722862)
(-76.448227,34.737701)
(-76.444725,34.750698)
(-76.439766,34.758976)
(-76.433342,3’4.762543)
(-76.424034,34.761402)
(-76.416183,34.765564)
(-76.415504,34.771469)
(-76.413406,34.779732)
(-76.390610,34.798111)
(-76.374977,34.817043)
(-76.360008,34.828304)
(-76.339333,34.842537)
(-76.332199,34.845810)

ID: 51
START_NODE: 45
ENI_NODE: 6
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 1, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_EDGE: (id: 5, tile: 15, exid: 2)
LEFT_EIX3E: (id: 52, tile: O, exid: O)
COORDINATES: (-75.000000,34.583000)

(-75.000000,36.000000)

ID: 52
START_NODE: 45
ENI_NODE: 39
RIGHT_FACE: (id: 2, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_FACE: (id: 1, tile: O, exid: O)
RIGHT_EDGE: (id: 45, tile: O, exid: O)
LEFT_EDGE: (id: 51, tile: 15, exid: 4)
COORDINATES: (-75.000000,34.583000)

(-76.682999,34.583000)
(-76.682999,34.767570)

TABLE 98. Edae Table (ECR co eraue, tile
.

v (%~ - Continued.
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TABLE 99. J22 RecWn~ .

‘able
hune:
kune:
lame:
lame:
lame:

:D
-----

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Definition:
<Im <Row 1~ Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: P
-IN> dlinimum X Coordinate> me: F Count: 1 KeWpe: N
<YMIN> ct4inimumY Coordinate> Type: F Count: 1 KeyType: N
~> -d.hximumX Co”ordinate> me: F Count: 1 KeyWpe: N
<YMAX> ~ixnum Y Coordinate> me: F Count: 1 KeyType: N

XMIN YMIN
_____----- ---------- ---------- ----------

-76.682999 36.000000 -75.724709 36.000000
-75.724709 36.000000 -75.695251 36.000000
-75.695251 36.000000 -75.688568 36.000000
-75.688568 36.000000 -75.658348 36.000000
-75.658348 36.000000 -75.000000 36.000000
-75.724709 35.997810 -75.695251 36.000000
-76.682999 35.938274 -76.682999 36.000000

8 -75.944977
9 -75.734314
10 -75.595352
11 -75.688568
12 -75.562187
13 -76.682999
14 -76-682999
15 -76.682999
16 -76.077568
17 -76.682999
18 -76.410080
19 -76.682999
20 -76.368309
21 -76.682999
22 -76.288292
23 -75.732666
24 -76.682999
25 -76.682999
26 -76.537216
27 -76.682999
28 -76.002548
29 -76.051003
30 -76.438469
31 -76.059021
32 -76.682999
33 -76.682999
34 -76.123154
35 -76.116081
36 -76.156639

35.937912 -75.869843
35.837349 -75.618668
35.799721 -75.583893
35.794704 -75.535164
35.793606 -75.553482
35.502422 -76.682999
35.492249 -76.682999
35.415573 -76.682999
35.397129 -76.065498
35.387768 -76.566322
35.346630 -76.403633
35.341675 -76.682999
35.335648 -76.343666
35.331284 -75.711357
35.313805 -76.270271
35.192982 -75.463051
35.162468 -76.682999
35.162270 -76.468460
35.148808 -76.527184
35.144127 -76.682999
35.078228 -75.761215
35.066784 -76.043846
35.065533 -76.428391
35.048023 -76.033531
35.028908 -76.540024
35.028908 -76.682999
35.018051 -76.058327
35.007931 -76.063728
34.992039 -76.140251

35.981689
35.943443
35.807880
36.000000
35.802879
35.938274
35.502422
35.492249
35.405354
35.510365
35.352501
35.415573
35.348064
35.995605
35.336613
35.767998
35.341675
35.348843
35.157619
35.162468
35.188152
35.072052
35.075512
35.063412
35.176758
35.144127
35.074734
35.045845
35.007381
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37 -76.155693
38 -76.266655
39 -76.299667
40 -76.682999
41 -76.212181
42 -76.324158
43 -76.682999
44 -76.495956
45 -76.682999
46 -76.618622
47 -76.593956
48 -76.595604
49 -76.648010
50 -76.555550
51 -75.000000
52 -76.682999

MIL-STD-2407

APPENDIX H

34.978249 -76.128166
34.977451 -76.251602
34.969795 -76.261551
34.950218 -76.682999
34.942371 -76.169411
34.850117 -76.225800
34.767570 -76.682999
34.751427 -76.488068
34.701092 -76.285255
34.682129 -76.604317
34.678097 -76.520889
34.674889 -76.583687
34.637466 -76.531334
34.605587 -76.323601
34.583000 -75.000000
34.583000 -75.000000

35.002449
34.996883
35.004372
35.028908
34.978432
34.927666
34.950218
34.759113
35.079731
34.691299
34.709614
34.684067
34.688721
34.848488
36.000000
34.767570

TABLE 99. Fdae ~oundina Rectanal~ Table (ECR coveraae.
tile Gml - Continued.
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TABLE 100. Jlina Table (ECR coveraaeJ le GJND ).

‘ableDefinition:
lame:<IIb <Row ID> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: P
lame:dACE_ID> <Foreign key to face table> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: N
[ame:<START_EDGE> <Foreign Key to Edge Table> me: I Count: 1 KeyType: N

:D FACE_ID START_EDGE
,----------- ----------

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Nul
1
8
9
10
12
16
18
20
22
23
26
28
29
30
31
34
35
36
37
38
39
41
42
44
46
47
48
49
50
2
4
13
8
9
10
12
23
15
16
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41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

MIL-STD-2407

APPENDIX H

18
24
20
22
28
32
26
43
30
34
29
31
35
36
39
37
38
41
42
50
44
47
46
49

65 37 48
TABLE 100. - Continued.

TABLE 101. Face Table (EcR rovera~ tile Gu .

‘ableDefinition:
l-e: <ID> <Row ID> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: P
lame:<RING_PTR> <Foreign Key to Ring Table> Type: I Count: 1 KeyType: N

LD RING_PTR
----- --------

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

1
2

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
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13 41
14 42
15 43
16 44
17 45
18 46
19 47
20 48
21 49
22 50
23 51
24 52
25 53
26 54
27 55
28 56
29 57
30 58
31 59
32 60
33 61
34 62
35 63
36 64
37 65

TABLE 101. Yace Table (J?CR co veraae. tile GJIW7) - Continued.

TABLE 102. ce Bo@a ReQale Table (N’R coverww. tile
G!mQL.

Table Definition:
Name: <ID> <Row ID> we: I Count: 1 KeyType: P
Name: ~IN> &inimum X Coordinate> Type: F Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: <YMIN> d4inimum Y Coordinate> Type: F Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: CXMAX> ~irnum X Coordinate> Type: F Count: 1 KeyType: N
Name: <yMAX> dfaximum Y Coordinate> me: F Count: 1 KeyType: N

●

ID XMIN YMIN
----- ---------- ------- --- ------- --- ----------

1 Null Null Null Null
2 -76.683029 34.583000 -75.000000 36.000000
3 -75.724716 35.997810 -75.695251 36.000000
4 -75.688583 35.794704 -75.535164 36.000000
5 -76.683029 35.331284 -75.711357 35.995605
6 -75.944992 35.937912 -75.869843 35.981689
7 -75.734360 35.837349 -75.618668 35.943443
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8 -75.595383
9 -75.562180
10 -75.732712
11 -76.683029
12 -76.077560
13 -76.410080
14 -76.683029
15 -76.368332
16 -76.288315
17 -76.002548
18 -76.683029
19 -76.537216
20 -76.683029
21 -76.438461
22 -76.123154
23 -76.051010
24 -76.059067
25 -76.116074
26 -76.156662
27 -76.299667
28 -76.155685
29 -76.266647
30 -76.212204
31 -76.324203
32 -76.555588
33 -76.495956
34 -76-593979
35 -76.618637
36 -76.648056
37 -76.595627

35.799721 -75.583893
35.793606 -75.553482
35.192982 -75.463051
35.387768 -76.566322
35.397129 -76.065498
35.346630 -76.403633
35.162270 -76.468460
35.335648 -76.343666
35.313805 -76.270271
35.078228 -75.761215
35.029908 -76.540024
35.148808 -76.527184
34.701092 -76.285255
35.065533 -76.428391
35.018051 -76.058327
35.066784 -76.043846
35.048023 -76.033531
35.007931 -76.063728
34.992039 -76.140251
34.969795 -76.261551
34.978249 -76.128166
34.977451 -76.251602
34.942371 -76.169411
34.850117 -76.225800
34.605587 -76.323601
34.751427 -76.488068
34.678097 -76.520889
34.682129 -76.604317
34.637466 -76.531334
34.674889 -76.583687

35.807880
35.802879
35.767998
35.510365
35.405354
35.352501
35.348843
35.348064
35.336613
35.188152
35.176758
35.157619
35.079731
35.075512
35.074734
35.072052
35.063412
35.045845
35.007381
35.004372
35.002449
34.996883
34.978432
34.927666
34.848488
34.759113
34.709614
34.691299
34.688721
34.684067

TABLE 102. Face BOU~
- Continued.

TABLE 103. t Table (J7CR coveraae, tile
.

.

‘ Table Definition:
Name: <ID> <Row ID> me: I Count: 1 KeyType: P
Name: &TRING> ~ext String> me: T Count: -1 KeyType: N
Name: dMiAPE_JNE> <The shape line> Type: C Count: ● KeyType: N

ID: 1
STRING: ALBEMARLE SOUND
SHAPE_LINE: (-76.429352,35.995964)

(-76.429352,35.995964)
(-75.773872,36.006542)
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*

[D: 2
;TRING: Nage
;HAPE_LINE: (-75.755089,35.975903)

(-75.755089,35.975903)
(-75.672562,35.977703)

[D: 3
3TRING: Head
3+APE_LINE: (-75.722145,35.952892)

(-75.722145,35.952892)
(-75.644341,35.952785j

ID: 4
WRING: BODIE ISLAND
WAPE_LINE: (-75.775040,35.845127)

(-75.775040,35.845127)
(-75.596321,35.842068)

ID: 5
WRING: NORTH
WAPE_LINE: (-76.415779,35.777542)

(-76.415779,35.777542)
(-75.873505,35.776794)

ID: 6
STRING: Oregon Inlet
SHAPE_LINE: (-75.708374,35.764370)

(-75.708374,35.764370)
(-75.541176,35.766018)

[D: 7
;TRING: CAROLINA
WAPE_LINE: (-76.536469,35.608696)

(-76.536469,35.608696)
(-75.671188,35.605579)

[D: 8
WRIB?G: Hatteras Inlet
WAPE_LiNE: (-75.959717,35.268799)

(-75.959717,35.268799)
(-75.752419,35.197037)

ID: 9
STRING: CAPE HATTERN3
WAPE_LINE: (-75.478790,35.246891)

(-75.478790,35.246891)
(-75.118042,35.252182)

TABLE 103. Text Table (ECR coveraae, tile =
.

- Continued.
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ID: 10
STRING: Ocracoke Inlet
SHAPE_LINE: (-76.221718,35.157097)

(-76.221718,35.157097)
(-76.033279,35.087200)

ID: 11
STRING: PAMLICO SOUND
SHAPE_LINE: (-76.372719,35.114758)

(-76.372719,35.114758)
(-75.558098,35.572731)

ID: 12
STRING: Portsmouth
SHAPE_LINE: (-76.280914,35.060448)

(-76.280914,35.060448)
(-76.097008,35.060192)

ID: 13
STRING: RALEIGH BAY
SHAPE_LINE: (-76.120888,34.943993)

(-76.120888,34.943993)
(-75.726608,35.148674)

ID: 14
STRING: Beaufort
SHAPE_LINE: (-76.650787,34.718575)

(-76.650787,34.718575)
(-76.502151,34.757236)

IID: 15
STRING: CAPE LOOKOUT
SHAPE_LINE: (-76.511833,34.661983)

I (-76.511833,34.661983)
(-76.339241,34.844395)

TABLE 103. Y~xt Table (EcR coveraae. tile GJND ) - Continued.
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Custodians:
DNA - MP
Air Force - 09
W-TI
Navy - NO

Review activity:
Marine Corps - MC

MIL-STD-2407

CONCLUDING MATERIAL

Preparing activity:
DMA - MP
(Project MCGT-0146)
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